Praise for *Hardwiring Happiness*

“Rick Hanson is a master of his craft, showing us a wise path for daily living in this book. Based on the latest findings in neuroscience, this book reveals that if we understand the brain a little, we can take care of our lives a lot, and make a real difference to our well-being. Here is a book to savor, to practice, and to take to heart.”

—Mark Williams, Ph.D., professor, University of Oxford, and author of *Mindfulness*

“The cultivation of happiness is one of the most important skills anyone can ever learn. Luckily, it’s not hard when we know the way to water and nourish these wholesome seeds, which are already there in our consciousness. This book offers simple, accessible, practical steps for touching the peace and joy that are every person’s birthright.”

—Thich Nhat Hahn, author of *Being Peace* and *Understanding Our Mind*

“In this remarkable book, one of the world’s leading authorities on mind training takes these insights and shows us ways we can cultivate the helpful and good within us. In a beautifully written and accessible way, Rick Hanson offers us an inspiring gift of wise insights and compassionate and uplifting practices that will be of enormous benefit to all who read this book. A book of hope and joyfulness.”

—Paul Gilbert, Ph.D., OBE, author of *The Compassionate Mind*

“Rick Hanson’s new book works practical magic: it teaches you how, in a few seconds, to rewire your brain for greater happiness, peace, and well-being. This is truly a book I wish every human being could read—it’s that important. I hope we’ll soon be saying to each other, in meetings, over coffee, in crowded subway cars, ‘Take in the good?’ ”

—Jennifer Louden, author of *The Woman’s Comfort Book* and *The Life Organizer*

“I have learned more about positive psychology from Rick Hanson than from any other scientist. Read this book, take in the good, and change your brain so that you can become the person you were destined to be.”

—Robert A. Emmons, Ph.D., editor-in-chief of *The Journal of Positive Psychology*, and author of *Gratitude Works!* and *Thanks!*

“*Hardwiring Happiness* provides the reader with a user-friendly toolkit to expand feelings of happiness and to functionally erase the profound consequences of negative memories and experiences.”
“Learning to take in the good is like fully and mindfully breathing in life: it allows us to access our inner strengths, creativity, vitality, and love. In his brilliant new book, Rick Hanson gives us the fascinating science behind attending to positive experiences, and offers powerful and doable ways to awaken the deep and lasting well-being we yearn for.”

—Tara Brach, Ph.D., author of *Radical Acceptance* and *True Refuge*

*Hardwiring Happiness* teaches us the life-affirming skills of inverting our evolutionary bias to hold on to the negative in our lives and instead soak in and savor the positive. What better gift can we give ourselves or our loved ones than an effective strategy to increase joy through brain-based steps that are both accessible and pleasurable? Bravo!”

—Daniel J. Siegel, MD, clinical professor, UCLA School of Medicine, and author of *Mindsight, The Mindful Brain*, and *Brainstorm*

“Truly helpful and wise, this book nourishes your practical goodness and feeds the vitality of your human spirit. Following these practices will transform your life.”

—Jack Kornfield, Ph.D., author of *A Path with Heart*

“Dr. Hanson has laid out an amazingly clear, easy, and practical pathway to happiness.”

—Kristin Neff, Ph.D., associate professor, University of Texas at Austin, and author of *Self-Compassion*

“Rick Hanson is brilliant not only at making complex scientific information about the brain simple. For anyone wanting to decode the black box of the brain and take advantage of its potential, this is the book to read.”

—Harville Hendrix, Ph.D., coauthor of *Making Marriage Simple*

“I happened to be reading *Hardwiring Happiness* while my mother was dying in hospice. Following the instructions in the book, there was a healing that transformed my experience of my mother’s dying. This was the right book for the right moment, and I am deeply grateful for it.”

—Gordon Peerman, D.Min., Episcopal priest and psychotherapist, and author of *Blessed Relief*
“With current neuroscience to back him up, Rick Hanson has given us an incredible gift. The practices within this book don’t take much time at all, yet have the potential to yield true and lasting change.”

—Sharon Salzberg, author of Lovingkindness and Real Happiness

“Dr. Hanson offers a remarkably simple, yet transformative, approach to cultivating happiness. He provides clear instructions for bringing these insights into challenging areas such as parenting, procrastination, healing trauma, and transforming relationships. This book is a gift, one you will want to read over and over and share with your friends.”

—Christopher Germer, Ph.D., clinical instructor, Harvard Medical School, author of The Mindful Path to Self-Compassion, and coeditor of Mindfulness and Psychotherapy

“Seamlessly weaving together insights from modern neuroscience, positive psychology, evolutionary biology, and years of clinical practice, Dr. Hanson provides a wealth of practical tools anyone can use to feel less anxious, frustrated, and distressed in everyday life. With humor, warmth, and humility, this book combines new research and ancient wisdom to give us easy-to-follow, step-by-step instructions to counteract our hardwired tendency for psychological distress and live richer, happier, more loving and fulfilled lives.”

—Ronald D. Siegel, PsyD, assistant clinical professor of psychology, Harvard Medical School, and author of The Mindfulness Solutions

“Rather than offering simplistic positive thinking, Dr. Hanson’s synthesis of the new science of the brain is realistic and practical. Stop needless suffering, take in the good with his HEAL formula, calm down and green your brain, and flip the switch. We all need Hardwiring Happiness as a wise, daily practice.”

—Sara Gottfried, MD, author of The Hormone Cure

“Dr. Hanson shows us, in compelling prose sprinkled with humor, how we can learn to ‘re-wire’ our brain, so that we can respond to the world in a receptive mode, one resting in peace, contentment, and love. I can’t imagine a better prescription for our troubled world!”

—Robert D. Truog, MD, professor of medical ethics, anesthesiology, and pediatrics; director of clinical ethics, Harvard Medical School

“Always on the cutting edge, Rick Hanson is brilliant at making the neuroscience of happiness accessible, engaging, and practical. If you’re looking for greater happiness,
more fulfilling relationships, or greater peace of mind, this book is a treasure.”

—Marci Shimoff, author of Happy for No Reason and Chicken Soup for the Woman’s Soul

“In a lively and lovely voice, Rick Hanson offers an inspiring, easily accessible guidebook to living happily.”

—Sylvia Boorstein, Ph.D., author of Happiness Is an Inside Job

“Why should you read this over any other happiness or mindfulness book? Because the prose, stories, and concrete strategies are beautiful, lucid, and most importantly, they work. I cannot remember the last time a book brought me peace of mind as quickly and effectively.”

—Todd B. Kashdan, Ph.D., associate professor, George Mason University, and author of Curious?

“Carefully explaining both the neurobiology and practice of happiness, Dr. Hanson writes simply enough that anyone can use this book as a primary resource to bring more joy and less stress into their lives.”

—Frederic Luskin, Ph.D., director, Stanford Forgiveness Projects, and author of Forgive for Good

“Just as a journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step, a life filled with joy and contentment is created ‘a dozen seconds at a time,’ as Rick Hanson shows us in this game-changing book. Hardwiring Happiness is an essential guide to finding peace and joy in our busy modern world—happiness that is not dependent on external or material conditions, but that is an essential part of who we are, no matter where we are or what we have. I can’t stop thinking about the implications of this book.”

—Christine Carter, Ph.D., former director of the Greater Good Science Center, UC Berkeley, and author of Raising Happiness

“Dr. Hanson provides an exceptionally clear and compelling explanation as to why we tend to focus on what’s wrong far more than what’s right. If you want to shape your own brain for the better and make feeling good a reflex, get this book and absorb its wisdom!”

—Michael D. Yapko, Ph.D., author of Mindfulness and Hypnosis and Depression Is Contagious

“This deeply intelligent, beautifully written book weaves current neuroscience together
with ancient and contemporary wisdom, and then translates these brilliantly into
deceptively simple yet highly effective practices that really make a big difference—I
know because I’ve done them.”
—Anat Baniel, founder of the Anat Baniel Method and author of Move Into Life

“Hardwiring Happiness demonstrates powerfully how a series of small steps brings about
big changes.”
—Phillip Moffitt, author of Emotional Chaos to Clarity and Dancing with Life

“The author weaves together the rigor of science, the beauty of art, the wisdom of
reflection, and decades of clinical experience to offer us one of the most exceptional
books on how to cultivate greater happiness and well-being in our lives.”
—Shauna L. Shapiro, Ph.D., professor, Santa Clara University, and coauthor of The Art
and Science of Mindfulness

“In Hardwiring Happiness, Dr. Rick Hanson has given us an instruction manual for
creating new brain patterns. This ability, once mastered, can change your life. And he
does it all with a gentle humor and kindness that shines throughout the book.”
—Bill O’Hanlon, author of The Change Your Life Book and Do One Thing Different

“This book is a gem. I recommend keeping it on your bedside table and making it the
first thing you read each day.”
—Cassandra Vieten, Ph.D., president, Institute of Noetic Sciences, and coauthor of Living
Deeply

“Dr. Hanson clearly and elegantly teaches practices and perspectives that change our
lives by changing our brains. If you want a primer for true happiness, this is it.”
—Andrew Dreitcer, Ph.D., associate professor, Claremont Lincoln University, and
coauthor of Beyond the Ordinary

“In this book, the insights of neuroscience become clear, practical, and profoundly
transformative. Rick Hanson is the one expert in this realm that I’ve come to trust
completely, and following his guidance is ‘taking in the good’ indeed.”
—Raphael Cushnir, author of The One Thing Holding You Back

“Hardwiring Happiness is a masterful wow, guiding readers to skillfully take charge of
rewiring their brains. The benefit will be immediate, the well-being long-lasting, and the process life-changing.”

—Linda Graham, MFT, author of Bouncing Back

“With the compassion and gentleness of a good friend and the rigor and precision of an engineer, Rick Hanson gives you the key takeaways from neuroscience that will enable you to rewire your brain for a more joyful life.”

—Terry Patten, author of Integral Life Practice

“I can’t help but fall in love with this book, it is so powerful in its elegant simplicity. Hardwiring Happiness opens us up to the small choices that are all around us to live a happy, fulfilled, and resilient life.”

—Elisha Goldstein, Ph.D., author of The Now Effect and A Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction Workbook

“Unique in the growing field of neuroscience, Rick Hanson not only explains how the brain works, he gives us the tools to fix it. This book is a toolbox for transformation.”

—Wes Nisker, author of Buddha’s Nature

“Rick Hanson takes the technical and complicated and makes it simple, even ordinary. In Hardwiring Happiness, he has created an accessible, practical, and user-friendly guide that will help readers enhance their sense of well-being while also interrupting their habitual patterns of suffering.”

—Karen Kissel Wegela, Ph.D., professor, Naropa University, and author of Contemplative Psychotherapy Essentials

“In this beautifully written book, Dr. Hanson walks us through the principles and practices that lead to transformation. He has an uncanny capacity to find the gems in dry, complex scientific research and combine them with his wisdom, wit, knowledge, and compassion. In Hardwiring Happiness, this results in profound, life-changing lessons for us all.”

—Daniel Ellenberg, Ph.D., coauthor of Lovers for Life

“A fascinating exploration of the new science of happiness and how we can learn to shape our own brains.”

—Roman Krznaric, Ph.D., author of The Wonderbox
“Hardwiring Happiness is a clear, easy-to-understand, fun and profound roadmap to genuine happiness. If you do the practices, they can change your life. Take in all the good this terrific book has to offer.”

—James Baraz, author of Awakening Joy

“An awesome set of instructions for upgrading the mental operating system!”

—Vincent Horn, founder of Buddhist Geeks

“This book explains how to develop not only essential qualities of peace, satisfaction, and connection, but also a sense of hopefulness that we can radically affect our reality and our well-being.”

—Mark Coleman, author of Awake in the Wild

“Hardwiring Happiness is fantastic—offering us an evolutionary perspective on our brain’s built-in negativity bias, and then giving us practical tools for dealing with it. Brilliant.”

—Brian Johnson, CEO of en*theos

“Here’s what I love about Rick Hanson’s book: it’s practical, it’s based on science, and it’s full of wisdom. Best of all, it actually works.”

—Geneen Roth, author of Women Food and God and Lost and Found
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Think not lightly of good, saying, “It will not come to me.”
Drop by drop is the water pot filled.
Likewise, the wise one, gathering it little by little,
fills oneself with good.

—DHAMMAPADA 9.122
The practice of taking in the good is a natural one. Who has not spent a dozen seconds enjoying and absorbing a positive experience? Nonetheless, like other common practices such as gratitude and forgiveness, this one has not received much attention until recently. It’s been a pleasure to explore the research on savoring by Fred Bryant, Nancy Fagley, Joseph Veroff, Jordi Quoidbach, Erica Chadwick, and others, and the work on coherence therapy by Bruce Ecker, Laurel Hulley, Brian Toomey, Robin Ticic, and colleagues. More generally, I’ve drawn on the century of scholarship in humanistic and positive psychology, from sources that include Abraham Maslow, Roger Walsh, Martin Seligman, Chris Peterson, Nansook Park, Shauna Shapiro, Barbara Fredrickson, Sonja Lyubomirsky, Michele Tugade, Todd Kashdan, Dacher Keltner, Robert Emmons, Michael McCullough, and Wil Cunningham. I did not invent taking in the good. I’ve tried to understand its importance in light of our evolved negativity bias and to develop systematic ways to turn transient positive experiences into long-lasting neural structures.

I’ve been blessed with many benefactors. There are too many to name all of them here, but at least I can honor some of them, including James Baraz, Tara Brach, Jack Kornfield, Joseph Goldstein, Dacher Keltner and everyone at the Greater Good Science Center of UC Berkeley, Gil Fronsdal, Phillip Moffit, Wes Nisker, Mark Williams, Dan Siegel, Tom Bowlin, Richard Davidson, Andy Olendzki and Mu Soeng at the Barre Center for Buddhist Studies, Saybrook University, Spirit Rock Meditation Center, the Mind and Life Institute, Peter Bauman, the members of the San Rafael Meditation Gathering, Terry Patten, Daniel Ellenberg, Rick Mendius, Tami Simon and everyone at Sounds True, Marci Shimoff, Suzanna Gratz, Julie Benett and everyone at New Harbinger Publications, Andy Dreitcer, Michael Hagerty, and Linda Graham.

Michelle Keane has been an extraordinary business manager and friend even while bearing and rearing a beautiful baby girl. Marion Reynolds has been both caring and competent with my late night administrative needs. Janelle Caponigro has brought tremendous skill to the research on my course on taking in the good. Kerri McGowan created order from chaos under extreme time pressure with the Reference Notes and Bibliography. Vesela Simic did a wonderful job with the stories in the book, and Michael Taft saved my bacon with his skillful editing, writing, and advice. Under intense time pressure, Laurel Hanson, Stacia Trask, Daniel Ellenberg, Linda Graham, and Risa Kaparo read the manuscript carefully and made many helpful suggestions; special thanks to Laurel for the word, “Link,” for the fourth step of taking in the good. My agent, Amy Rennert, has both a huge heart and complete mastery of her craft; Michael Jordan is the Amy Rennert of basketball players. My editor at Crown, Heather Jackson, has been a wonderful combination of encouragement, warmth, and pencil-sharp feedback; the team at Crown, including Jillian Sanders, Lisa Erickson, Meredith
McGinnis, Sigi Nacson, and Rick Willett, have been a pleasure to work with.

My father, William; sister Lynne and her husband, Jim; and brother Keith and his wife, Jenny, are friends as well as family. And of course there are my wife, son, and daughter—Jan, Forrest, and Laurel—who make me happy every time I see them; thank you for loving me.

To all of you, it has meant so much to me to be able to take in at least a little of the good you’ve so generously offered, and I thank you for this from the bottom of my heart.
Introduction

If you’re like me and many people, you go through each day zipping from one thing to another. But along the way, when’s the last time you stopped for ten seconds to feel and take in one of the positive moments that happen in even the most hectic day? If you don’t take those extra seconds to enjoy and stay with the experience, it passes through you like wind through the trees, momentarily pleasant but with no lasting value.

This book is about one simple thing: the hidden power of everyday positive experiences to change your brain—and therefore your life—for the better. I’ll show you how to turn good moments into a great brain, full of confidence, ease, comfort, self-worth, and feeling cared about. These are not million-dollar moments. They’re simply the cozy feeling of a favorite sweater, pleasure in a cup of coffee, warmth from a friend, satisfaction after finishing a task, or love from your mate.

A few times a day, a dozen seconds at a time, you’ll learn how to take in the good, which will naturally grow more joy, calm, and strength inside you. But this practice and the science behind it are neither positive thinking nor another program for manufacturing positive experiences, both of which are usually wasted on the brain. This is about transforming fleeting experiences into lasting improvements in your neural network.

The inner strengths we need for well-being, coping, and success are built from brain structure—but to help our ancestors survive, the brain evolved a negativity bias that makes it like Velcro for bad experiences but Teflon for good ones. To solve this problem and build inner strengths into your brain, you’ll learn which positive experiences can meet your three essential needs for safety, satisfaction, and connection. As you build up inner peace, contentment, and love, you won’t need to chase after pleasant events or struggle with unpleasant ones. You’ll increasingly enjoy a sense of wellness that’s unconditional, not based on external conditions.

Your brain is the most important organ in your body, and what happens in it determines what you think and feel, say and do. Many studies show that your experiences are continually changing your brain one way or another. This book is about getting good at changing your brain for the better.

The brain is amazing, and you’ll learn a lot about it. In the first three chapters, I’ll give an overview of how your brain works, why you need to take charge of it, and how you can come home to your wonderful deep nature. Then in the rest of the book, I’ll show you many effective ways to take in the good and become really skillful at this practice. You won’t need a background in neuroscience or psychology to understand these ideas. I’ve distilled them down to four simple steps with the acronym HEAL: Have a positive experience. Enrich it. Absorb it. Link positive and negative material so that positive soothes and even replaces negative. (The fourth step is optional.) We’ll explore each step thoroughly, and you’ll learn many practical, down-to-earth ways, right in the
middle of a busy day, to notice or create positive experiences and then weave them into your mind, your brain, and your life. At the end of each chapter, there’s a section called “Taking It In” that summarizes the key points. And if you want to learn more about the science I’ve drawn upon or read my occasional side comments, see the Reference Notes and Bibliography in the back of the book.

I stumbled on how to take in the good while still in college, and it changed my life. Now, forty years later, in my work as a neuropsychologist I’ve tried to develop this practice in depth. I’ve taught it to thousands of people and many of them have sent me stories about how it’s changed their lives as well; you’ll see some of these stories in italics in the chapters to come. I am delighted to be able to share this powerful practice with you, and if you’d like to learn more about it, please see the freely offered resources at www.RickHanson.net.

As a father, husband, psychologist, meditation teacher, and business consultant, I’ve learned that it’s what we actually do both inside the mind and out in the world that makes the most difference. Therefore, you’ll see experiential methods for converting passing mental states into enduring neural structure; adapt my suggestions to your own needs. I hope you enjoy what you find in this book, which will help your discoveries sink into your brain and your life.

Trust yourself. Taking in the good helps you see the good in yourself, and in the world and other people.
PART ONE

Why
Chapter 1

Growing Good

Going through school, I was a year or two younger than the other kids in my grade, a shy, skinny, nerdy boy with glasses. Nothing awful happened to me, but it felt like I was watching everyone else through a wall of glass. An outsider, ignored, unwanted, put down. My troubles were small compared to those of many other people. But we all have natural needs to feel seen and valued, especially as children. When these needs aren’t met, it’s like living on a thin soup. You’ll survive, but you won’t feel fully nourished. For me, it felt like there was an empty place inside, a hole in my heart.

But while I was in college I stumbled on something that seemed remarkable then, and still seems remarkable to me now. Some small thing would be happening. It could be a few guys saying, “Come on, let’s go get pizza,” or a young woman smiling at me. Not a big deal. But I found that if I let the good fact become a good experience, not just an idea, and then stayed with it for at least a few breaths, not brushing it off or moving on fast to something else, it felt like something good was sinking into me, becoming a part of me. In effect, I was taking in the good—a dozen seconds at a time. It was quick, easy, and enjoyable. And I started feeling better.

In the beginning the hole in my heart seemed as big as an empty swimming pool. But taking in a few experiences each day of being included, appreciated, or cared about felt like tossing a few buckets of water into the pool. Day after day, bucket after bucket, month after month, I was gradually filling that hole in my heart. This practice lifted my mood and made me feel increasingly at ease, cheerful, and confident.

Many years later, after becoming a psychologist, I learned why doing this seemingly small practice had made such a large difference for me. I’d been weaving inner strengths into the fabric of my brain, my mind, and my life—which is what I mean by “hardwiring happiness.”

Inner Strengths

I’ve hiked a lot and have often had to depend on what was in my pack. Inner strengths are the supplies you’ve got in your pack as you make your way down the twisting and often hard road of life. They include a positive mood, common sense, integrity, inner peace, determination, and a warm heart. Researchers have identified other strengths as well, such as self-compassion, secure attachment, emotional intelligence, learned optimism, the relaxation response, self-esteem, distress tolerance, self-regulation, resilience, and executive functions. I’m using the word strength broadly to include positive feelings such as calm, contentment, and caring, as well as skills, useful perspectives and inclinations, and embodied qualities such as vitality or relaxation.
Unlike fleeting mental states, inner strengths are stable traits, an enduring source of well-being, wise and effective action, and contributions to others.

The idea of inner strengths might seem abstract at first. Let’s bring it down to earth with some concrete examples. The alarm goes off and you’d rather snooze—so you find the will to get up. Let’s say you have kids and they’re squabbling and it’s frustrating—so instead of yelling, you get in touch with that place inside that’s firm but not angry. You’re embarrassed about making a mistake at work—so you call up a sense of worth from past accomplishments. You get stressed racing around—so you find some welcome calm in several long exhalations. You feel sad about not having a partner—so you find some comfort in thinking about the friends you do have. Throughout your day, other inner strengths are operating automatically in the back of your mind, such as a sense of perspective, faith, or self-awareness.

A well-known idea in medicine and psychology is that how you feel and act—both over the course of your life and in specific relationships and situations—is determined by three factors: the challenges you face, the vulnerabilities these challenges grind on, and the strengths you have for meeting your challenges and protecting your vulnerabilities. For example, the challenge of a critical boss would be intensified by a person’s vulnerability to anxiety, but he or she could cope by calling on inner strengths of self-soothing and feeling respected by others.

We all have vulnerabilities. Personally, I wish it were not so easy for me to become worried and self-critical. And life has no end of challenges, from minor hassles like dropped cell phone calls to old age, disease, and death. You need strengths to deal with challenges and vulnerabilities, and as either or both of these grow, so must your strengths to match them. If you want to feel less stressed, anxious, frustrated, irritable, depressed, disappointed, lonely, guilty, hurt, or inadequate, having more inner strengths will help you.

Inner strengths are fundamental to a happy, productive, and loving life. For example, research on just one strength, positive emotions, shows that these reduce reactivity and stress, help heal psychological wounds, and improve resilience, well-being, and life satisfaction. Positive emotions encourage the pursuit of opportunities, create positive cycles, and promote success. They also strengthen your immune system, protect your heart, and foster a healthier and longer life.

On average, about a third of a person’s strengths are innate, built into his or her genetically based temperament, talents, mood, and personality. The other two-thirds are developed over time. You get them by growing them. To me this is wonderful news, since it means that we can develop the happiness and other inner strengths that foster fulfillment, love, effectiveness, wisdom, and inner peace. Finding out how to grow these strengths inside you could be the most important thing you ever learn. That’s what this book is all about.

In the Garden
Imagine that your mind is like a garden. You could simply be with it, looking at its weeds and flowers without judging or changing anything. Second, you could pull weeds by decreasing what’s negative in your mind. Third, you could grow flowers by increasing the positive in your mind. (See the box on this page for what I mean by positive and negative.) In essence, you can manage your mind in three primary ways: let be, let go, let in. This book is about the third one, the cultivation of inner strengths: growing flowers in the garden of the mind. To help you do this most effectively, I’d like to relate it to the other two ways to approach your mind.

**WHAT IS POSITIVE?**

By positive and good, I mean what leads to happiness and benefit for oneself and others. Negative and bad mean what leads to suffering and harm. I’m being pragmatic here, not moralistic or religious.

Positive experiences usually feel good. But some experiences that feel bad have good results, so I’ll refer to them as positive. For example, the pain of a hand on a hot stove, the anxiety at not finding your child at a park, and the remorse that helps us take the high road make us feel bad now to help us feel better later.

Similarly, negative experiences usually feel bad. But some experiences that feel good have bad results, and I’ll call these negative. The buzz from three beers or the vengeance in gossiping about someone who wronged you may feel momentarily pleasurable, but the costs outweigh the benefits. Experiences like these make us feel good now but worse later.

**Being with Your Mind**

Letting your mind be, simply observing your experience, gives you relief and perspective, like stepping out of a movie screen and watching from twenty rows back. Letting the stream of consciousness run on its own helps you stop chasing what’s pleasant and struggling with what’s unpleasant. You can explore your experience with interest and (hopefully) kindness toward yourself, and perhaps connect with softer, more vulnerable, and possibly younger layers in your mind. In the light of an accepting, nonreactive awareness, your negative thoughts and feelings can sometimes melt away like morning mists on a sunny day.

**Working with Your Mind**

But just being with your mind is not enough. You also need to work with it, making wise
efforts, pulling weeds and growing flowers. Merely witnessing stress, worries, irritability, or a blue mood will not necessarily uproot any of these. As we’ll see in the next chapter, the brain evolved to learn all too well from negative experiences, and it stores them in long-lasting neural structures. Nor does being with your mind by itself grow gratitude, enthusiasm, honesty, creativity, or many other inner strengths. These mental qualities are based on underlying neural structures that don’t spring into being on their own. Further, to be with your mind fully, you’ve got to work with it to grow inner strengths such as calm and insight that enable you to feel all your feelings and face your inner shadows even when it’s hard. Otherwise, opening to your experience can feel like opening a trapdoor to Hell.

Staying Mindful

Whether you are letting be, letting go, or letting in, be mindful, which simply means staying present moment by moment. Mindfulness itself only witnesses, but alongside that witnessing could be active, goal-directed efforts to nudge your mind one way or another. Working with your mind is not at odds with mindfulness. In fact, you need to work with your mind to build up the inner strength of mindfulness.

Be mindful of both your outer world and your inner one, both the facts around you and how you feel about them. Mindfulness is not just self-awareness. While rock climbing, I’ve been extremely mindful of my partner belaying me and looking out for me far below!

A Natural Sequence

When something difficult or uncomfortable happens—when a storm comes to your garden—the three ways to engage your mind give you a very useful, step-by-step sequence. First, be with your experience. Observe it and accept it for what it is even if it’s painful. Second, when it feels right—which could be a matter of seconds with a familiar worry or a matter of months or years with the loss of a loved one—begin letting go of whatever is negative. For example, relax your body to reduce tension. Third, again when it feels right, after you’ve released some or all of what was negative, replace it with something positive. For instance, you could remember what it’s like to be with someone who appreciates you, and then stay with this experience for ten or twenty seconds. Besides feeling good in the moment, this third step will have lasting benefits, for when you take in positive experiences, you are not only growing flowers in your mind. You are growing new neural circuits in your brain. You are hardwiring happiness.

Experience-Dependent Neuroplasticity

The brain is the organ that learns, so it is designed to be changed by your experiences. It
still amazes me but it’s true: Whatever we repeatedly sense and feel and want and think is slowly but surely sculpting neural structure. As you read this, in the five cups of tofu-like tissue inside your head, nested amid a trillion support cells, 80 to 100 billion neurons are signaling one another in a network with about half a quadrillion connections, called synapses. All this incredibly fast, complex, and dynamic neural activity is continually changing your brain. Active synapses become more sensitive, new synapses start growing within minutes, busy regions get more blood since they need more oxygen and glucose to do their work, and genes inside neurons turn on or off. Meanwhile, less active connections wither away in a process sometimes called neural Darwinism: the survival of the busiest.

All mental activity—sights and sounds, thoughts and feelings, conscious and unconscious processes—is based on underlying neural activity. Much mental and therefore neural activity flows through the brain like ripples on a river, with no lasting effects on its channel. But intense, prolonged, or repeated mental/neural activity—especially if it is conscious—will leave an enduring imprint in neural structure, like a surging current reshaping a riverbed. As they say in neuroscience: Neurons that fire together wire together. Mental states become neural traits. Day after day, your mind is building your brain.

This is what scientists call experience-dependent neuroplasticity, which is a hot area of research these days. For example, London taxi drivers memorizing the city’s spaghetti snarl of streets have thickened neural layers in their hippocampus, the region that helps make visual-spatial memories; as if they were building a muscle, these drivers worked a part of their brain and grew new tissue there. Moving from the cab to the cushion, mindfulness meditators have increased gray matter—which means a thicker cortex—in three key regions: prefrontal areas behind the forehead that control attention; the insula, which we use for tuning into ourselves and others; and the hippocampus. Your experiences don’t just grow new synapses, remarkable as that is by itself, but also somehow reach down into your genes—into little strips of atoms in the twisted molecules of DNA inside the nuclei of neurons—and change how they operate. For instance, if you routinely practice relaxation, this will increase the activity of genes that calm down stress reactions, making you more resilient.

Changing the Brain for the Better

If you step back from the details of these studies, one simple truth stands out: Your experiences matter. Not just for how they feel in the moment but for the lasting traces they leave in your brain. Your experiences of happiness, worry, love, and anxiety can make real changes in your neural networks. The structure-building processes of the nervous system are turbocharged by conscious experience, and especially by what’s in the foreground of your awareness. Your attention is like a combination spotlight and vacuum cleaner: It highlights what it lands on and then sucks it into your brain—for better or worse.
There’s a traditional saying that the mind takes its shape from what it rests upon. Based on what we’ve learned about experience-dependent neuroplasticity, a modern version would be to say that the brain takes its shape from what the mind rests upon. If you keep resting your mind on self-criticism, worries, grumbling about others, hurts, and stress, then your brain will be shaped into greater reactivity, vulnerability to anxiety and depressed mood, a narrow focus on threats and losses, and inclinations toward anger, sadness, and guilt. On the other hand, if you keep resting your mind on good events and conditions (someone was nice to you, there’s a roof over your head), pleasant feelings, the things you do get done, physical pleasures, and your good intentions and qualities, then over time your brain will take a different shape, one with strength and resilience hardwired into it, as well as a realistically optimistic outlook, a positive mood, and a sense of worth. Looking back over the past week or so, where has your mind been mainly resting?

In effect, what you pay attention to—what you rest your mind on—is the primary shaper of your brain. While some things naturally grab a person’s attention—such as a problem at work, a physical pain, or a serious worry—on the whole you have a lot of influence over where your mind rests. This means that you can deliberately prolong and even create the experiences that will shape your brain for the better.

I’ll show you how to do this in detail, beginning in chapter 4. Meanwhile, feel free to start taking in the good right now. This practice, applied to a positive experience, boils down to just four words: have it, enjoy it. And see for yourself what happens when you do.

The Experiences That Serve You Most

Contemplating your mental garden these days, which flowers would be good to grow? Certain kinds of experiences will help you more than others will.

Negative experiences might have value for a person. For instance, working the graveyard shift in a bottling plant one summer while in college toughened me up. But negative experiences have inherent negative side effects, such as psychological discomfort or the health consequences of stress. They can also create or worsen conflicts with others. When my wife and I were tired and frazzled raising two young children, we snapped at each other more often. The costs of negative experiences routinely outweigh their benefits, and often there’s no benefit at all, just pain with no gain. Since neurons that fire together wire together, staying with a negative experience past the point that’s useful is like running laps in Hell: You dig the track a little deeper in your brain each time you go around it.

On the other hand, positive experiences always have gain and rarely have pain. They usually feel good in the moment. Additionally, the most direct way to grow inner strengths such as determination, a sense of perspective, positive emotions, and compassion is to have experiences of them in the first place. If you want to develop more gratitude, keep resting your mind on feeling thankful. If you want to feel more
loved, look for and stay with experiences in which you feel included, seen, appreciated, liked, or cherished. The answer to the question of how to grow good things inside your mind is this: Take in experiences of them. This will weave them into your brain, building up their neural circuits, so you can take them with you wherever you go.

Besides growing specific inner strengths for yourself, taking in the good has built-in, general benefits such as being active rather than passive, treating yourself as if you matter, and strengthening your attention. Additionally, as we'll see in chapter 3, over time you can gradually sensitize your brain to positive experiences so they become inner strengths more quickly and easily.

Self-Directed Neuroplasticity

A neurologist friend of mine once described the brain as “three pounds of tapioca pudding.” It looks like a gooey, unimpressive blob. But it’s the master organ of the body and the primary internal source of your well-being, everyday effectiveness, psychological healing, personal growth, creativity, and success. Whether you feel angry or at ease, frustrated or fulfilled, lonely or loved depends on your neural networks. Further, how brains interact is the basis of fulfilling relationships, successful organizations, thriving nations, and ultimately, whether we live in a peaceful and sustainably prosperous world.

The science of experience-dependent neuroplasticity shows that each person has the power to change his or her brain for the better—what Jeffrey Schwartz has called self-directed neuroplasticity. If you don’t make use of this power yourself, other forces will shape your brain for you, including pressures at work and home, technology and media, pushy people, the lingering effects of painful past experiences, and as we’ll see in the next chapter, Mother Nature herself.

On the other hand, in quick, easy, and enjoyable ways right in the flow of your day, you can use the power of self-directed neuroplasticity to build up a lasting sense of ease, confidence, self-acceptance, kindness, feeling loved, contentment, and inner peace. In essence what you’ll do with the practices in this book is simple: turn everyday good experiences into good neural structure. Putting it more technically: You will activate mental states and then install them as neural traits. When you need them, you’ll be able to draw on these neural traits, which are your inner strengths, the good growing in your mind.

You’ll be using your mind to change your brain to change your mind for the better. Bit by bit, synapse by synapse, you really can build happiness into your brain.

And by doing this, you’ll be overcoming its negativity bias: The brain is good at learning from bad experiences, but bad at learning from good ones. As you’ll see in the next chapter, if the mind is like a garden, the “soil” of your brain is more fertile for weeds than for flowers. So it’s really important to plant the seeds of inner strengths by repeatedly taking in the good.
• A person’s inner strengths include peacefulness, contentment, and love, as well as resilience, confidence, determination, and insight. These strengths help you cope with the hard things in life, recover from stress, heal old pain, maintain your well-being, get things done at home and work, and be patient and caring toward others.

• Most of your inner strengths are developed over time. This book is about growing inner strengths through positive experiences, which is hardwiring happiness.

• Simply observing your mind is extremely useful, but you also need to decrease what’s negative and increase what’s positive. My focus is on increasing the positive: growing flowers in the garden of the mind. Which means changing the structures of your brain.

• All mental activity—sights and sounds, joys and sorrows—is based on underlying neural activity. Repeated mental/neural activity leaves lasting changes in neural structure: what’s called experience-dependent neuroplasticity. This means you can use your mind to change your brain to change your mind for the better.

• The best way to develop greater happiness and other inner strengths is to have experiences of them, and then help these good mental states become good neural traits. This is taking in the good: activating a positive experience and installing it in your brain.
Chapter 2

Velcro for the Bad

More than twenty years ago, in a neuroscience class for psychologists, the professor walked in with a large bucket, put on a pair of yellow rubber gloves, and with a flourish pulled out a preserved human brain. It looked like a small, spongy, yellowish cauliflower. As the professor droned on about it, I had a weirdly dislocating experience. A thing like the one in his hand “over there” was also “in here,” inside my head, trying to make sense of what he was holding. It really hit me that this unimpressive-looking thing was actually producing the sight of the bucket, the sound of the teacher, and my feelings of both “ew” and awe. Every pleasure and pain I had, every love and loss, was the result of activity within this glistening blob of flesh. My brain was the final common pathway of all the causes streaming through me to make each moment of consciousness.

People have long asked why we are glad or sad, why we help or hurt each other. Sages and scientists have explored the mental causes of happiness and suffering. Now, for the first time in history, we can ask ourselves: What are the underlying neural causes of these causes? And we can find answers in the structures and processes of the human brain as it has been shaped by evolution.

The brain didn’t spring into being overnight. It acquired its capabilities and tendencies over hundreds of millions of years, and the factors that shaped this long, impersonal history show up in your life today in very personal ways. Suppose you got twenty things done today and made one mistake. What’s likely to stick with you as you’re falling asleep? Probably the mistake, even though it was just a small part of your day. As you’ll see, the reason for this is found in the brain’s evolution. By learning how your brain has been built over time, you’ll understand yourself and others better. Plus, you’ll become more effective at using and shaping that blobby, cauliflower-like, extraordinary thing inside your own head.

The Evolving Brain

Every human being shares common ancestors with bats, begonias, and bacteria that go back at least 3.5 billion years, to the very first microorganisms. Multicelled creatures emerged in the ancient seas 650 million years ago, and after 50 million more years, they’d grown complicated enough that they began to develop a nervous system to coordinate their sensory and motor systems. Mammals arose about 200 million years ago, and the first primates about 60 million years ago. By 2.5 million years ago, our hominid ancestor, Homo habilis, was intelligent enough to begin making stone tools, and our own species—Homo sapiens, the clever ape—emerged about 200,000 years ago.

Over the last 600 million years, solutions to survival problems faced by creatures
ranging from jellyfish and clams to lizards, mice, monkeys, and early humans have gotten built into the evolving nervous system. The brain has roughly tripled in volume over the past several million years, while being carved by the intense pressures of natural selection. Our hominid and human predecessors lived in small hunting-and-gathering bands until organized farming began about 10,000 years ago. Their world was pristine and beautiful, and there was a simplicity, an easygoing pace, and a time for relationships that many long for today.

Nonetheless, the survival challenges they had to manage—such as the prospect of being attacked and eaten by predators—were very different from our own. Because they lived in small bands, it was uncommon for them to meet people they didn’t know, and often dangerous when they did. While some bands interacted peacefully with each other, on average about one in eight men died in conflicts between bands, compared to one in a hundred men who died due to warfare in the twentieth century. There were also starvation, parasites, illness, injury, the hazards of childbirth, and no painkillers or police departments. This world was the womb of the human brain, which was painstakingly adapted to its conditions. The results live on between your ears today, continuing to shape your experiences and guide your actions.

**Bad Is Stronger Than Good**

To pass on their genes, our reptilian, mammalian, primate, hominid, and human ancestors had to get things that were pleasurable, such as the “carrots” of shelter, food, and sex. Meanwhile, they had to stay away from things that were painful, such as the “sticks” of predators, starvation, and aggression from others of their species. Carrots and sticks are both important, but there’s a vital difference between them. From a survival standpoint, sticks have more urgency and impact than carrots. If you fail to get a carrot today, you’ll have another chance to get one tomorrow, but if you fail to avoid a stick today—*whap!*—no more carrots forever. Rule #1 in the wild is: Eat lunch today—*don’t be* lunch today. Over hundreds of millions of years, it was a matter of life and death to pay extra attention to sticks, react to them intensely, remember them well, and over time become even more sensitive to them.

Consequently, the brain evolved a built-in *negativity bias*. While this bias emerged in harsh settings very different from our own, it continues to operate inside us today as we drive in traffic, head into a meeting, settle a sibling squabble, try to diet, watch the news, juggles housework, pay bills, or go on a date. Your brain has a hair-trigger readiness to go negative to help you survive.

**Looking Out for You**

For starters, your brain is always on the lookout for potential dangers or losses, which is why news programs typically start their shows with the latest murder or disaster. As
they say in journalism: If it bleeds, it leads. Over the course of evolution, animals that were nervous, driven, and clinging were more likely to pass on their genes, and these inclinations are now woven into our DNA. Even when you feel relaxed and happy and connected, your brain keeps scanning for potential dangers, disappointments, and interpersonal issues. Consequently, in the back of your mind, there's usually a subtle but noticeable sense of unease, dissatisfaction, and separation to motivate this vigilance.

Then when the least little thing goes wrong or could be trouble, the brain zooms in on it with a kind of tunnel vision that downplays everything else. If your boss gives you an excellent performance review that contains just one piece of critical feedback in a bucket of praise, you'll likely focus on that one negative comment. Negative stimuli are perceived more rapidly and easily than positive stimuli. We recognize angry faces more quickly than happy ones; in fact, the brain will react even without your conscious awareness when another person's face is angry.

The Power of Pain

Bad (painful, upsetting) experiences routinely overpower good (pleasurable, comforting) ones. The psychologist Daniel Kahnemann received a Nobel Prize in economics for showing that most of us will do more to avert a loss than to acquire an equivalent gain. Lasting intimate relationships usually need at least five positive interactions to balance every negative one. People really begin to thrive when positive moments outnumber negative ones by at least a three-to-one ratio, and ideally higher. Negative contaminates positive more than positive purifies negative; for example, a misdeed will harm a hero’s reputation more than a good deed will improve a villain’s.

The extra impact of the bad on your mind is based on its extra power in your brain, which responds more intensely to unpleasant things than to equally intense pleasant ones. In the middle of your head, the central circuit of overreactivity has three parts to it: the amygdala, the hypothalamus, and the hippocampus. The almond-sized amygdala does respond to positive events and feelings, but in most people it is activated more by negative ones.

Think about a time that someone—perhaps your parent, partner, or a coworker—got angry with you and you felt anxious about it. The other person’s anger activated your amygdala somewhat like a charging lion would have a million years ago. To begin a fight-or-flight response, your amygdala sent alarm signals to your hypothalamus and to sympathetic nervous system control centers in your brain stem. Your hypothalamus sent out an urgent call for adrenaline, cortisol, norepinephrine, and other stress hormones. Now your heart was beating faster, your thoughts were speeding up, and you started feeling rattled or upset. Your hippocampus formed an initial neural trace of the experience—what happened, who said what, and how you felt—and then guided its consolidation in cortical memory networks so you could learn from it later. Connected by the neural equivalent of a four-lane superhighway, your activated amygdala commanded your hippocampus to prioritize this stressful experience for storage, even marking new baby
neurons to be, in effect, forever fearful.

Vicious Circles

Over time, negative experiences make the amygdala even more sensitive to the negative. This snowballing effect occurs because the cortisol that the amygdala signals the hypothalamus to call for enters the bloodstream and flows into your brain, where it stimulates and strengthens the amygdala. Now the alarm bell of your brain rings more easily and more loudly. Making matters worse, even after the danger has passed or turns out to be a false alarm, it takes many minutes to metabolize cortisol out of your body. For example, you may have had a close call while driving and still felt revved up and shaken twenty minutes later.

In the meantime, in a one-two punch, the cortisol in your brain overstimulates, weakens, and eventually kills cells in your hippocampus, gradually shrinking it. This is a problem because the hippocampus helps you put things in perspective while also calming down your amygdala and telling your hypothalamus to quit calling for stress hormones. So now it's harder to put the one thing going wrong in the context of the many things going right, plus harder to settle down a runaway amygdala and hypothalamus.

Consequently, feeling stressed, worried, irritated, or hurt today makes you more vulnerable to feeling stressed, etc., tomorrow, which makes you really vulnerable the day after that. Negativity leads to more negativity in a very vicious circle.

Paper Tiger Paranoia

One aspect of the negativity bias is so important that it deserves particular attention: the special power of fear. Our ancestors could make two kinds of mistakes: (1) thinking there was a tiger in the bushes when there wasn’t one, and (2) thinking there was no tiger in the bushes when there actually was one. The cost of the first mistake was needless anxiety, while the cost of the second one was death. Consequently, we evolved to make the first mistake a thousand times to avoid making the second mistake even once.

People do still make the second mistake. Personally, I don’t floss my teeth often enough and I drive too fast. A variation on the second mistake is to be overly optimistic about likely benefits compared to their costs; for example, many gamblers and rock star hopefuls inflate the chance of a payoff. But in general, the default setting of the brain is to overestimate threats, underestimate opportunities, and underestimate resources both for coping with threats and for fulfilling opportunities. Then we update these beliefs with information that confirms them, while ignoring or rejecting information that doesn’t. There are even regions in the amygdala specifically designed to prevent the unlearning of fear, especially from childhood experiences. As a result, we end up
preoccupied by threats that are actually smaller or more manageable than we’d feared, while overlooking opportunities that are actually greater than we’d hoped for. In effect, we’ve got a brain that’s prone to “paper tiger paranoia.”

These biologically based tendencies are intensified by multiple factors. Consider your temperament. Some people (like me) are constitutionally more anxious than others. Also, think about your personal history. Alarming or painful life experiences, especially traumatic ones, naturally make a person more fearful. If you grew up in a dangerous neighborhood, had angry or unpredictable parents, or were bullied in school, it’s normal to still be watchful even if you now live in a safe place with nice people. Your current situations make a difference, too. Perhaps you live with someone who can fly off the handle without cause or you’re being harassed at work. The economy plays a role as well. Understandably, people feel unsettled or worse when money is tight and daily life is racing and pressured. And throughout history, political groups have played on fears to gain or hold on to power.

What’s your own experience of fear? It ranges from mild watchfulness, caution, apprehension, and unease to worries, anxiety, obsessing, panic, and terror. And what role does fear play in your life? When we’re afraid, we dream smaller dreams, speak less freely, cling tighter to “us,” and feel more fear and anger toward “them.” Because others are just as vulnerable to the power of fear as we are, our actions when frightened feel threatening to them, so they overreact, making us feel more afraid than ever.

Velcro and Teflon

The negativity bias also affects the structure-building processes of your brain. Here’s how this works. As we’ve seen, what flows through your mind changes your brain. The result is two kinds of learning, two kinds of memory: explicit and implicit. Explicit memory has all your personal recollections, from when you were a young child to whatever was going on ten minutes ago. These recollections tend to be positively biased the farther back in time you go. For example, I know logically that my feet must have been killing me in tight climbing shoes on a long route in Yosemite, but all I remember is how great it felt to stand on top with my friend. Explicit memory also includes what’s called “declarative knowledge,” which is a kind of encyclopedia of information about things such as what a bicycle is, the shape of Earth, and your Social Security number.

Implicit memory includes “procedural knowledge,” which is how to do things, from riding that bicycle to navigating a delicate conversation with a friend. It also contains your assumptions and expectations, emotional residues of lived experience, models of relationships, values and inclinations, and the whole inner atmosphere of your mind. It’s like a vast storehouse holding most of your inner strengths as well as most of your feelings of inadequacy, unfulfilled longings, defensiveness, and old pain. What gets put into this storehouse is the foundation of how you feel and function. Its contents usually have much more impact on your life than the contents of your explicit memory.

Unfortunately, the formation of implicit memory is negatively biased. Uncomfortable
experiences are immediately fast-tracked into memory stores: once burned, twice shy. We usually learn faster from pain than from pleasure. Strong dislikes are acquired faster than strong likes. In relationships, trust is easy to lose and hard to regain. Something bad about a person is better remembered than something good, which is why negative ads dominate political campaigns. Whether between family members or nations, long-remembered grievances fuel long-running conflicts. Just a handful of painful experiences of futility can rapidly become a sense of helplessness—a major factor in depression—and a person usually needs many times as many counter-experiences of effectiveness in order to regain a sense of confidence and capability. One way or another, negative mental states can easily become negative neural traits.

On the other hand, unless it’s intense or novel, most good news has little or no lasting effect on implicit memory systems in the brain. This happens for three reasons. First, we tend to look past the good news because we’re busy solving problems or scanning for something to worry about. Ordinary good facts are all around—birds are calling, people are smiling, hearts are still beating—and we don’t give them much attention. Second, when we do recognize a good fact, it often fails to become a good experience. We finish a task—good fact—and then shift to the next one with little sense of accomplishment. Someone offers a compliment, and it’s brushed aside. We hear the children laughing, but it doesn’t lift our hearts.

Third, even if you do notice a good fact and even if it does become a good experience, it probably does not get converted into neural structure, stored in implicit memory. Unless they’re million-dollar moments, positive experiences use standard-issue memory systems, in which new information must be held in short-term buffers long enough for it to transfer to long-term storage. “Long enough” depends on the experience and the person, but loosely speaking it’s at least a few seconds, and the longer the better. In effect, you have to keep resting your mind on a positive experience for it to shape your brain.

But how often do we stay with a positive experience for five, ten, or twenty seconds in a row? Or longer? I sure didn’t until I began appreciating the importance of deliberately taking in the good and gradually filling the hole in my heart. Suppose something has happened and you feel peaceful, contented, or loved. Would you typically keep open to this feeling for (let’s say) ten seconds, keeping it alive in your awareness, sinking into it as it sinks into you? Most people wouldn’t. But if you’re not doing this, much if not all of the value available in this experience will be lost. Your brain is like Velcro for negative experiences but Teflon for positive ones.

Wasted Efforts

Unless you consciously take in a good experience, it usually washes through your brain like water through a sieve, leaving little good behind. (In the meantime, your bad experiences are being caught in the sieve by negatively biased implicit memory.) The experience felt good, but from the standpoint of building neural structure, it may as well
not have happened. This is the central weakness in most formal programs of stress management, human resources training, character education for children, mindfulness or compassion training, coaching, psychotherapy, and drug and alcohol treatment. Informally, managers, educators, and parents encounter the same problem. With skill and effort, we create beneficial mental states. Each time this happens, it's good in the moment. But in most cases, we don't consistently and systematically take the extra seconds to install these experiences in the brain. I’m talking about myself here, too. As a therapist, it's been humbling and troubling to realize that a large fraction of the positive thoughts and feelings that I helped my clients to access have produced little enduring benefit for them.

The effects of the negativity bias are also frustrating and disheartening for the "learner," which I’ve been as well. You could be in a structured situation (e.g., leadership training, AA, parenting class) or informally just trying to feel less worried, blue, or stressed. You work hard to get something good going in your mind—some calming, happiness, or healing—and then a few hours later (or sooner, sadly), it’s as if it never happened. It’s like struggling to push a heavy stone uphill only to have it roll down again.

The negativity bias is not our fault. We didn’t create it. Still, we can do something about it.

Leveling the Playing Field

The negativity bias doesn’t mean you can’t be happy. But if you’re happy, you’re happy in spite of it. It’s a bias, ready to spring into action depending on events. When you feel good, it waits in the background, looking for a reason to make you feel bad. When you feel bad, it makes you feel worse.

This bias creates two kinds of problems. First, it increases the negative. It pulls your attention to what is or could be bad, makes you overreact to it, and stores the negative experience in implicit memory. It also creates vicious circles of negativity both inside your brain and with other people. In a variety of ways, this bias increases your stresses, worries, frustrations, irritations, hurts, sorrows, feelings of falling short, and conflicts with others.

Second, the negativity bias decreases the positive. It slides your attention past the good facts around you. It makes you under-react to the good facts you do notice. And it slips the good experiences you do have right through your brain, leaving little or no trace behind. This bias is a kind of bottleneck that makes it harder to get happiness into your brain.

The interest rate in a savings account determines how much you gain financially each day. Which would you rather have, a low rate or a high one? Similarly, the conversion rate of positive mental states to positive neural traits determines how much you gain psychologically each day. Here, too, which would you rather have, a low rate or a high one? Unfortunately, the negativity bias lowers this conversion rate, which flattens your
gains in life: your happiness, contributions to others, and success.

In effect, the negativity bias is tilted toward immediate survival, but against quality of life, peaceful and fulfilling relationships, and lasting mental and physical health. This is the default setting of the Stone Age brain. If we don’t take charge of it, it will continue to take charge of us.

Tilting toward the positive simply levels the playing field. Taking in the good corrects for the two tendencies of the negativity bias: This practice decreases negative feelings, thoughts, and actions while increasing positive ones.

And over time, taking in the good can help you experience that your core needs for safety, satisfaction, and connection are finally fully met. We’ll explore how to do this in the next chapter.

TAKING IT IN

• Throughout history, people have wondered about the causes of suffering and happiness as they appeared in the mind. Now we are beginning to understand how our experiences are produced by the underlying structures and processes of the brain.

• The nervous system has been evolving for 600 million years, and solutions to survival problems faced by ancient reptiles, mammals, primates, and humans are active in your brain today.

• To survive and pass on their genes, our ancestors needed to be especially aware of dangers, losses, and conflicts. Consequently, the brain evolved a negativity bias that looks for bad news, reacts intensely to it, and quickly stores the experience in neural structure. We can still be happy, but this bias creates an ongoing vulnerability to stress, anxiety, disappointment, and hurt.

• A key aspect of the negativity bias is the special power of fear. We routinely overestimate threats and underestimate opportunities and resources. At the same time, negative experiences sensitize the brain to the negative, making it easier to have even more negative experiences in a vicious circle.

• Inner strengths such as happiness and resilience come mainly from positive experiences. But unless we pay mindful, sustained attention to them, most positive experiences flow through our brains like water through a sieve. They’re momentarily pleasant but leave little lasting value in terms of changing neural structure. The brain is like Velcro for negative experiences but Teflon for positive ones.

• While the negativity bias is good for survival in harsh conditions, it’s lousy for quality of life, fulfilling relationships, personal growth, and long-term health. It makes us over-learn from bad experiences and under-learn from good ones.

• The best way to compensate for the negativity bias is to regularly take in the good.
Chapter 3

Green Brain, Red Brain

Humans have long wondered about human nature, from ancient poets to ordinary people today looking out at the ocean or up to the stars, asking, *Who am I?* The answer matters for many reasons.

If at bottom we are fighters and flee-ers, greedy and addictive, and envious and mean-spirited, then we need to be kept in line by powerful authority figures, strict rules, and heavy guilt and shame. On the other hand, if underneath it all we are even-keeled, grateful, and warmhearted, then we can live more freely, more guided by our own conscience and caring.

Until recently, fact-based answers to fundamental questions about human nature were few and far between. But research in evolutionary neuropsychology and related fields is beginning to offer some clear answers that show how to find a *lasting* sense of security, fulfillment, and loving closeness. So let’s explore your brain’s three operating systems, the two settings of these systems, and one practice—taking in the good—that can bring you home to happiness. This material can get a little technical, but I think you’ll find as I have that it is a really useful—and hopeful—way to understand yourself and others. And starting in the next chapter, we’ll get into very practical ways to turn everyday good experiences into lasting happiness and other inner strengths.

Three Operating Systems

To simplify a long and elaborate process: Your brain developed in three stages that are loosely associated with the reptile, mammal, and primate/human phases of evolution. The three layers of your brain were built from the bottom up, like the three floors of a house. Your *brain stem* emerges from the top of your spinal cord. It manages fundamental survival functions such as breathing, and it energizes and guides behavior. The *subcortex* rests atop your brain stem and spreads across the middle of your head. It is the center of emotion, motivation, and bonding. The *cortex* is the outer shell of your brain, and it enables abstract reasoning, reflecting about the past and future, and key social abilities such as empathy, language, and cooperative planning.

Meanwhile, roughly in parallel with the building of the three floors of the brain, the autonomic nervous system was also evolving, along with the very important *vagus nerve*. The oldest branch of the vagus nerve supports the *parasympathetic* wing of your autonomic nervous system, which is calming and inhibiting, and can also promote withdrawal or freezing around threats. Complementing and often opposing the influence of the parasympathetic nervous system and the first branch of the vagus nerve, the *sympathetic* wing of your autonomic nervous system is energizing and
exciting; it promotes both the sustained pursuit of opportunities and fighting and fleeing in response to threats. The most recent and uniquely mammalian branch of the vagus nerve supports the “social engagement system.” Its tendrils extend down into the heart and other organs and up into the larynx to modulate your tone of voice and into the head to guide your facial expressions.

As the brain evolved, so did its capabilities to meet our three core needs—safety, satisfaction, and connection—through, respectively, three “operating systems” that avoid harms, approach rewards, and attach to others. (I’ve drawn on and adapted the influential work of Paul MacLean, Jaak Panksepp, Stephen Porges, Paul Gilbert, and E. Tory Higgins for this model.) This sounds complex, but daily life is full of simple examples. Imagine going out to see a friend for dinner. On your way to the restaurant, you avoid harms such as running a red light. Once you sit down at your table, you approach rewards like something good to eat. As you talk with your friend, you feel more connected, more attached to him or her.

To summarize, in general terms your avoiding harms system is linked to the brain stem, to the oldest branch of the vagus nerve, to the parasympathetic nervous system, and to the earliest stages of vertebrate evolution involving fish, amphibians, and reptiles. Your approaching rewards system is linked to the subcortex, to the sympathetic nervous system, and to the mammalian stage of evolution. And your attaching to others system is linked to the cortex, to the most recent branch of the vagus nerve, and to the primate and especially human stage of evolution. (To complicate things, the sympathetic nervous system can also be used to avoid harms through fighting and fleeing, and the mammalian stage of evolution certainly supports complex social behaviors.) It’s a little silly, but it helps me to think of my own mind as containing a kind of lizard, mouse, and monkey related to the avoiding, approaching, and attaching systems. We meet our core needs for safety, satisfaction, and connection when we—metaphorically—pet the lizard, feed the mouse, and hug the monkey.

Of course, we can’t take metaphors like these too seriously. Today, the three operating systems—avoiding, approaching, and attaching—use your brain as a whole to accomplish their aims; they’re defined by the functions they serve, not by their anatomy. While these functions are rooted in ancient biological imperatives—swim away from a predator, eat a carrot, make a baby—they play out today in ways that would astonish a caveman, let alone a goldfish, gopher, or gorilla. For instance, the attaching to others system clicks into gear whether it’s a high school girl putting on makeup before the prom, bonobos picking lice off each other, prairie voles experiencing elevated oxytocin levels in the presence of their mates, or a salmon swimming upstream to spawn. In effect, you experience life from inside a home that’s taken hundreds of millions of years to build.

Each operating system has its own set of abilities, mental activities, and behaviors; for the details, see Table 1, “Features of the Avoiding, Approaching, and Attaching Systems.” One system can use the other two to serve its purposes. For example, to avoid the harm of someone breaking into your home, you could approach a hardware store to get a bolt lock for your door and attach to a big dog. Two or three of these systems can
be running at the same time. Shopping at a market, you could be joking with your preschooler who is riding in the cart (attaching) while getting groceries (approaching) and staying out of the aisle with the cookies (avoiding).

Table 1: Features of the Avoiding, Approaching, and Attaching Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Avoiding</th>
<th>Approaching</th>
<th>Attaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Need</td>
<td>Safety</td>
<td>Satisfaction</td>
<td>Connection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Challenge</td>
<td>Threat</td>
<td>Loss</td>
<td>Rejection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attends to</td>
<td>Risks</td>
<td>Opportunities</td>
<td>Relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priorities</td>
<td>Preventing declines</td>
<td>Promoting improvements</td>
<td>Sexuality, intimacy, self-worth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appreciates from others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appreciates from others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Avoiding
Reassurance
Approaching
Encouragement
Attaching
Warmth

Characteristic
Capabilities
Avoiding
Freeze, flight, fight
Approaching
Forage, sustained chase
Attaching
Empathy, bonding, language

Characteristic
Behavioral inclination
Avoiding
Caution, inhibition, withdrawal
Approaching
Eagerness, excitation, pursuit
Attaching
Sociability, bonding, affection

Characteristic
Key neurotransmitter systems
Avoiding
Acetylcholine
Approaching
Dopamine, opioids
Attaching
Oxytocin, vasopressin

Characteristic
Branch of vagus nerve
Avoiding
First
Attaching
Second

Characteristic
Key area of brain
Avoiding
Right hemisphere; less left prefrontal activation
Approaching
Left hemisphere; more left prefrontal activation
Attaching
“Social engagement system”

I’ve found it very useful to become more aware of when one of my core needs—safety, satisfaction, and connection—is being taken care of, what that system feels like when it’s operating, and (as we’ll explore in the next chapter) how to take in the key experiences that will especially help that particular system. The avoiding, approaching, and attaching systems manage how we meet challenges, and they organize and direct most of our experiences and actions. They pretty much run the show—and they do so in two very distinct and very far-reaching ways.

The Responsive Mode

Imagine a day in which you feel generally fine. After waking up, you spend a few minutes in bed lightly thinking ahead about some of the people you will see and the things you will do. You hit traffic on the way to work, but you don’t fight it; you just listen to the radio and don’t let the other drivers bother you. You may not be excited about your job, but today you’re focusing on the sense of accomplishment you feel as you complete each task. On the way home, your partner calls and asks you to stop at the store; it’s not your favorite thing to do after work, but you remind yourself it’s just fifteen extra minutes. In the evening, you look forward to a TV show and you enjoy watching it.

Now let’s look at the same day, but imagine approaching it in a different way. After waking up, you spend a few minutes in bed pessimistically anticipating the day ahead and thinking about how boring work will be. Today, the traffic really gets under your skin, and when a car cuts you off, you get angry and honk your horn. You’re still rankled by the incident when you start work, and to make matters worse, you have an unbelievable number of rote tasks to get through. By the time you’re driving home, you feel fried and don’t want to do a single extra thing. Your partner calls to ask you to stop at the store. You feel put upon but don’t say anything and go to the store. Then you spend much of the evening quietly seething that you do all the work around the house. Your favorite show is on, but it’s hard to enjoy watching it, you feel so tired and irritated.

Over these two imaginary days, the same exact things happened. All that was different was how your brain dealt with them—the setting that it used.

Each of your brain’s operating systems has essentially two settings: responsive and reactive. As long as you experience that the core need a system handles is basically being
met, then that system defaults to its responsive setting. When you feel safe, your
avoiding harms system enters its responsive mode, which brings feelings of relaxation,
calm, and peace. When you feel satisfied, your approaching rewards system shifts into
its responsive setting, with feelings such as gratitude, gladness, accomplishment, and
contentment. And when you feel connected, your attaching to others system goes
responsive, evoking feelings of belonging, intimacy, compassion, kindness, worth, and
love. For simplicity, I think of this as the “green” setting of your brain.

In the responsive mode, you meet challenges without them becoming stressors. Events
occur, even hard ones, but there’s a kind of shock absorber in your brain that stops them
from rattling you. You deal with threat, loss, or rejection without getting carried along
by feelings of fear, frustration, or heartache. You’re still engaged with life, and
sometimes handling very difficult things, but on the basis of an underlying sense of
security, fulfillment, and feeling cared about.

In other words, when your brain is not disturbed by threat, loss, or rejection, it settles
into its resting state, its responsive mode. Neurochemical systems involving oxytocin and
natural opioids, regions such as the subgenual cingulate cortex, and neural networks such
as the parasympathetic nervous system (PNS) initiate and maintain this balanced,
sustainable, homeostatic condition. In it, you’ll often feel at ease, relaxed, and relatively
calm, while moderate to high PNS activation slows your heart rate, lowers blood
pressure, promotes digestion, and replenishes your body, brain, and mind. It’s also
possible to be active and energized in the responsive mode, with more sympathetic
nervous system activation. Mammals, including us, become friendly, playful, curious,
and creative when they feel safe, satisfied, and connected. When the lights on your
brain’s dashboard are green, you can still be strong and determined, asserting yourself,
pursuing your goals with enthusiasm, standing up to injustice, living with passion,
making love, creating art, cheering on your children, and howling happily at the moon
on a good night with friends. Whether you’re quiet or active, your emotions in this mode
remain generally positive.

Table 2 summarizes the responsive mode of the avoiding, approaching, and attaching
systems. In this mode, you’re not pressured or rattled; nothing is out of whack. There’s a
sense of ease, comfort, ongoing all-rightness. Things may not be great, but they’re okay
and you’re basically fine. You know what this feels like because it is your resting state,
when there is no fundamental sense of deficit or disturbance. It is your natural home
base. You don’t have to scratch and claw your way to it. When whatever felt
frightening, frustrating, or hurtful comes to an end, you’ll soon come home to the lovely
green meadow that has always been there, even if it was hidden for a while by the fogs
and shadows of an unsettled mind. This is who you most essentially are, which is both
inspiring and a relief to know.

Table 2: Responsive Mode of the Avoiding, Approaching, and Attaching Systems

| Characteristic | Sense of self |
Avoiding
Safe
Approaching
Satisfied
Attaching
Connected

Characteristic
View of world
Avoiding
Protection
Approaching
Sufficiency
Attaching
Inclusion

Characteristic
Stance
Avoiding
Confident
Approaching
Fulfilled
Attaching
Related

Characteristic
Copes through
Avoiding
Asserting
Approaching
Aspiring
Attaching
Caring

Characteristic
Related actions
Avoiding
Dignity, gravity, restraint
Approaching
Generosity, creativity
Attaching
Empathy, compassion, kindness, cooperation, affection
It’s Good to Be Home

Your brain is the master regulator of your body. In its responsive mode, it tells your body to conserve energy and to refuel and repair itself. Our ancestors evolved this setting of the brain to prevent, manage, end, and recover from depleting and damaging bursts of stressful activity. For example, the endorphins, other natural opioids, and nitric oxide that are released when your brain goes green kill bacteria, relieve pain, and reduce inflammation. Unlike pathogenic processes that cause bad health, the salutogenic responsive mode causes good health. Responsive type experiences prepare your mind and brain and body to meet future challenges in a responsive way. The responsive mode evolved to be pleasurable in order to motivate our ancestors to seek it. It feels good because it is good.

When your mind is in the green zone, your neural networks are no longer in a state of deficit or disturbance, and your hypothalamus becomes less active. As this central controller of thirst, hunger, lust, and other drives quiets down, so does your sense of lack, pressure, and demand. In your brain as a whole, there is less and less basis for aversion, grasping, and clinging: in a word, craving, broadly defined. As deficit- and disturbance-based motivations fall away, so do worry and irritability, disappointment and drivenness, hurt and shame. As you rest more and more fully in the responsive mode, the underlying neurobiological causes of stress, fear, frustration, and heartache—suffering, also broadly defined—are gradually extinguished.

Already feeling basically safe and strong, accomplished and grateful, and respected and liked, you’re more able to be fair-minded, compassionate, and generous toward others. Your natural lovingness becomes unobstructed and can flow freely, nourished by
the sense of your own core needs being met.

The green brain is contagious. When you come from a responsive place, it helps draw others there as well. When you’re not irritated, pushy, or needy, you’re less likely to provoke others; when you feel centered, it is harder for others to provoke you. Positive circles grow. When a relationship “goes green,” it can still have misunderstandings, bumps, and conflicts, but they’re handled in a responsive way. People can also treat each other this way in families, groups, and organizations. Challenges are faced, competition and confrontations occur, but on a foundation of empathy and goodwill.

Your natural resting state, the responsive mode of your brain, is the foundation of psychological healing, everyday well-being and effectiveness, long-term health, fulfilling relationships, and the highest reaches of human potential. And every time you take in the good and experience that your core needs are being met, you strengthen the neural substrates of this mode. You could even be sensitizing your brain to positive experiences so that it will turn them increasingly quickly into neural structure.

**Velcro for the Good**

As our ancestors evolved, they had to respond to things that mattered, that were salient. Is it a stick? Avoid it. Is it a carrot? Approach it. Is it a friendly member of my species? Attach to it. Consequently, the brain evolved a salience network that reacts to good news, like the face of a friend, and to bad news, like the smell of smoke inside a building. This network tells you what’s relevant, what you should care about and remember. Its messages guide the executive control network, centered in the prefrontal cortex behind and above your forehead, which shapes your actions, words, and thoughts.

If you’ve been stressed, your salience network becomes sensitized to bad news. Now you’re on red alert. This negative sensitization might help you survive, but it also makes you feel bad and overreact. On the other hand, by taking in the good, you could sensitize your salience network to good news, in effect putting it on green alert.

Your brain can become sensitized to the good in a variety of ways. The upper and frontal parts of your cingulate cortex are like an internal bell that rings if you deviate from a goal or plan (“better get back on track”). Regularly looking for opportunities to take in the good could train this part of your brain to keep aiming you in the direction of positive experiences. Or take the insula, which is continually “listening” to your body as it tells the brain how it’s doing. The central functions of your body are usually doing just fine, even if there are some aches or a wonky digestion. Repeatedly tuning into a mild but pleasant state of physical well-being, such as experiencing that there is plenty of air to breathe, could sensitize your insula to a viscerally important positive experience that is available with each breath.

And of course there is the amygdala, in many ways the hub of the salience network. Your amygdala reacts to both bad news and good news. Less amygdala reactivity to the bad would help you feel less anxious or angry, but it would not by itself make you more happy. For that, you need stronger reactions to the positive. You need what Wil
Cunningham has called “a joyful amygdala.”

In terms of amygdala activation, people seem to belong to one of three groups. Some react equally strongly to positive and negative stimuli. Others have a “grumpy amygdala” that reacts more to negative stimuli than to positive ones; risks and pains have more impact than opportunities and pleasures. A third group has stronger amygdala reactions to positive stimuli than to negative ones. These people—the ones with a joyful amygdala—are more focused on promoting the good than on preventing the bad. This is called an “approach orientation,” which has numerous benefits for physical and mental health, relationships, and success. These people also have relatively high positive emotions compared to people in the other two groups. In fact, these happier individuals have more amygdala stimulation to the nucleus accumbens, a control center deep in the brain that initiates actions toward a person’s goals. In effect, happiness encourages us to take practical steps toward our dreams.

Why would the brain have evolved the capacity to turn a grumpy amygdala into a joyful one? The amygdala quickly becomes sensitized to negative experiences through vicious circles involving the stress hormone cortisol. This helped our ancestors survive in tough conditions by highlighting the threats around them, making their brains like Velcro for the bad. But in good conditions, whether in the jungle millions of years ago or in the lives of most people today, it would be adaptive for survival to sensitize the amygdala to positive experiences, which would heighten the approach to opportunities and help make the brain like Velcro for the good.

Positive experiences, especially if they have a sense of freshness about them, increase the release of the neurotransmitter dopamine. While you are taking in the good, you typically prolong dopamine inputs to your amygdala. These sustained releases of dopamine make it react more intensely to good facts and experiences, with associated signals to your hippocampus saying essentially, “This is a keeper, remember this one.” In sum, whether through your cingulate cortex, insula, amygdala, or other parts of the salience or executive control networks, repeatedly taking in positive experiences will likely make your brain “stickier” for them, which will increase your positive experiences, making your brain even stickier in a positive circle.

The Reactive Mode

Then there is the other setting of your brain, the one that evolved to keep our ancestors alive when they were disturbed by threat, loss, or rejection. Multiple neural systems continually scan for any sense that something’s wrong, any sense that one of your three core needs—for safety, satisfaction, and connection—is not being met. While the responsive mode is our resting state, the negativity bias makes us very vulnerable to being knocked out of that state and into the reactive mode. Perhaps you feel apprehensive or exasperated, pulled in different directions, or left out or criticized. This disturbs the healthy equilibrium of the responsive mode and triggers the reactive mode, the “red” setting of your brain, which evolved to help our ancestors to escape the eager
jaws of predators, scrabble for the last bits of food, and protect babies at any cost.

In the red zone, the amygdala sends an alarm both to your hypothalamus to release stress hormones and to your sympathetic nervous system for the hyper-arousal of fleeing or fighting. (If there’s a history of trauma, the amygdala could instead trigger extreme parasympathetic activation to initiate the hypo-arousal of freezing, numbing, or dissociation.) The neural circuits our ancestors used for raw survival light up today when we’re worried about money, feeling pressured about a project at work, or hurt by a frown across a dinner table.

The reactive mode assumes that there are urgent demands, so it’s not concerned with your long-term needs. In this disturbed, allostatic state—which ranges from subtle to intense—bodily resources are depleted while building projects such as strengthening the immune system are put on hold, adrenaline and cortisol course through the blood, and fear, frustration, and heartache color the mind. At the same time, the negativity bias is heightening the storage of the negative experience in your implicit memory. In a broad sense, the reactive mode is the neural foundation of craving (by which I mean coming from a sense of deficit or disturbance), and the suffering and harm it causes you and others. See Table 3 for a summary of the features of this setting of your brain.

Stuck on Red

The natural, biologically based rhythm is for animals, including us, to spend most of their time in the responsive mode. In the background, the negativity bias is operating, creating an inclination toward occasional reactive bursts. These bursts are supposed to end quickly ... one way or another. The reactive mode is a departure from the responsive baseline, and we’re designed by evolution to return to this baseline as soon as possible. Just entering the red zone triggers neurochemical processes (involving natural opioids, nitric oxide, and other chemicals) designed to bring you home to green, followed by a nice long recovery there. Even though reactive experiences feel bad, as long as they follow the evolutionary blueprint—infrequent, brief, and usually moderate—they will likely have few lasting consequences.

Unfortunately, much of modern life violates this ancient design. While most people are no longer exposed to the intense pressures of predation, starvation, and lethal conflict, we do commonly face ongoing mild to moderate stressors—such as doing multiple things at once, processing dense incoming streams of information and stimulation, racing from here to there, working long hours, and rapidly shifting gears—with little time for responsive recovery between them. In the wild, regular exercise helped clear stress-based cortisol out of the body, but our sedentary lifestyle allows cortisol to keep circulating, which increases reactivity in a vicious circle. Modern economies require consumerism, so you’re continually encouraged to chase more rewards. Meanwhile, the news is full of pains and perils you can’t do anything about. All this puts the brain on high alert. Its ancient reptile, mammal, primate, and Stone Age circuits keep flashing red: Something’s wrong, watch out! Due to the negativity bias,
these experiences are swiftly encoded in neural structure. And because of our unique human ability to sustain states of mind unrelated to our immediate environment, internalized psychological factors—such as a sense of inadequacy about getting everything done in time—can keep you feeling stressed long after a challenge has passed.

Table 3: Reactive Mode of the Avoiding, Approaching, and Attaching Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Avoiding</th>
<th>Approaching</th>
<th>Attaching</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sense of self</td>
<td>Unsafe</td>
<td>Dissatisfied</td>
<td>Disconnected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View of world</td>
<td>Danger</td>
<td>Scarcity</td>
<td>Exclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stance</td>
<td>Aversive</td>
<td>Coveting</td>
<td>Separated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copes through</td>
<td>Resisting</td>
<td>Grasping</td>
<td>Clinging</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As a result, while the reactive mode is designed to be a short-lived departure from the home base of healthy equilibrium, for many people it’s become the new normal, a kind of chronic inner homelessness. This may not feel awful—you may “just” carry around a background sense of being pressed, hassled, tense, prickly, drained, inadequate, uneasy, or glum—but it’s bad for your well-being, health, and relationships.

Costs of the Reactive Mode

Going red feels bad emotionally, shifts perspectives negatively, and impairs learning. It sucks up resources that could have been used for pleasure and ease, and for personal healing and growth. It makes us hunker down, muzzle self-expression, and dream smaller dreams. It promotes problematic self-soothing or “self-medicating” through overeating, drugs and alcohol, video games, or pornography. Meanwhile, your body’s stress reactions halt long-term building and repair. The red zone feels bad because it is
bad. Its unpleasantness is a primal signal that you should leave it as fast as you can and avoid it if possible.

We shouldn’t underestimate the growing impact of reactive experiences. Over time, they are risk factors for depression and other mental issues. Many psychological disorders involve reactive extremes in one of the brain’s three operating systems. For example, generalized anxiety, agoraphobia, post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), dissociative disorder, social anxiety, and panic are related to the avoiding system. Substance abuse or dependence, and other addictive processes, are related to the approaching system. Insecure attachment, narcissism, borderline personality disorder, antisocial behavior, and the consequences of child abuse and neglect are related to the attaching system.

In your body, the gradually accumulating burden of reactive experiences is called allostatic load, which increases inflammation, weakens your immune system, and wears on your cardiovascular system. In your brain, allostatic load causes neurons to atrophy in the prefrontal cortex, the center of top-down executive control; in the hippocampus, the center of learning and memory; and in other regions. It impairs myelination, the insulating of neural fibers to speed along their signals, which can weaken the connectivity between different regions of your brain, so they don’t work together as well as they should. For example, it could become harder for you to stay in touch with the big picture if someone else is provoking you. Chronic stress also reduces the neurotrophin, BDNF, which we need to protect neurons and promote learning, particularly in the prefrontal cortex.

In relationships, “seeing red” has powerful negative effects. I’ve been very hurt by people who’ve put me down or let me down, and I know I’ve hurt others in similar ways. Just think about how it felt when you were wronged or mistreated in a significant relationship. Simply regarding others as “them,” even when there is no conflict, reduces our capacity for empathy and increases our tendency to dehumanize and devalue those people. Compared to other animals, humans are particularly prone to retaliation. Reactivity feeds conflict, which feeds reactivity, in an escalating cycle of grievance, grudge, and payback.

Let’s step back and consider the wider implications. The brain is the most influential organ in the body. The primary source of the brain’s contribution to our overreactions, unhappiness, psychopathology, lifestyle-based illnesses, and relationship problems is its red, reactive setting.

The Choice

These two ways in which the brain operates, responsive and reactive, green and red, are the foundation of human nature. We have no choice about the vital needs the brain serves—avoiding harms, approaching rewards, and attaching to others—nor about its capacity to be in either mode, green or red. Our only choice is which mode we’re in. (See Table 4 for a comparison of the two modes.)
Living under the shadow of danger and pain, hunger and loss, and social aggression and humiliation, primates and early humans evolved a brain that is prone to crave and suffer in order to survive. When conditions were harsh, most individuals died young, and bands feared and fought each other, the short-term benefits of the reactive mode outweighed its long-term costs. But these days, when conditions are better, people want a long and healthy life, and billions of us need to live cooperatively together, the costs of the reactive mode greatly outweigh its benefits. In effect, one of the brain’s major design features for passing on genes is now a design flaw, a “bug,” in the twenty-first century. What can you do about it?

Table 4: Summary of Responsive and Reactive Modes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Responsive</th>
<th>Reactive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sense of self</td>
<td>Safe, satisfied, connected</td>
<td>Unsafe, dissatisfied, disconnected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View of world</td>
<td>Protection, sufficiency, inclusion</td>
<td>Danger, scarcity, exclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stance</td>
<td>Confident, fulfilled, related</td>
<td>Aversive, coveting, separated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copes through</td>
<td>Asserting, aspiring, caring</td>
<td>Resisting, grasping, clinging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metabolism</td>
<td>Replenishment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Metabolism

Responsive

Replenishment
**Characteristic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bodily systems</th>
<th>Responsive</th>
<th>Building up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>Wearing down</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Characteristic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect on health</th>
<th>Responsive</th>
<th>Salutogenic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>Pathogenic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Characteristic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equilibrium</th>
<th>Responsive</th>
<th>Stable, homeostatic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>Disturbed, allostatic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Characteristic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Central experience</th>
<th>Responsive</th>
<th>Peace, contentment, love</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>Fear, frustration, heartache</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can use your mind to change your brain for the better. In particular, you can **engage life from the responsive mode as much as possible, contain and calm reactive states when they occur, and return to your responsive home base as soon as you can**. This is the better path, the alternative to stress, unhappiness, conflicts with others, and many health problems. And as you follow this path, it will become easier to stay on it, since your brain will become increasingly biased toward it.

**Developing a Responsivity Bias**

We saw in chapter 2 that the negativity bias has five basic features. It makes you (1) get reactive when conditions are challenging; (2) feel uneasy, dissatisfied, and disconnected
even when conditions are fine; (3) over-learn from bad experiences; (4) become quickly sensitized toward reactivity; and (5) return slowly to the responsive mode even when the coast is clear. But we are not stuck with being this way.

Over time, taking in the good could actually turn your brain’s negativity bias into a responsiveness bias—with five very different features—that will help you stay centered, strong, healthy, and happy. First, whether you go responsive or reactive when you’re challenged depends on what’s been woven into your brain. Repeatedly internalizing positive experiences builds up inner strengths so you can meet life’s challenges without fear, frustration, or heartache. Second, taking in the good shows you again and again that you are basically all right right now, that there are always grounds for gratitude and gladness, and that you are cared about and worthy. Third, your increasingly positive experiences and growing inner strengths will prevent negative experiences from slipping into your mind and sinking into your brain. As your mental garden fills with flowers, there’s less room for weeds to grow. Fourth, as we saw earlier in this chapter, you’ll be sensitizing your brain to the positive, making it like Velcro for good. Fifth, if you’ve already become stressed, upset, or unhappy, starting to take in the good as soon as you can do so authentically begins the recovery process from reactive states. Further, as taking in the good builds up your inner strengths, your body will become increasingly resilient and your mind will become increasingly centered in a fundamental peace, contentment, and love, so you’ll recover more quickly from negative experiences in general.

Taking in the good brings you home. Home to a comfortable intimacy with your own experience, to a confident openness to life, to a sense of competence, even mastery, with your own mind. Reactive material may still come up for you—it does for me—but you’ll be increasingly able to hold it in a responsive framework. When my mother passed away, I felt sad and lost, but these feelings were like storm clouds in a big sky of acceptance, gratitude, and love for my family. Even if one of your brain’s operating systems is blinking red, the other two can remain green. For instance, you might feel worried about an unexpected bill (avoiding) while also being glad about having a steady job (approaching) and feeling supported by your mate (attaching).

Even in hard times, you can still take simple actions within your reach that have been designed by Mother Nature to dial down the red, dial up the green, and bring you back to your resting state—actions such as exhaling slowly, remembering a time you felt strong, savoring a physical pleasure, thinking about someone who cares about you, and feeling loving yourself. These are not miracle cures. But with time and effort and practice, it is perfectly natural for you to spend most minutes of most days resting in the responsive mode of your brain.

Peace, contentment, and love are important aims for most people. These are the rewards, the fruits, of a good life. Additionally, because of experience-dependent neuroplasticity, these experiences are a powerful method, a wonderful path, for transforming your brain. Every time you take in the sense of feeling safe, satisfied, or connected, you stimulate responsive circuits in your brain. When you stimulate a neural circuit, you strengthen it. To borrow a Tibetan saying, taking in the good is “taking the
fruit as the path.” Happiness is skillful means.

**TAKING IT IN**

- The brain was built in three stages—brain stem, subcortex, and cortex—that are loosely related to reptilian, mammalian, and primate evolution. In a parallel process, the two branches of the vagus nerve also developed.

- As the brain evolved, so did its capability to meet our three core needs—*safety, satisfaction, and connection*—through, respectively, three “operating systems” that *avoid* harms, *approach* rewards, and *attach* to others.

- The avoiding, approaching, and attaching systems in your brain have essentially two settings. When you experience that your core needs are met in any system, it returns to its resting state, its “green,” *responsive* mode. In this homeostatic setting, the home base of the brain, your body refuels and repairs itself. Meanwhile, your mind rests in a basic sense of peace, contentment, and love, in terms of the avoiding, approaching, and attaching systems. You still engage life with all of its challenges, but with an underlying sense of security, fulfillment, and caring.

- When your brain goes green, you are not *disturbed* by threat, loss, or rejection, and thus there is no real basis for aversion, grasping, or clinging—for our *craving*. In the responsive mode, there is little or no fuel for stress, anxiety, irritation, drivenness, dissatisfaction, sadness, hurt, envy, or conflicts—for our *suffering*.

- On the other hand, when you experience that a core need is not met, due to the negativity bias, your brain quickly shifts into its “red,” *fight/flight/freeze reactive* mode. In this *allostatic* setting, bodily resources are drained while building projects are put on hold. In the red zone, your mind is colored by fear, frustration, and heartache, in terms of the avoiding, approaching, and attaching systems.

- Our reptilian, mammalian, primate, and human ancestors typically spent long periods in the responsive mode punctuated by brief bursts of reactive stress followed by another long stretch of responsive recovery. Modern life violates this ancient template with its pervasive mild to moderate stressors. Consequently, the reactive mode has become the new normal for many people, a kind of chronic inner homelessness that has harmful effects on mental and physical health, and on relationships.

- Taking in the good draws you out of reactive episodes and strengthens the responsive capacities of your brain. As you weave an underlying sense of strength and well-being into yourself, your happiness becomes increasingly unconditional, less and less based on external conditions. Remarkably, the experiences of peace, contentment, and love that are important *aims* for a good life are also powerful *methods* for achieving it.
PART TWO

How
Chapter 4

HEAL Yourself

A friend of mine suddenly lost her relationship after more than a decade of happiness with her partner. He was the love of her life. After he left, she felt empty and despairing. She talked with her friends, exercised, meditated, and saw a therapist, all of which helped. But her grief still felt intense, and sometimes overwhelming.

Then she decided to add taking in the good to the other things she was doing to feel better, and something began to shift. “When I went for a run,” she told me later, “I felt good. When I stayed with how this felt, it was like the good feelings were soaking into my mind from the body up.” The same thing happened when she took a hot bath and let the relaxation sink in, or took the extra seconds to enjoy the satisfaction she felt when she finished a project at work. “My sadness and hopelessness began to pass away.” After a few weeks, she said that taking in good feelings a few times each day had played a real role in easing her sense of loss. “I honestly feel it helped me learn to be happy again.”

Her story is pretty dramatic, but it’s true. My friend didn’t try to paper over her hurt and sadness with positive thinking. She let her grief be, and slowly, over many months, it let go. Along the way, when she could, she let in positive experiences of vitality, relaxation, satisfaction, and eventually joy.

When you tilt toward the good, you’re not denying or resisting the bad. You’re simply acknowledging, enjoying, and using the good. You’re aware of the whole truth, all the tiles of the mosaic of life, not only the negative ones. You recognize the good in yourself, in others, in the world, and in the future we can make together. And when you choose to, you take it in.

The Four Steps of Taking In the Good

Technically, taking in the good is the deliberate internalization of positive experiences in implicit memory. It involves four simple steps:

1. Have a positive experience.
2. Enrich it.
3. Absorb it.
4. Link positive and negative material.

Step 1 activates a positive mental state, and steps 2, 3, and 4 install it in your brain. The first letter of each step produces the acronym HEAL. The first three steps focus entirely on positive experiences. The fourth step is optional, but powerful: It uses
positive thoughts and feelings to soothe, reduce, and potentially replace negative ones.

A Quick Walk Up the Steps
I’ll summarize the steps here, and then chapters 5 to 10 will cover them in depth. (If you’d like to get an experiential sense of this practice, see the box “A Taste of Taking in the Good,” this page.) When you’re actually taking in the good, the three or four steps tend to blend together, but when you’re first learning this practice, it helps to be clear about what is specifically happening within each one.

STEP 1. Have a positive experience Notice a positive experience that’s already present in the foreground or background of your awareness, such as a physical pleasure, a sense of determination, or feeling close to someone. Or create a positive experience for yourself. For example, you could think about things for which you’re grateful, bring to mind a friend, or recognize a task you’ve completed. As much as you can, help ideas like these become emotionally rewarding experiences; otherwise, it’s merely positive thinking.

STEP 2. Enrich it Stay with the positive experience for five to ten seconds or longer. Open to the feelings in it and try to sense it in your body; let it fill your mind. Enjoy it. Gently encourage the experience to be more intense. Find something fresh or novel about it. Recognize how it’s personally relevant, how it could nourish or help you, or make a difference in your life. Get those neurons really firing together, so they’ll really wire together.

STEP 3. Absorb it Intend and sense that the experience is sinking into you as you sink into it. Let it really land in your mind. Perhaps visualize it sifting down into you like golden dust, or feel it easing you like a soothing balm. Or place it like a jewel in the treasure chest of your heart. Know that the experience is becoming part of you, a resource inside that you can take with you wherever you go.

A TASTE OF TAKING IN THE GOOD
Would you like to get a sense of how it feels to take in the good? I’ll suggest some prompts here that you can use for the first three steps; we’ll explore the fourth one in chapter 8. Take my prompt and go through the first three steps on your own.

• Notice something pleasant that’s already present in your experience. Perhaps a relaxed sense of breathing, comfort, or curiosity.
• Find something good in your immediate situation. Perhaps something sturdy, well made, protective, useful, or beautiful, such as a cozy chair, a tree out the window, or a picture on the wall.
• Think of something you are glad about, in your life these days or in your past. It could be as simple as having a roof over your head.
• Bring to mind someone who makes you feel cared about. It need not be a perfect relationship, but the caring—the warmth for you, the wishing you well—is genuine.
• Bring to mind someone you like.
• Think of some things that help you feel strong … peaceful … grateful … happy … loved … loving.

STEP 4. Link positive and negative material (optional) While having a vivid and stable sense of a positive experience in the foreground of awareness, also be aware of something negative in the background. For example, when you feel included and liked these days, you could sense this experience making contact with feelings of loneliness from your past. If the negative material hijacks your attention, drop it and focus only on the positive; when you feel recentered in the positive, you can let the negative also be present in awareness if you like. Whenever you want, let go of all negative material and rest only in the positive. Then, to continue uprooting the negative material, a few times over the next hour be aware of only neutral or positive material while also bringing to mind neutral things (e.g., people, situations, ideas) that have become associated with the negative material.

Getting Good at Taking In the Good
You already know how to take in the good even if you haven’t done it consciously. We’ve all had the experience of savoring a delicious meal or enjoying a good time with friends. But as with any other skill, you can probably get better at it. So I’m going to offer some suggestions here. As you try them, become more aware of how it feels to take in the good, like marking a path in the woods so you know how to come back the same way again.

Appreciating the Little Things
Most opportunities for a good experience arrive with little fanfare. You finished an e-mail, the telephone works, you have a friend. And most good experiences are relatively mild; on the zero to ten intensity scale, they’re ones and twos. No matter. These moments still count in their own right. Plus they can add up over time to change your brain for the better.
Finding Good Times for Good Experiences

Typically you’ll take in the good during the flow of life. As I write this, our elderly brown and silver cat is curled up on my desk, giving me a cozy feeling of family that is good to take in. As you move through your day, look for chances to let good experiences sink into you.

You can also take in the good at specific times. For example, on first waking, you could call to mind an experience that’s important to you, such as good wishes toward others. Meals are a traditional opportunity to feel thankful. Just before bed, your mind is very receptive, so no matter what went wrong that day, find something that went right, open to it, and let good feelings come and ease you into sleep.

Doing It Your Way

People take in the good in different ways, and that’s fine. Consider gratitude. One person might approach this conceptually. I’m blown away by the fact that anything exists at all, that this universe is here with us in it. Talk about gifts! Another person might relate to gratitude concretely, such as by appreciating a friend. Your family background could also play a role. In some homes, sharing pleasures together is warm and connecting, while in others, positive experiences are more private.

Enjoying It

Sometimes it might be hard to let yourself have a good experience. So consider “the friend test.” If your friend could have a positive experience, would you wish that for him or her? Would you want your friend to be able to enjoy the experience and to take it in? Well, it is equally valid to wish to have positive experiences yourself. You’re not looking at the world through rosetinted glasses, but rather correcting your brain’s tendency to look at it through smog-tinted ones. And by taking in the good, you become more able to deal with the bad. This doesn’t mean putting on a happy face if you feel stressed or let down. But when you have the opportunity, why not let yourself feel good, and grow more strengths inside?

Of course, every experience, no matter how positive, is impermanent. When you take in the good, stay in the present, enjoying what is flowing through your awareness without trying to grab it as it goes by, opening to it so that it sinks into you.

Being for Yourself

To take in the good, you have to want to help yourself. Being for yourself, not against others but on your own side, is the foundation of all practices of health, well-being, and effectiveness. Without this stance, you wouldn’t be motivated to act on your own behalf. Unfortunately, for reasons such as being criticized a lot as a child, many people are a
much better friend to others than they are to themselves. The more that others didn’t stick up for you in the past, the more important it is for you to stick up for yourself today. (To take in and thus strengthen this sense of being on your own side, try the guided practice in the following box.

**BEING FOR YOURSELF**

This practice uses the first three steps of taking in the good. Adapt my suggestions as you like.

1. **HAVE** Notice any quality of being for yourself already present in the foreground or background of awareness. Perhaps you can sense or feel a determination to take care of your own needs, or good wishes for yourself. Or, create this feeling. Bring to mind a time when you were strong on your own behalf, when you self-advocated or were kind to yourself. If it’s hard to get on your own side, start by remembering the experience of being for someone else. Feel what this is like, and then see if you can bring the same attitude to yourself. Perhaps get an image or memory of yourself as a young, vulnerable child and see if you can feel supportive toward that young person.

2. **ENRICH** Open to this feeling. Let it fill your body and mind and become more intense. Stay with it, help it last, make a sanctuary for it in your mind. Notice different aspects of the experience. Imagine how you would sit or stand or speak if you were on your own side, and then let your posture or facial expression shift in this direction. Be aware of how being on your own side would matter for you at home or work.

3. **ABSORB** Sense and intend that this feeling of being on your own side is sinking into you as you sink into it. Let this good experience become a part of you. Give yourself over to it. Let being kind toward yourself, wishing yourself well, be increasingly how you treat yourself.

**Making It a Habit**

The brain is a physical system that, like a muscle, gets stronger the more you exercise it. So make taking in the good a regular part of your life. This will be deliberate at first, but it will become increasingly automatic. Hardly thinking about it, you’ll be weaving good experiences into your brain. You can routinely take in the good with even the simplest experiences, as this man wrote me: *I love to take in the good whenever I eat an orange. I have at least two a day, so I get an opportunity to experience this moment often. As I break through the skin, I gently close my eyes and breathe in the sweet scent. I hold that pleasure in my mind and think about how I am the first person ever to see inside this orange and taste its fruit. Although this experience takes less than a minute, it has an enormously positive effect on my mood and energy level. I look forward to it throughout the day.*
Taking In What You Need

You can use the HEAL steps for any positive experience. But as you’ve probably seen in your own life, some experiences feel more nourishing than other ones do. How can you focus on the experiences that will help you the most? This is where taking in the good gets very personal—and very wonderful, for you can take in the experiences that are specifically aimed at your own wants and needs.

Perhaps you’d like to feel less worried, self-critical, or insecure. Perhaps you’re dealing with a tough situation at home or work, or you’d like to feel motivated to exercise more or drink less. Perhaps you’d simply like to feel happier, more at ease in life, and more loved. What, if you had more of it inside you, would make a big difference for you?

A good way to answer this question is in terms of your brain’s three operating systems. If you feel worried, tense, pushed on, or helpless, that triggers the avoiding harms system, so you’d be particularly helped by “resource experiences” related to this system, such as protection, safety, relaxation, strength, and agency. Sadness, disappointment, frustration, drivenness, pressure, or boredom engage the approaching rewards system and are best addressed by related resource experiences of gratitude, pleasure, accomplishment, and satisfaction. Feeling left out, hurt, inadequate, envious, lonely, resentful, or provoked involves the attaching to others system, so resource experiences of belonging, self-compassion, being appreciated, friendship, kindness, and assertiveness would especially help here.

In other words, a problem requires a solution that’s matched to it. If you have scurvy, you need vitamin C. For years I tried to fulfill my need for love—a need that everyone has—by piling up accomplishments, but this never worked because I was trying to fix an attaching to others type of problem with an approaching rewards type of solution. In effect, I took a lot of iron pills for scurvy, which didn’t help. Only by taking in attaching type experiences—feeling seen, included, respected, liked, and cherished—have I been able to gradually take care of this need of mine.

So what’s your own vitamin C? It could be related to a current situation, a long-standing difficulty with another person, or an old wound from your childhood. When you know what you want to take in and grow inside yourself, you can look for opportunities in daily life to experience it and install it in your brain by using the HEAL steps. You’re being on your own side, a good friend to yourself, giving yourself the psychological nutrient you need. Once it’s installed, this inner strength will be easier to activate the next time you need it, and then you can reinstall it, deepening its neural trace in a positive circle. And of course you can use this approach for more than one “vitamin,” for more than one resource experience.

Here’s an example of taking in experiences that are specifically targeted at a person’s needs, in this case in the avoiding harms system: I was having panic attacks, and so each day I went out on my back porch and focused on my garden. I would look at the plants I love and watch the insects buzz around, the birds hop between plants, and the sunshine filter through the leaves. For a few minutes, I would take in the feelings of safety I had in my garden. Sometimes I imagined this confidence and peace making a golden protective bubble...
around me. Then I would pick up a small object from the garden and put it in my pocket. When I started to feel uncomfortable anxiety, I held the object, remembering how I felt in my garden, and bringing those feelings of strength and peace into my mind.

Even if you can’t get every bit of the experience you want, at least you can get parts of it. You’ve got to start somewhere, so take the step that’s in front of you. When I first went to college, I was very shy. One night my roommate asked if I wanted to come along with him and a group of young women. This made me very nervous. But it was a step toward the relationship experiences I knew I needed. So I made myself go with him and stayed quiet, but it turned out all right. They were nice to me and I felt included. Over the next few days, I ran mental replays of what had happened, taking in these good feelings again and again. This helped me be a little more open the next time I got asked along, which brought me even richer experiences of being wanted, appreciated, and liked. One good thing led to another. I really broke out of my shell in college, which put me on a life path I couldn’t have dreamed of as a dorky kid in high school. Looking back nearly forty years later, I see that a key step on that path was saying yes to my roommate that night.

It’s Good to Take In the Good

It takes a little effort to take in the good, especially in the beginning. Plus you might have some internal blocks to doing it, such as the belief that it’s selfish to feel good (to get through blocks like this one, see chapter 9). Motivation is the key to sticking with anything, thus it helps to know why taking in the good is good for you and others. So I’d like to summarize the benefits of this practice, including some I’ve already mentioned.

By taking just a few extra seconds to stay with a positive experience—even the comfort in a single breath—you’ll help turn a passing mental state into lasting neural structure. Over time, you can fill up your inner storehouse with the strengths you need, such as feeling at ease rather than irritable, loved rather than mistreated, and resourced rather than running on empty. These strengths will foster well-being and effectiveness, heal psychological issues such as anxiety, and support creativity, self-actualization, and spiritual practice.

Inherently, taking in the good is a way to be active rather than passive—a hammer rather than a nail—at a time when many people feel pushed and prodded by events and their reactions to them. It’s also a way to treat yourself like you matter, which is especially important if others haven’t. This practice brings you into the present moment and reduces rumination, that repetitive rehashing of things in your mind that fosters mental and physical health problems. It teaches you to have more control over your attention, so you can keep it on what’s good for you and others and pull it away from what’s bad. All the while, you’ll be sensitizing your brain to positive experiences, making it like Velcro for the good—a far-reaching benefit.

Growing your inner strengths through taking in the good is like deepening the keel of a sailboat so that it’s less jostled by the worldly winds, it recovers more quickly from big
storms, and you can now safely head out into deeper waters in pursuit of your dreams. You’ll be turning moments of *hedonic* well-being into a more fundamental ongoing sense of fulfillment and meaning: what’s called *eudaimonic* well-being. In a positive circle, feeling better helps you act better, which helps the world treat you better, which helps you feel better.

Taking in the good is not about chasing after pleasure or chasing away pain. It’s about bringing the chase to an end. When you get good experiences into your brain—when you build up the sense of being already peaceful, contented, and loved—your well-being becomes increasingly *unconditional*, less dependent on external conditions such as a partner being nice or a good day at work. As your positive mental states become positive neural traits, you’ll gradually rest in a happiness that emerges naturally inside you.

**Everyday Jewels**

If you take in a lot of good, you might do it five or ten times a day, ten to thirty seconds at a time—five minutes at most. It won’t take over your life. You won’t become self-absorbed or overly positive. You’ll still recognize challenges, you’ll still feel bad sometimes. You won’t ignore health problems, financial trouble, mistreatment from others, or emotional pain. You won’t forget that here and around the world, terrible things happen every day to millions of people—and might happen to any one of us.

But just as good facts do not cancel bad ones, bad facts do not cancel good ones. Good facts are all around you, even in a challenging life—things large and small that support your happiness and welfare and the happiness and welfare of others. Chocolate is delicious, beautiful sights and sounds are all around, you do get many things done each day, and you do make a difference to others. You can enjoy the results of the hard work of countless people who’ve made our world today. Turn on a tap and there’s water, flip a switch and there’s light. You have the good fortune of a human body, brain, and mind, painstakingly crafted through 3.5 billion years of evolution. More vastly, you’ve been gifted by the universe altogether. Every atom heavier than helium—the oxygen in air and water, the calcium in teeth and bones, the iron in blood—was born inside a star. You’re literally made out of stardust.

There are people who wish you well, who like you, who see the good in you. Almost certainly, you are loved. Your kind heart and good intentions are real, they exist. You’ve created much good in the past and you continue to do so in the present. Like me, you’re not a perfect person—no one is—but you are a good one.

Good facts abide and abound no matter how obscured. In this moment—and in most others—you are all right right now. Each moment of experience is saturated with an almost overwhelming fullness. You are continuously connected with all things. If you have a sense of something transcendental such as God, Spirit, or whatever is meaningful to you, then this, too, is a marvelous goodness.

Besides the good here in the present, there were good facts in your past and there will
be good ones in your future. Just think of some of the pleasurable, fulfilling, or meaningful times you’ve had, or some of your accomplishments, or people who’ve seen the light in you and loved you. Think of the future, the good that could happen, the love you could give and get.

All this good means that each day is like a winding path strewn with pearls and diamonds, emeralds and rubies, each one an opportunity for a positive experience. Unfortunately, most people hurry by without noticing them. And even when they do see a jewel, they rarely feel anything about it. Jewel after jewel left behind, lost forever.

But it doesn’t have to be this way. With a little intention and skill, you can take some seconds here and there each day to weave a handful of these jewels into the fabric of your brain, your being, and your life. Little moments of ease, pleasure, calm, determination, joy, insight, and caring becoming neural structure.

It’s just a few jewels each day. But day after day, gradually adding up, they become the good that lasts. It’s the law of little things: lots of little bad things take people to a hard and painful place, and lots of little good things take them to a better one. I’m often struck by how big a change a few moments can make, inside my own mind or inside someone else’s. I find this really hopeful, since it’s the little things that we have the most influence over. You can’t do anything about the past, but you do have the power to take in the good during the next few moments. As a proverb puts it: If you take care of the minutes, the years will take care of themselves.

TAKING IT IN

- Taking in the good is the deliberate internalization of positive experiences in implicit memory. It involves four simple steps (the fourth one is optional). (1) Have a positive experience. (2) Enrich it. (3) Absorb it. (4) Link positive and negative material. The first letter of each step forms the acronym HEAL. Step 1 activates a positive experience, and steps 2 to 4 install it in your brain.

- It’s natural to take in the good. We all know its essence: have a positive experience and then really enjoy it. But as with any other skill, you can get better at it through both learning and practice.

- Most positive experiences are relatively brief and mild. But taking in half a dozen of them a day, half a minute or less at a time, will add up to something big for you.

- You can take in good experiences both in the flow of daily life and during special times such as at a meal or just before bed.

- Taking in the good involves being a good friend to yourself. If this is hard for you, as it is for many people, you can deliberately create and take in experiences of being on your own side.

- Some experiences are particularly valuable to take in. When your brain’s avoiding harms system is threatened, you need key experiences that are directly related to it, such as a sense of protection or strength. The same is true for the approaching and attaching systems. You can use the HEAL steps to look for and take in the experiences that would really help you these days.

- Drawing on the hidden power of seemingly ordinary experiences, this deceptively simple practice builds resilience, heals distress and dysfunction, improves relationships, promotes physical health, and grows a durable happiness.
Chapter 5

Take Notice

This chapter is about noticing positive experiences that are already present, and chapter 6 will explore how to create new ones; these two chapters cover how to activate positive experiences: the first step—Have—of taking in the good. Then chapters 7 and 8 will show you how to install them in your brain, using the second, third, and fourth steps of taking in the good: Enrich, Absorb, and Link. Chapter 9 will apply the skills you’ve learned in the previous chapters to specific situations, such as a relationship, and to particular issues or needs, such as replacing anxiety with confidence, sadness with gladness, and self-criticism with self-compassion. Chapter 10 will offer guided practices for twenty-one key experiences and inner strengths. (In the guided practices in this book, there is some repetition of suggestions, which you can skim over if you like.)

The fourth step of taking in the good can be powerful, but it needs to be used skillfully since it involves negative psychological material such as anger, grief, or shame. Until we explore the fourth step in depth in chapter 8, the guided practices will contain only the first three steps.

Since taking in the good is experiential, not conceptual, let’s start with a direct experience of it.

Noticing a Pleasant Sensation

You can take half a minute or more with this practice, with your eyes open or closed. It’s fine to do it along with other activities, but in the beginning you’ll probably get a better sense of it if you first stop whatever else you’re doing.

1. **Have** Find a pleasant sensation that’s already present in the foreground or background of your awareness. Perhaps a relaxed feeling of breathing, a comfortable warmth or coolness, or a bodily sense of vitality or aliveness. This sensation could be subtle or mild, yet it still feels good. There may be other sensations, or thoughts or feelings, that are uncomfortable, and that’s all right. Just let go of these for now and bring your attention to the pleasant sensation. When you find a pleasant sensation, move into the next step.

2. **Enrich** Stay with the pleasant sensation. Explore it a little. What’s it like? Help it last. Keep your attention on it for ten, twenty, or more seconds in a row. Come back to it if your attention wanders. Open to this sensation in your mind and body. Without stress or strain, see if it can become even fuller, even more intense. Enjoy it. Let the
pleasure of this sensation help keep it going. See if you can embody it through small actions, such as shifting your body to breathe more fully or smiling softly.

3. **Absorb** Both during the second step and right after it, intend and sense that the pleasant sensation is sinking into you as you sink into it.

When you’re done with this practice, see how you feel. Get a sense of what it’s like to take in the good.

If you weren’t able to notice any pleasant sensations, either you were overwhelmed with agonizing pain (I hope not!) or you just need to try it a few more times. It’s natural to have difficulties with the first step of taking in the good, and easy to underestimate it. When working with your mind, it helps to have a gentle yet persistent spirit of exploration. Keep looking. If you can’t find something positive right now, maybe it will arise a moment later.

---

**The Music of Experience**

Listening to a song, you can hear different parts of it, such as the vocals, guitar, piano, and drums. Similarly, your experience has different parts to it, including thoughts, sense perceptions, emotions, desires, and actions. At dinner earlier tonight, before writing this, our son and daughter were laughing together affectionately. The “song” of my experience included thinking how much they cared about each other, seeing their happy faces, feeling contented as a father, wanting them to always love each other, and leaning in toward them to bask in their warmth.

Often you’ll take in an experience as a whole. When I hike in the hills near my home, the beautiful views, the sense of vitality, and the pleasure in being outdoors all blend together. But there is also value in learning to tune into the separate parts of your experience. Becoming more aware of all aspects of your experience gives you a greater sense of integration, of inner wholeness. Plus, it enables you to turn up the volume, as it were, on different parts when you need them. You could focus on a **thought** that other people’s happiness is primarily up to them not you, a **sensation** of easing in your body, an **emotion** of calm, a **desire** to be less perfectionistic, or an **action** of unplugging from e-mails. Staying with one part of your experience brings you its benefits in the moment plus helps it sink into your brain, which makes it easier to call up again in the future.

So let’s take a tour of the major parts of your experience and the rewards they could offer you. See if you can find something in each of these parts that would be good to bring more to mind. For instance, you could focus on the feeling of gratitude if you’ve been disappointed, or the sensation of relaxation if you’re stressed.

---

**Thoughts**

Your thoughts include factual knowledge, ideas, beliefs, expectations, viewpoints,
insights, images, and memories. Some thoughts are verbal (mental self-talk) while others consist of imagery or a blend of words and pictures.

Many studies demonstrate the benefits of cognitive therapy focused on changing thoughts for the better. For instance, in my mid-twenties, I realized that I had been a nerd, not a wimp, while growing up. This was a very important thought for me! A woman client once walked into my office, exhaled slowly, and said she’d been thinking, “It’s not my fault that my husband’s an alcoholic.” This thought helped her stop blaming herself for his drinking and helped her confront him more directly. It’s good to take in thoughts that are true and useful rather than untrue and harmful. These good thoughts include seeing yourself, others, the past, and the future more accurately; understanding how your actions lead to different results; and putting things in perspective.

While thoughts are of course important, in general, we especially enjoy or suffer what we sense and feel and want and do. Therefore, the practices in this book emphasize these more embodied parts of your experience.

Sense Perceptions
This is the realm of sight, sound, taste, smell, touch, and interoception (the internal sensations of your body, such as gurgling in your stomach). Sense perceptions are the pathway to experiences of pleasure, relaxation, vitality, and strength.

Each sense is a potential doorway to pleasure, such as seeing a pretty dress, hearing good music, biting into a juicy peach, smelling freshly baked bread, scratching an itch, or, frankly, finally getting to a restroom. Besides being enjoyable in its own right, pleasure typically reduces your sense of stress and initiates the process of recovering from it. Pleasure is an underrated resource for physical and mental health. When you find it, let yourself receive it fully, as this man wrote me: Near my apartment in North Carolina, the huge expanse of the ancient mountains across the skyline makes me feel there is room for every part of me. When I take in this view, I feel myself “unzip” from my head to my toes and open up in a way that feels wonderful. I fill myself up with the majestic view, which makes me feel good every time I think of it later.

Relaxation involves the “rest and digest” parasympathetic wing of the nervous system, the natural counterbalance to the “fight or flight” sympathetic wing. Much like pleasure, relaxation dials down stress. It also strengthens the immune system, increases resilience, and lowers anxiety. It’s almost impossible to be very upset about something if you feel deeply relaxed.

Vitality can feel intense, such as when you experience excitement at your sports team winning a game or passion in dancing or lovemaking. But much of the time vitality is milder, such as when you simply feel alive. Whether it’s powerful or subtle, taking in a quality of vitality is especially helpful if you feel rundown, melancholy, or overtaxed at home or work.

Some experiences of strength have a “ka-pow!” quality to them, but dogged endurance, such as simply getting through a tough childhood, relationship, or job is more common.
One night I watched a man trudging home from a late shift and sensed from his movement and the expression on his face the stamina it took for him to just keep on going.

Emotions
Emotions consist of feelings and moods. Feelings are specific, often fairly brief, and caused by an inner or outer stimulus. A friend smiling at you makes you happy; a minute later, his or her snippy comment makes you irritated. Moods are more diffuse, enduring, and independent of stimuli. Sadness is a feeling, while depression is a mood.

Feelings grow moods. For example, repeatedly taking in feelings of gladness and gratitude will tend to develop a mood of contentment. In turn, moods grow feelings. A basic sense of contentment with life fosters feelings of thankfulness and joy. Consequently, taking in positive feelings can lift your mood, which will bring you more positive feelings, which can lift your mood further.

One of the sweetest emotions, of course, is love, as this woman told me about: Every night before I turn out the lights, I check on my young, sleeping son and say quietly: “May you be happy, healthy, safe, and at peace.” The love I feel from doing this sinks into me. One night, after I returned to my room and pulled up the covers, the joy in my heart continued to expand, and I decided to extend it toward my husband. I thought about how much I loved him and the feelings of joy kept flowing into me. I had a huge smile on my face, in the dark, and I went to sleep a very happy person!

Desires
Our desires include hopes, wishes, longings, wants, and needs. They also include motivations and inclinations, values, morals, aspirations, purposes, and goals, as well as aversion, drivenness, clinging, craving, and any addiction. Your desires can be aimed at the outer world—wishing that someone would not blow off your needs, let’s say—or at the inner one, such as intending to stay strong when you speak up against this treatment. Positive desires lead to happiness and benefit, such as intending to get a glass of water when you’re thirsty; while negative ones lead to suffering and harm, such as intending to get a cigarette when you’re stressed.

Therefore, when you are experiencing a positive desire, notice it and take it in. Be aware of factors in your mind that support good desires, such as determination or conviction, and take these in as well. When you do not act on a bad desire, notice the good results, and take in the relief, satisfaction, and sense of worth that you’ve earned.

Actions
I’m using “actions” broadly to include both what we do outwardly—behaviors, facial
expressions, posture, the words we speak or write—and the internal inclinations and skills that produce our observable actions, such as a tendency to reach out to others who are hurting and the capacity to listen empathically. You can help yourself act more effectively by really registering the actions you want to support, either while actually engaging in them or simply imagining doing them. For example, suppose you’d like to be more assertive with pushy people, which could involve leaning forward rather than back, lifting up your chest, making confident gestures, or speaking firmly. Then, when you do or imagine any of these actions, stay with your experience of this for ten or more seconds, helping it sink in.

One woman used these methods to help herself change how she got her kids ready for school: My seven- and nine-year-old daughters love to sleep in, so getting them up has never been easy, and we’d usually have a rushed, hectic, cranky morning. Eventually I decided to learn a different way. I started going in early to each of their rooms. I lean over next to their sleeping little bodies to give them a good, long sniff as I kiss them on the cheek. They still smell like babies, and I know this will not last forever. These motherly feelings sink into me, which makes me comfortable with this way of waking my girls. I take in the goodness of their baby smell and hold it in my heart for a few moments, while they’re still sleeping. It makes me so happy! Then I playfully, gently rub their hair and back and wake them, and the sweetness I feel doing this becomes a part of me. This almost always results in a happy, pleasant wake-up, with smiles and hugs. And I get to savor the moments that will be gone much too soon.

The Stage of Awareness

When earlier in this chapter you did the practice of noticing a pleasant sensation, you used the simplest way to have a positive experience: to notice something good that’s already present in your mind. Awareness is like the stage in a theater. At any moment, something is in the foreground of awareness, under the spotlight of attention, such as these words that you’re reading. Simultaneously, in the background of awareness, off to the side of the stage, you’re experiencing other things, too, such as sensations, sounds, and feelings. This gives you two places to look for good experiences that you’re already having.

See if you can find something pleasurable or useful in the foreground of your awareness, under the spotlight right now. Perhaps a sense of interest, well-being, or determination. Maybe you just ate and feel pleasantly full. It doesn’t have to be big or intense; it’s still positive.

Similarly, as you go through your day, there will be many moments when there’s something positive in the front of your mind, such as the good smell of coffee, warm feelings for a friend, or a sense of relief as the day finally winds down. Each time you notice and take in one of these good experiences is a break in the daily race, a kind of pit stop for respite and refueling, as this person found one morning: It was dark when I awoke, and I listened to the magical sound of light rain on the skylights, warmly snuggled under my comforter. I felt safe and loved, and soaked in this feeling. After getting up, the dogs...
and I headed to the dog park, which we had to ourselves in the early morning. It was quiet—no birds chirping, very few cars going by, a sense of peace and solitude in a busy city. I felt so grateful. I closed my eyes, breathed deeply, and gave myself to it.

Next, see if you can find something positive in the background of your awareness. It’s like eating a meal: Even though most of your attention is on the food, you’re also conscious of other sounds and the room as a whole. In the same way, as you read now, there could be a pleasant background sense of relaxation in your body. Or an attitude of curiosity or hopefulness floating in the back of your mind.

Once you find something positive in the background of your awareness, focus on it to bring it to the foreground. Learn what it’s like to shift things from the back to the front of your mind. Since there is usually something pleasant or beneficial somewhere in your awareness, getting more skillful with this shifting creates many opportunities to have the core of your experience at any moment—what’s in the foreground—be positive. Further, since neural encoding increases for what’s under the spotlight of attention, moving an aspect of your experience to the front of your awareness heightens its transfer into brain structure. (For a sense of shifting a part of your experience from the background to the foreground, try the practice in the box “Bringing a Feeling to the Front of Awareness,” this page.)

To stay with something good in the foreground, you need to remain undistracted by things in the background. Simply let them be, without resisting or chasing after them. You can bring attention to them later if it feels right.

**BRINGING A FEELING TO THE FRONT OF AWARENESS**

This practice involves noticing something good in the background of awareness and moving it to the foreground. You’ll be applying this process to one part of your experience: feelings.

1. **HAVE** While you are reading here, various feelings are naturally operating in the back of your mind related to this book or to other things. They could be mild or subtle, and they might include negative feelings, but probably at least one or more of these feelings is positive, such as calm, confidence, basic well-being, or warm feelings toward others. Take a moment to be quiet with yourself and listen to what’s murmuring in the back of your mind. Find a feeling you like and focus on it.

2. **ENRICH** Once a positive feeling is in the foreground of your awareness, stay with it, let it get more intense if possible, and feel it in your body.

3. **ABSORB** Meanwhile, get a sense that the feeling is sinking into you as you sink into it. Open to this feeling and receive it.
How do you feel after doing this practice? Take a moment to replay this process to deepen your sense of moving things from the back to the front of your mind.

Liking and Wanting

Once you start having a good experience, a natural tendency is to want to keep hold of it. But if you do this, you’re no longer flowing with the experience and are instead standing apart from it trying to freeze and possess it. Then there is no more good experience. It’s like listening to music. If you hear a great riff and try to replay it in your mind while the song continues, the enjoyment goes out of the music. Therefore, the art is to like the good experience without wanting it.

Liking involves enjoying, appreciating, and relishing. By wanting, I mean drivenness, insistence, compulsion, pressure, grasping after, getting attached to, craving, and clinging. In your subcortex and brain stem, connected but separate circuits handle liking and wanting. This means you can like something without wanting it, such as enjoying the taste of ice cream while still turning down a second serving after a big meal. People can also want something without liking it, such as the ones I’ve seen mechanically pulling the slot machine handle over and over in a casino, hardly seeming to care if it pays off.

Liking what’s pleasant is natural, and there’s no harm in it. The trouble comes when we want things that aren’t good for us or for others, such as wanting to drink too much or to win arguments at any cost. Trouble also comes when what we want is good but how we try to get it is bad. For example, I want to get to work on time (good), but I often drive too fast to get there (bad). And honestly, I think there is trouble in the sheer experience of wanting itself. Notice what it feels like to want, to have a strong sense of desire, to be driven toward a goal. The Norse root of the word want means “lack.” Wanting is different from inspiration, aspiration, commitment, intention, ambition, or passion. Can you aim high and work hard without getting caught up in drivenness? Based on a deficit or disturbance, wanting activates the reactive mode of your brain and feels contracted and stressful. Consider this saying: Liking without wanting is heaven, while wanting without liking is hell.

The practical take-away here is to enjoy your experiences as they flow through you without getting attached to them, and to pursue good ends with good means without becoming driven about it. When you notice something good in your experience, gently encourage it to last without trying to hold on to it. Your brain tends to keep looking for something new to want. By repeatedly taking in experiences that you like without tipping into wanting them, you could gradually undo the habit of wanting itself.

Low-Hanging Fruit
It’s quite remarkable to recognize that your awareness in any moment usually contains some positive elements. Unless you’re overwhelmed by something terrible, in your stream of consciousness right now are aspects of the peace, contentment, and love you’ve always wished for.

With just a little use of attention, good experiences are available to you throughout the day. They’re like low-hanging fruit that you only have to notice. As soon as you notice them, yum! They’re delicious. Most of the good experiences you are already having are like small sweet cherries—a relaxing breath, a good intention, a pleasant sight or sound, or a shared joke with a friend. Whenever you like, you can nibble on these experiences simply by noticing them and letting them nourish you.

Even awareness itself, a kind of space that holds all the parts of your experience, has positive aspects that you can always notice. A TV screen is not changed by either the beautiful or the ugly images it shows. Similarly, awareness is never stained or damaged by what passes through it. This gives awareness an inherent quality of reliability and tranquility. Even if you are depressed or in great pain, you can find refuge and relief in the awareness that contains these, and any other difficult contents of mind.

---

**TAKING IT IN**

- There are two ways to do step 1 (Have) of taking in the good: notice a positive experience that is already present or create one.

- You can notice a positive experience in either the foreground or background of your awareness. Try to be more aware of the experiences hovering in the background, which will give you more good things to take in.

- Be aware of the different parts of your experience, including thoughts, sense perceptions, emotions, desires, and actions. Each of these could be good to take in.

- Thoughts include inner speech as well as images, expectations, perspectives, plans, and memories. Useful sensory experiences include pleasure, relaxation, vitality, and strength. Emotions consist of changeable feelings and enduring moods; repeatedly taking in certain feelings could shift a related mood. Desires include your hopes, intentions, morals, and wants. Actions include your behaviors as well as your inclinations and skills.

- Your brain has separate systems for liking and wanting. Consequently, it is possible to like something without wanting it. If you let yourself have positive experiences without trying to hold on to them, you’ll enjoy them more and won’t get carried away by the drivenness and pressure of wanting them.

- Noticing good experiences gives you many opportunities to take in the good each day. Even noticing your own awareness is an opportunity for a good experience, since awareness is inherently peaceful and never tainted or harmed by what passes through it.
Chapter 6

Creating Positive Experiences

In the previous chapter, we explored how to notice a good experience that was already present. The other way to have a good experience is to create one, and we’ll look at how to do that in this chapter. Creating a positive experience can be as simple as looking around to find a pleasant sight or thinking of something that makes you happy. Often you’ll do this just because it feels good. At other times, you’ll call up the experience of an inner strength to respond to a challenge: Perhaps a plane ride is alarmingly shaky, so you take some deep breaths to calm down; or someone cuts you off in traffic, and you remind yourself not to take it personally.

Whether you’re doing it simply to feel good or to meet a challenge, being able to self-activate useful states of mind—to get the song playing that you want on your inner radio station—is fundamental to psychological healing, everyday well-being and effectiveness, personal growth, and spiritual practice. Nonetheless, it’s hard at first for many people to call up positive experiences at will—particularly ones that would be helpful in certain situations or for certain needs. For example, if you’re feeling stressed, it can take practice to create a sense of relaxation in your body. If you’ve been hurt, it can take a while to remember a friend and feel seen and appreciated. The states of mind that would be most useful for a person are often the hardest to self-generate. But with practice, you will get better at this. And as you repeatedly internalize the experiences you create, they will begin to emerge naturally for you as inner strengths when life goes bump.

FROM IDEA TO EMBODIED EXPERIENCE

Try these ways to help thoughts about a good fact become good feelings, sensations, desires, and actions related to it:

- Be aware of your body as well as the good fact.
- Soften and open your mind and body, with a sense of receiving the fact.
- Think about aspects of the good fact that naturally encourage positive emotions, sensations, desires, and actions.
- Be kind toward yourself—like an inner voice saying, “Go ahead, this is real, it’s true, it’s all right to feel good about it.”
- Imagine that this good fact is in the life of a friend. What experience would you wish for him or her? Could you wish this same experience for yourself?
Try this with various experiences. For example, let seeing strong walls become a feeling of protection. Let knowing that a hard day is behind you bring relief. Let remembering some of your accomplishments support a sense of worth. Let observing that you are included in a group nurture a feeling of belonging.

Let’s explore a variety of ways to create a good experience, with some examples for each one. Many of these methods are based on finding good facts. You’re not making anything up. You’re seeing what’s true, what’s objective reality. Recognizing good facts does not deny bad facts. You’re simply focusing on facts that could legitimately prompt a good experience.

Often we see a good fact but don’t have any feelings about it. This seemingly small step—from idea to embodied experience—is critically important, for without it, there’s not much to install in your brain. In terms of building neural structure, what matters is not the event or circumstance or condition itself but your experience of it. Knowing without feeling is like a menu without a meal. For ways to turn a good fact into a good experience see the box “From Idea to Embodied Experience,” this page.

Current Setting

At almost any time, wherever you are, you can find a good fact in your immediate situation. Look around right now. Can you see anything that is appealing or beautiful and get a good feeling from it? Can you hear anything that could give you a sense of comfort or reassurance? Are you touching something—such as a chair, clothing, or pages of a book—that you’re glad to have in your life? Are there people nearby whom you like or appreciate?

Include things that are small or that you normally pass over. For instance, typing these words, I began paying attention to my keyboard (recognizing a good fact) and then started appreciating what a clever and useful invention it is (having a good experience). On the 0 to 10 intensity scale, my gratitude for keyboards is a 1, but it’s still a positive experience. I’ve used keyboards for forty years, but never had any particular feeling about them until now. Under my nose all along was an opportunity that I’d missed. There’s a bonus in recognizing a previously overlooked good fact. Once you do see it, there’s a multiplier effect in which you’ll keep recognizing that good fact in the future.

Here’s one woman’s story of finding good facts in an unlikely setting: I live in Detroit, where 40 percent of the land has been abandoned, which means that it’s like living in nature amidst urban ruins. The other day when I was out in the “urban prairie,” I was literally stopped in my tracks by a tree full of raucous birds. I looked up, taking in the sounds and the sights, letting them fill every part of me. I became aware of the hum of a distant freeway, which created a symphony played by birds and cars. Taking in moments like these has helped
me see the world in a new way. Sometimes, late afternoon sunlight on the red brick of an abandoned building can be almost too beautiful for words.

Recent Events

In the last day or so, it’s likely that many things have happened that you could rightfully feel good about. Consider things that were physically pleasurable, such as splashing water on your face in the morning or snuggling into your pillow at night. How about things you got done, even as simple as a load of laundry or returning some e-mails? Finding positive meaning in ordinary events is a good way to create a positive experience. Probably in the last twenty-four hours, you had a meal, someone felt good about you, and you saw or heard something you liked. Before going to sleep, you could take in good feelings about at least one thing from the day. One person told me about doing this for a whole year: On New Year’s Day, I started a Good Year box. Each day I put a note inside about something good that happened. I will read them all on New Year’s Eve. Now when a little something good happens in my day, I feel it instead of busily glossing over it.

Also think about the many, many things that could have gone badly but didn’t, such as the accident that didn’t occur on the way to work, the dish that didn’t break, and the flu that didn’t send you to bed. We don’t recognize this sort of good fact for two reasons. First, there’s no stimulus to attract attention. It’s hard to notice something that didn’t happen. Second, the absence of a daily flood of bad events is, happily, the norm in most lives. Your brain filters out things that don’t change, both the refrigerator’s hum and the routine absence of disasters. While this process, called habituation, is an efficient use of neural resources, it makes us miss opportunities for good experiences. Try to recognize at least one thing a day that could have been a real mess but wasn’t, and then take a moment to feel good about it.

Ongoing Conditions

In contrast to transient events, many good things are relatively stable and reliable—and these facts are all opportunities for good experiences. Right now, many places you love are still here and doing fine. For example, when I’m getting drilled at the dentist, I’ll imagine Tuolumne Meadows in Yosemite Park, and see in my mind the granite domes and hear the soft wind in the pine trees. Good people are in your life and others wish you well. Look around your home, from closet to kitchen, and notice things that keep on existing, even naming them to yourself, such as: This sink will be here for me tomorrow … these clothes will be here … these walls will still be painted, this table and lamp will keep on being useful.

Looking in widening circles, consider the imperfect but still positive aspects of your society—hopefully including the rule of law, democracy, and civil rights—especially when compared to the alternatives, both in history and still widespread today. Think
about culture and our easy access to music, ideas, art, entertainment, and wisdom teachings. Science and technology have advanced, offering things like refrigeration, air travel, flush toilets, aspirin, and the Internet. Wider still, you can count on nature’s gifts, from scampering dogs to clouds in the sky or the sound of the sea. Here’s a beautiful example: There’s a hillside near my house that’s covered with flowers most of the year. When I’m at work in an office building, I know the hill is still beautiful: the colors, the brilliant purples, oranges, blues, and pinks. In my mind I can see the squirrels running over the mossy rocks. It’s like my little sanctuary at work, to know that the flowers are there while I sit in meetings.

Sure, conditions can change—fall turns to winter, children leave home, loved ones pass away—and positive conditions can have downsides (a big job may mean long hours of work). Still, the good conditions that do exist can be recognized, each one a valid basis for a sense of comfort, security, gratitude, relief, awe, or ease.

Your Personal Qualities

There are undoubtedly many good qualities in your character, personality, and capabilities, such as fairness, a sense of humor, and various talents and skills. Seeing these facts and feeling good about them will lift your mood and help heal feelings of inadequacy or shame. Feeling good about yourself doesn’t make you conceited; as your sense of worth grows, there’s actually less need to impress others.

Neither halo nor heroics are needed to have positive qualities; we all have some! But feeling that you are a fundamentally decent and capable person can be challenging if self-criticism makes you feel inadequate or self-doubting. Standing up for the truth to yourself and to others that you are a basically good person—not a perfect person, but a good one—can feel taboo.

Consider a friend’s positive qualities—perhaps honesty, likable quirks, and a warm heart. Would denying these qualities be a fair way to treat this friend? How would your friend benefit, instead, if you appreciated his or her positive qualities? Now turn it around: Can you see your own good qualities? It’s a matter of justice: You are telling the truth about yourself, much as you would tell the truth about a friend. Why would it be good to see good in your friend, but bad to see it in yourself? The Golden Rule is a two-way street: We should also treat ourselves as we would treat others.

Observe virtues and strengths in yourself such as endurance, patience, determination, empathy, compassion, and integrity. Also notice abilities, even seemingly simple ones like cooking a meal, working a spreadsheet, or being a good friend. These are facts, not fiction. If negative thoughts tug at you—But I’m not always this way, plus this good thing is erased by the bad things about me—that’s normal. Just be aware of these negative thoughts and then bring your attention back to the facts of your virtues, strengths, and abilities. Reflect on what different friends or family members appreciate, like, or love about you. Or imagine that you are observing the life of someone just like you: What does he or she give to others? What is honorable and admirable about this person? Or
Imagine the fairest and most loving being in the universe whispering in your ear, telling you about your own goodness.

Really try to admit the truth of your good qualities. Pick one and get a clear sense of it. Maybe you are a helpful friend, or a good cook, or a decent person. Whatever it is, know that it is real. Let this recognition of one of your good qualities become a sense of gladness, confidence, and worth. Open to these positive feelings sinking into you. Consider how it helps you and others when you feel good about yourself in this way. Then repeat this process with other good things about you. Take in the sense that you are a fundamentally good person.

This woman took in the good she felt about the quality of her work: There’s an awkward stage in medical residency when haunting doubts about your professional competency hover like dark clouds. To cope, I really took it in when things did go well, such as the gratitude from a schizophrenic patient others had given up on, who told me he cherished our therapy sessions together as he slowly began to regain his life. The more I let in real examples of being competent, the less I heard the negative tape playing in my head and the happier and more engaged I felt.

The Past

A wonderful source of good experiences is the treasure chest of the past. If I’m challenged by a situation, sometimes I’ll remember pulling through an overhang when rock climbing (fact) while getting a sense in my body of that determination and power (feeling). Or maybe there’s been a setback in my work, so I’ll bring to mind some past successes. If someone is critical, after trying to sort through what happened and what I can learn, I might muse about a good time with a friend, and feel cared about and valued.

Sometimes your past experiences will blend together. Over many years, I’ve been to hundreds of beaches, and now there is a distilled sense of vastness and exhilaration when I think about times I’ve been at the seashore. Or you might have a vague recollection of a period in your life that you could draw upon. For instance, knowing that you got through a financial crisis could evoke a positive sense of endurance and being an honorable person. In fact, you don’t need any clear memories at all. You could use photos from places you don’t recall or stories from when you were little to imagine good feelings you must have had. I know for a fact that I was really wanted and loved as a baby, the firstborn in my family after my mother had a couple of miscarriages, and I’ve imagined what it must have felt like to be so cuddled with love by my mom and dad.

When you reflect on the past, there may be a bittersweet sense of the passing of good things, and that’s all right. Try not to let your attention get caught up in regret or loss. You honor what was once sweet when you taste it again today.
The Future

The future is another kind of treasure chest that’s full of potential good experiences, whether it’s looking forward to getting out of a tight pair of shoes after work or daydreaming about a vacation next summer. This mental time travel draws on midline networks in the cortex that were an important evolutionary development, enabling our ancestors to plan more effectively.

Take a moment to imagine something good that will happen later today, and then let this become a pleasant feeling for you. Imagine a good experience you might have in the future if you were to speak or act differently in a difficult relationship. Or imagine the benefits down the road from making a change in your life that you've been considering, such as getting a different job or meditating regularly.

Sharing Good with Others

Studies show that talking about good things with others intensifies the experience. Humans are the most social animals on the planet, so we have highly developed neural networks for empathy, the ability to tune into others. When two or more people have a shared positive experience, the good feelings in these empathy networks bounce back and forth in a chain reaction. As John Milton wrote in *Paradise Lost*: “Good, the more communicated, more abundant grows.”

You can reminisce about the past with someone: perhaps a fun time or a challenge you got through together. You can also celebrate the present, such as murmuring “this is nice” to your mate when watching your kids in a play, sharing a happy glance as you enjoy a sunset, or smiling in pleasure at each other as you dive into a scrumptious dessert. And you can happily plan for a nice future, from what to do this Saturday night to where to live after you retire.

Finding the Good in the Bad

In 2011, a routine mole check revealed a malignant melanoma on my right ear. My brother-in-law had recently died from skin cancer. While the top of my mind was solving problems like where to go for treatment, a deeper layer felt like a little animal curled up and shaking. I was on pins and needles for ten days before the cancer was removed and tests showed that it hadn’t spread. Nonetheless, I’m at heightened risk for a recurrence. I could interpret all this in a glum, negative way: “Sunscreen is such a hassle. Will it even help? I hate having cancer hanging over my head.” But I don’t. Instead, mostly I feel glad that this happened. It’s made me more compassionate for people with an illness and given me more appreciation for life since I’m still here to enjoy it.

Your *perspective* on the facts—the context in which you place them and the meaning you give them—really shapes your experience of them. In particular, finding positive...
meaning in negative events, which is called reframing, is helpful for coping and recovery. This is not to suggest that a tough experience is any less painful, or that it is all right for people to mistreat you. My point is that even a horrible event or situation may have some opportunities in it for a positive experience.

Consider past hardships. Did these make you stronger in any way? What lessons did you learn from them? What about losses: Have these helped you appreciate what you still have? Consider a current challenge and ask yourself, “Has this made me realize I need to change my course in some way?” Reflect on what you have learned about taking care of yourself from people who mistreated you. Or suppose you are in the middle of a major transition: What might you gain in this new chapter of your life?

One woman found something peaceful in the passing of her father: My dad was a U.S. Marine in World War Two, who drew his last breath on a sunny Memorial Day. We heard the loud noise of fighter jets flying overhead at the exact moment he died. The bedroom was quiet after the flyby. I was filled with sorrow and didn’t know if I could take losing my father, but at the same time, I was awed by the love, peace, and calm that filled the room after he passed. I bathed myself in it. It felt as if time stood still. It was a very intense moment. That experience gave me a sense memory that carried me through the whole experience of losing my beloved father—and it carries me to this day still. Anytime that I now feel lost or stressed, I remember those moments of intense calm and bathe in them again.

Caring About Others

Thinking about a friend, speaking kindly, or being generous are warmhearted opportunities for a positive experience. Loving thoughts, words, and deeds usually feel good. In fact, one study found that reward centers in the brain activated more when people chose to give money to charity rather than to keep it for themselves.

Caring includes both inner experiences and outer behaviors. Internally, you could recall someone you like. Externally, you could smile at a stranger, touch someone in sympathy, tuck a child into bed, or stop interrupting your wife (I’ve been working on this one myself). For extra benefits, you can be happy while anticipating an act of caring, happy while doing it, and happy while remembering it. And your caring toward others just might evoke more caring from them toward you.

Here is one man’s example of taking in a loving experience: Holding my baby grandson in my arms as I swayed and sang gently, his eyes closed, his breathing became regular, and he went to sleep. I savored the sense of holding something precious for several minutes and allowed the sense of this moment to dwell within, abiding here. Astonishing.

Seeing Good in the Lives of Others

One kind of caring about others is so important that I want to single it out here. Our ancestors lived in small bands in which individuals needed to cooperate to keep their
children and one another alive in tough conditions. The evolving capacity to take pleasure in the joys and successes of others likely helped deepen the bonds of caring that promoted survival and the passing on of genes. Being happy that others are happy is an innate and powerful inclination of the human heart. And it gives you endless opportunities to feel good since there is always someone somewhere who is happy about something.

Think about a good fact in the life of someone you care about. Then see if you can feel pleased and glad for this person. This is sometimes called altruistic joy, happiness at the good fortune of others. If it is hard to have much sense of this, try it with a child you know or can imagine: perhaps a little kid opening a present, or licking an ice cream cone, or playing with a puppy. If other feelings come up, such as sadness about your own difficulties, that’s common. Be aware of such feelings but then gently bring your attention back to what you want to encourage in your mind: happiness at the welfare of others.

Try this with various people in your life. Then with people you don’t know, such as strangers on the street, or in the news, or imagined far away. Personally, I love this practice. Besides being kind to others, it gradually opens your heart. Plus, it’s a great way to undo feelings of envy, jealousy, or ill will. When you do this practice, thoughts about what’s bad in your life are replaced by warm feelings about what’s good in the lives of others.

Imagining Good Facts

The midline cortical networks that enable our uniquely human abilities to think about the future and the past are the neural foundation of that wonderful inner movie theater, the imagination. If you’re like me, it’s way too easy to use that theater for bad purposes like replaying again and again a hurtful interaction. Instead, use it for good purposes, such as imagining good facts that could be true—and even ones that couldn’t be.

Things That Could Be True

I haven’t surfed, but I really like videos of people riding huge waves. When I think about doing this myself, it makes me feel excited and happy. This imagined fact will likely never come to pass, but at least it’s possible, and thus a potential source of a positive experience.

You can use this method in a variety of ways. You could imagine a loved one’s voice talking you through a challenging situation. If you have talents that haven’t been fully used, consider what it might be like if they were. If you wished you felt stronger, imagine having a black belt in karate. If you’d like to feel more peaceful, imagine sitting quietly in nature. In each case, be realistic about what you might feel; don’t overdo it, which would undermine the power of this practice.
Things That Couldn’t Be True

You can also use your inner theater to imagine good facts that could never be true for you. Deep down in the emotional memory centers of your brain, imagined experiences build neural structures through mechanisms similar to those that actual, lived experiences use. You’re not using this method to delude yourself about what’s been missing, or to slip into a rosy fantasy world that distracts you from improving this one. You still know what’s true. You just suffer it less.

For example, I’ve known people who never received any kind of loving parenting. Feeling loved in this way is important for healthy psychological development, and the lack of it leaves a wound in the heart. For these people, it was a powerful experience to imagine a loving parent and then take in feelings of being cuddled, soothed, and cherished. This didn’t mean they forgot what had actually happened in their childhood. But they were resourceful on their own behalf, finding ways to give themselves at least some sense of a vital experience, feeling cherished by a loving parent. Though it wasn’t a miracle cure, this practice made a big difference to them.

Producing Good Facts

Most days hold opportunities for creating good facts, and each of these new facts is a chance for a good experience. You could compliment someone, put a flower in a vase, turn on music, rearrange some furniture, take a different route to work, eat protein at breakfast, invite the cat up into your lap, or put on a fresh pillowcase. The point is not to pile new demands on yourself, but simply to be open to the chance to create a fact that could foster a good experience.

One way to create a good fact is to make something that makes you happy. A friend made a little box that she keeps in her handbag, with seashells from a trip to Italy, a picture of her dog, and a cross; when she wants a boost, she opens it and looks inside. Another friend got a photo of herself as a child and put it next to her driver’s license, so that when she shows her ID, she sees this lovable girl.

Restraint is another way to create good facts. Turn off a nerve-jangling TV program. Don’t criticize. Refuse to worry more than three times about something you can’t change; three strikes and the worry is out. If you’re caught up in something bad and disengage from it, that alone creates something good; take a moment to register this and enjoy it before shifting to the next thing you’re doing.

Each morning, you could pick one good fact that you’re going to bring into being that day. And when you create this fact, really enjoy the experience that follows.

Directly Evoking a Positive Experience

As you build up the neural traces of positive experiences, it becomes easier to activate
positive states of mind at will, without having to think about any good facts to evoke them. See if you can call up a good feeling directly. Start with an experience that’s easy to access. Perhaps a sense of strength, calm, love, or gladness. In the beginning this works best if your mind isn’t disturbed by worries or stress. But with practice, you’ll learn to light up the neural circuits of positive states even when you’re rattled or upset, like reaching through clutter to get the tool you need.

Seeing Life as Opportunity

In the previous chapter and in this one, we’ve explored many different ways to do step 1 of taking in the good: to Have—to activate—a positive experience. These are:

Notice a positive experience that’s *already* present

1. in the foreground of awareness
2. in the background of awareness

Create a positive experience by

3. finding good facts in your current setting
4. finding good facts in recent events
5. finding good facts in ongoing conditions
6. finding good facts in your personal qualities
7. finding good facts in the past
8. anticipating good facts in the future
9. sharing the good with others
10. finding the good in the bad
11. caring about others
12. seeing good in the lives of others
13. imagining good facts
14. producing good facts
15. directly evoking a positive experience
16. seeing life as opportunity

Good facts are all around, even if life is difficult. The sun rose today, others are happy, and food smells good. Good facts persist inside you: Your body keeps going, your mind is full of abilities, and you are a fundamentally good person. Even bad facts often contain opportunities for good experiences. And there are many ways to have a good experience without reference to facts at all.
Sometimes it is impossible to notice or create a good experience. The mind could be shattered by agonizing pain or a terrible loss, or smothered by an overwhelming depression, or flooded with panic. Then all you can do is ride out the storm—being with it, letting it be—hopefully with some underlying compassion for yourself.

But most of the time, it is possible to notice or create a good experience, whether it’s looking around for something you like seeing, recognizing your good intentions, or thinking of someone you love. Or it could be as simple as shifting in your chair to a more comfortable position. Recognizing that each day offers many ways to generate a good experience feels good in its own right. Imagine discovering that you could give good experiences to a dear friend, or to someone who was hurting. It would probably make you happy to know that you could do this. Well, you have the same power to give good experiences to yourself. This is the sixteenth way to have a positive experience: seeing life as opportunity.

Even in the middle of hardship and pain, it is usually within your power to ignite a good thought, sense perception, emotion, desire, or action. It’s also usually in your power to add fuel to the good experience to keep it going, and we’ll explore how to do this in the next chapter.

**TAKING IT IN**

- Being able to self-activate positive experiences—to call up inner strengths at will—is fundamental to coping, well-being, and everyday effectiveness. With practice, these experiences and strengths will increasingly activate on their own.
- In order to turn the idea of a good fact into a more embodied experience, tune in to your body, soften and open, and think about aspects of the fact that naturally generate positive emotions, sensations, desires, or actions.
- Good facts can be found in your current setting as well as in recent events, ongoing conditions, your personal qualities, the past, and the lives of others. You can also create good facts. Any good fact is the potential basis for a good experience.
- Additional ways to create positive experiences include imagining the future, sharing good experiences with others, finding the good in the bad, being caring, imagining good facts (both ones that could be true and ones that couldn’t be), and directly evoking a positive experience.
- Sometimes you just can’t have a positive experience. But most of the time, it is possible to notice or create one. This fact is another source of good experiences: seeing life as opportunity.
Using the methods in the previous two chapters, let’s say you’re feeling relaxed, grateful, or loving. You’ve got a good thing going: step 1 of taking in the good. Now what?

You help that good experience sink into your brain. This is where steps 2 and 3 come in. In step 2, you enrich the experience by staying with it and growing it inside your mind. In step 3, you absorb it, intending and sensing that the experience is becoming a part of you. These two steps install experiences into your brain, turning good mental states into good neural traits.

**Enriching an Experience**

Five major factors heighten learning, the conversion of fleeting mental events into lasting neural structure. The greater the duration, intensity, multimodality, novelty, and personal relevance, the greater the retention in memory. Each of these is a way to increase neural firing so you get more wiring during an episode of taking in the good. Repeated episodes of taking in the good will further strengthen these neural traces.

The upper reaches of the mind/brain system can produce lofty flights of fancy, subtle mathematical insights, richly textured feelings, and exquisite images and melodies, but down in the basement, as it were, building new structure is a mechanical process. The more tools you have and the more often you use them and the more seconds that tick by while you’re using them, the more neural structure you’ll grow. More is better. Plus, it’s nice to have five different options for enriching an experience; if one isn’t applicable or isn’t working for you right now, you can try other ones.

**Duration**

So often a good experience seems to fly on past. Instead, help it last, staying with it at least five to ten seconds in a row; the longer, the better. You can use the methods that activated the good experience to reactivate it again and again to keep it going. One man sent me a vivid example of how he does this: *I bring up a memory of eating chocolate cake and ice cream. Not only the flavors, but also the textures and temperatures. I recognize how much pleasure I’m experiencing, and imagine my brain having smiley faces floating around in it as I enjoy the flavors. I remember to stretch out as long as I can the pleasure obtained by eating chocolate cake and ice cream. When thoughts distract me, I take another mental bite. I try to stay with this experience for thirty seconds, a minute, several minutes,*
longer. Later on, if something bothers me, I say to myself, “Time for cake and ice cream!”

Let yourself have your good experience. Be devoted to it, renouncing all else for as long as you like. Give your mind over to it; in a good sense, let it have you. Make room for it, preserve a kind of sanctuary for it in your mind.

---

**STAYING AWARE OF A POSITIVE EXPERIENCE**

- Deliberately *apply* your attention to the experience and then *sustain* it. It’s a little like ice skating. Planting your foot is like applying your attention and then gliding along is like staying in touch with the experience. From time to time, you can reapply your attention to it and sustain your contact with it.
- Keep a bit of attention on your own attention so you can bring it back if it wanders. Gentle instructions to yourself can help, like a soft voice in the back of your mind saying “stay with this.”
- To reduce distractions from tension and stress, take one or more long exhalations, which will activate the calming and relaxing parasympathetic wing of your nervous system.
- Softly name the experience to yourself, such as: “calming … relaxing … safe.”
- If you’re distractible, try to take in particularly stimulating experiences. These include physical pleasures, energizing emotions such as delight, awe, joy, affection, and eagerness, and embodied attitudes like fierce determination.

---

If your attention wanders, that’s normal. When you notice this, try to return the spotlight of attention back to the positive experience without criticizing yourself. Negative experiences, such as uncomfortable feelings or sensations, may come up for you alongside positive ones. Recognize these, let them be, and stay with the positive experience. Remember that you can think about other things later. Also, try the suggestions in the box “Staying Aware of a Positive Experience,” this page.

**Intensity**

As the intensity of an experience increases, so do levels of the neurotransmitter norepinephrine, which promotes the formation of new synapses; the more that an experience fosters new synapses, the more that it gets woven into your brain. And as an experience becomes more pleasurable—particularly if it was more rewarding than your brain initially expected because you deliberately intensified it and opened to it through taking in the good—dopamine levels rise as well, which also promotes new synapses. In essence, as the pleasurable intensity of an experience grows, so does its conversion into lasting neural structure. Consequently, encouraging positive experiences to get more intense and feel as good as possible is a great way to get lasting benefit from them.
To do this, encourage the positive experience to become richer, fuller, and bigger in your body and mind. Sink into the experience and let it become as intense as possible. Be aware of things that are rewarding about it, such as how good something feels on your skin or how touched you are when someone is kind to you. You could inhale a little faster or get a sense of pumping up energy inside yourself. Perhaps close your eyes or look down at something unchanging so you can really focus on this delicious experience. An experience may be subtle—such as serenity, belonging, or fulfillment—yet it can still pervade your mind. Savor it, relish it. Enjoy it!

Multimodality
Multimodality means that you’re aware of as many aspects of the experience as possible. Suppose you are thinking about a friend’s good qualities. You could also tune into related sensations, emotions, desires, and actions. Or if you’re feeling grateful, get an image of a stream of good things coming into your life, sense your body easing, notice the wish to share some of what you’ve been given with others, and imagine speaking your thanks out loud.

In particular, try to sense good experiences in your whole body. Let your attention move down into your body like water moving down into the earth. Bring awareness to your breathing, which will help you stay in touch with your body. See if you can even get a sense of breathing as the whole body, with feelings like happiness or love or peace woven into the breathing.

It’s so obvious that it’s easy to forget that we engage life as a very physical body. Subcortical control centers are continually monitoring the state of your body and sending calls for action and related emotion signals up into your cortex. These subcortical signals shape the views and values held in the cortex, with results that reverberate back down to the subcortex and brain stem. Through this loop, action shapes thinking and thinking shapes action, which is the basis of what’s called embodied cognition. For example, studies show that leaning toward a reward increases the brain’s response to it, and that your facial expressions, posture, and even whether you open or close your hands all influence your experience and behavior.

Consequently, you can enrich an experience by embodying it through various kinds of action, even subtle ones. Early in my marriage, when my wife was telling me about a problem and, ah, it was starting to look like it was me, I would pull back physically (“get me out of here”). But gradually I found that leaning toward her helped keep my mind in the conversation and my heart open to her. Similarly, you could use a soft half smile to lift your mood, sit up a little straighter to become more alert, or widen your stance to feel a little stronger. In general, the more actively and bodily we engage positive experiences, the greater their impacts.

A creative way to engage an experience with multiple senses is to be artistic with it. Even simple things can be powerful, as you can see in this example from a middle school counselor (for more on taking in the good with children, see chapter 9): I facilitate
advisory groups for students who are academically disengaged, and I’ve introduced a gratitude exercise in which we practice taking in the good. I pass out strips of different colored paper, glue sticks, and markers; everyone gets three strips. I ask the students to close their eyes and to take a few minutes to think about what they’re grateful for in their lives. Then I tell them to pick three of these things and write each one on a paper strip. I let them know that what they choose can be grand or as simple as melted cheese, hot water, or seedless watermelon (three of my favorites). Next, each student constructs a paper chain out of his or her strips of paper. Each time a link is added, we pause to reflect on the goodness of the added experience. I remind the students to let the experience sink in and become a part of them. What I notice most of all when doing this exercise are the peace and quiet that fill our space and the gentle smiles on all the faces.

Novelty
Your brain is a novelty detector, always looking for something unexpected and then storing it rapidly in memory. So try to find what’s fresh in your positive experiences, especially if they are commonplace ones, such as eating a slice of bread, arriving home from work, or looking into the eyes of someone you love. Let these moments be new ones. Look for unexpected rewards in your experiences—such as a sense of “I didn’t expect this subtle flavor of curry in my soup” or “I didn’t know it would feel this good to hug you”—which will tend to lift dopamine levels and thus promote the registration of the experience in your brain.

Bring your attention to different aspects of an experience. Try this with something you know well, such as breathing. Take a few breaths and explore some of their many sensations in the belly, chest, diaphragm (between belly and chest), and throat. Notice cool air coming in and warm air going out. Notice sensations around the upper lip, in your back, in the small movements of shoulders, neck, head, and hips. Each time your attention moves to another aspect of an experience, it’s a new stimulus to your brain.

Notice things as they are changing, which also brings a sense of novelty. When talking with a friend, be aware of expressions flickering over his or her face, and the ebb and flow of feelings inside you about what your friend is saying. Or while sitting calmly with a sense of basic well-being, observe how sights, sounds, tastes, touches, smells, and thoughts continually arise in awareness and then pass away.

As you saw in chapter 2, the hippocampus is very important for memory and thus for taking in the good, but its neurons are also vulnerable to being weakened or killed by the stress hormone cortisol. Fortunately, the hippocampus is the primary site in the brain where new neurons are born (called neurogenesis). The survival of these baby neurons is increased by the novelty of your experiences. Since no experience is exactly like any other, focusing on and taking in different aspects of your experience will promote a sense of freshness and novelty and thus may support neurogenesis and help repair your hippocampus.
Personal Relevance

Imagine walking through a mall or looking at a website. Your brain is continually scanning to find things that could matter to you. Relevant to my needs, interests, or concerns? Zero in on it. Not relevant? Move on. And when your brain does find something that’s relevant to you, it files that experience in storage.

Consequently, you can use this natural process of relevance-seeking to build up the neural traces of your positive experiences. Be aware of how an experience that you’re taking in could help you, why it’s valuable. For example, relaxation and calm could ease stress and worry; some shared humor with your partner could help you feel more connected when your busy schedules make it hard to be close.

You’re placing the experience in the context of your life. You could even say to yourself, during an experience, “This applies to me because____.” Built into the sense of its relevance to you is kindness to yourself, a feeling that “this is what I need, this feels good, this is right for me.” You’re not delivering supplies to your ego, but rather giving yourself an experience that matters just as you’d offer it to a friend who could use it.

Absorbing an Experience

One time while on vacation, my wife and I watched a sunset that was extraordinary even by Hawaiian standards. I told myself, “Remember this one,” and now as I write twenty years later I can still see the vivid glowing purples and pinks across the sky.

By itself, enriching an experience—the second step of taking in the good—will heighten its installation in your brain since you’re intensifying and prolonging neural activity, which naturally tends to build neural structure. And just as you do when taking a mental snapshot of a beautiful sunset, you can increase this installation further by intending and sensing that the experience is sinking in, becoming part of you, in the third step of taking in the good, Absorb.

In effect, taking in the good is like making a fire. Step 1 lights it, step 2 adds fuel to keep it going, and step 3 fills you with its warmth. You can start the third step after clearly ending the second step, but much of the time, the sense of absorbing a positive experience mingles with and overlaps the sense of enriching it. It’s like being warmed by a fire even as you add sticks to it.

In doing the third step, some people visualize the positive experience sifting down into them like gentle rain or soft golden dust, or being placed like a jewel in the treasure chest of their heart. One person gave me a striking visual metaphor for absorbing an experience: If you take a clear glass of water and add a drop of oil, the oil stays at the surface. If you take another glass of water and add a drop of food coloring, the drop gradually makes its way through the water and tints it that color. This is how I visually explain taking in the good to others. The oil represents a fleeting experience that makes no difference, while the coloring represents a tangible change, one that takes its time to sink in.

Others sense that the positive experience is warming them like a cup of hot cocoa, or
easing hurt places inside like a soothing balm. Or they simply know that they’re receiving, registering, and retaining the experience; that it is settling down into their brain, becoming a part of them, a resource inside they can take with them wherever they go. Find what works for you, and trust that the good experience will make its way into your brain. As you are sinking into it, it is sinking into you.

Here’s an example of how one woman repeatedly absorbed a positive experience: Recently, one of my cats got sick. I took Sammy, who is eleven years old, to the vet, thinking she would get some medicine and be good as new in no time. Instead, I learned that her little chest was filled with fluid, which made it hard for her to breathe. She had an incurable illness. After talking it over with my vet and my partner, I decided it was best to put Sammy down. Animals are incredibly precious, but the unthinkable decision had to be made. The euthanasia was seared into my brain and heart. I cried for days. After some time passed and I became a little more centered, I started trying to take in the good. I held memories of the precious good times I had with Sammy and savored each one for well over thirty seconds. I sensed those positive feelings sinking in deep, like a salve, and healing those last terrible moments with her. In a way, it felt like Sammy herself was becoming a part of me. A comfort was coming into me from remembering her sitting on my lap or chasing a toy.

Whatever methods you use to absorb an experience, try to have the willingness, even the courage, to be changed, to grow, to become a little different as a result. For example, as you take in an experience of gratitude, see if you can feel yourself actually becoming a little more thankful and appreciative. As you take in a feeling of strength, see if you can let yourself truly become a little stronger. The mind (and brain) takes its shape from what it rests upon, and you’re letting it mold itself around the positive experience that you are taking in.

Peace, Contentment, and Love

Let’s pull the pieces together with an extended practice of taking in the good applied to the foundational experiences of peace, contentment, and love, which will bring you home to the responsive mode of your brain. When you first do this practice, it can help to take a little time with each part of it so that you develop a clear sense of it. Then, increasingly, you will be able to go directly to an integrated sense of peace, contentment, and love. I often use this practice myself, including when I first wake up. (For a very brief version of it, see “One Minute for Good” on this page.)

Here we go:

Come into a sense of being present with whatever is moving through your awareness: thoughts, sense perceptions, emotions, desires, and actions. Let these be; let them come and go.

Recognize some of the ways you are protected right now, including the walls around you and good people nearby. Recognize some of your resources, such as capabilities, decent credit, or a driver’s license. Bring to mind a sense of strength, of determination. Notice that your body is basically all right right now, that your heart is beating, that breathing is happening just fine, that you are okay even if not perfect.
Be aware of any needless sense of being threatened, and see if you can let it go. Try to disengage from worrying or planning; you can do these later. You are not struggling or contending with anything or anyone. Any annoyance, exasperation, irritability, or anger is falling away. Be aware of any unnecessary guarding, bracing, or anxiety—and see if you can let it go. Open to feeling as safe as you reasonably can. You are getting calmer and more relaxed. Perhaps you feel a sense of tranquility, like a still mountain lake. There is no basis for aversion; you’re not resisting anything either inside yourself or out in the world. You’re allowing, uncovering, a sense of peace.

Stay with peace, enjoy it, enrich and absorb the sense of it. Sink into peace as it sinks into you. Stay with this as long as you like.

Now let the sense of peace move into the background of your mind, and bring into the foreground something that helps you feel thankful, appreciative, grateful. Think about something else that brings you pleasure, gladness, delight, or joy. Remember a time when you got something done. Be aware of things you’ve achieved, goals you’ve met. Recall times of satisfaction and fulfillment. Call to mind more things that bring you feelings of fullness and well-being. Let go of disappointments, frustrations, dissatisfactions. Be kind to yourself about losses while accepting the reality of them. See if you can find a sense of enough-ness in this moment, even abundance, with no wish for this moment to be anything other than what it is. Feel a growing contentment. There is no basis for grasping; you’re not chasing after anything inside the mind or out in the world. You’re allowing, uncovering, a sense of contentment.

Stay with contentment, enjoy it, enrich and absorb the sense of it. Sink into contentment as it sinks into you. Stay with this as long as you like.

Now let the sense of contentment move into the background of your mind, and bring into the foreground things that help you feel loved and loving. Open to and find a sense of emotional connection with another being—perhaps a person, a pet, or a group of people. Think of someone who is warm or friendly toward you, and help this become a feeling of being cared about. Recall a time you felt included, seen and understood, appreciated or respected, even liked and loved. Let feeling cared about fill you, softening your face and throat and eyes, easing and warming your heart. Let rejections fall away, and resentments, and past sorrows in relationships. Know what it’s like to feel loved. Recognize some of the ways you are a good person, that you care about others. Be aware of some of your contributions to others, some of your abilities. Let feelings of worth sink in. Again, let it land inside that you truly are a good person.

Bring to mind someone you like, someone who matters to you, someone you love. Find compassion—the wish that living beings not suffer—for someone, perhaps a friend in difficulty, a child in pain, or impoverished people far away or close to home. Find kindness, the wish that beings be happy. Bring to mind someone, somewhere, who is happy. Be glad about the good fortune of others. Let any envy or jealousy fall away; you needn’t be disturbed by them. Feel more and more connected, to other people, to all life, even to the whole planet and beyond. There is no basis for clinging to anyone; you are already related to others, already loved and loving. Love flowing in and love flowing out. You’re allowing, uncovering, a sense of love.

Stay with love, enjoy it, enrich and absorb the sense of it. Sink into love as it sinks into you. Stay with this as long as you like.

Now get a sense of peace, contentment, and love all present together in your mind. Supporting one another. A sense of wholeness, your natural state. There is an integrated sense of balance and well-being as you rest in the responsive mode of your brain. There may be challenges to face or pain in your body or concerns in your mind, but these do not disturb the core of you. There is no need for craving, for drivenness of any kind. You are experiencing that your core needs for safety, satisfaction, and connection are basically being met in this moment.

Being home.
• The second and third steps of HEAL are to Enrich and Absorb a positive experience in order to install it in your brain.

• Five major factors enrich an experience and heighten its conversion into neural structure: duration, intensity, multimodality, novelty, and personal relevance.

• You can absorb the experience by visualizing it sinking into you, by sensing it coming into your body, and by letting yourself be changed by it.

• Routinely giving yourself a basic sense of peace, contentment, and love is a wonderful way to come home to the responsive mode and deepen its neural traces.
Chapter 8

Flowers Pulling Weeds

The first three steps of taking in the good involve only the positive. You might be using these steps to address a challenge or to ease something that’s still bothering you, but while doing the steps you’re focusing entirely on positive experiences. For example, I had some embarrassing times as a nerdy kid getting picked last for sports teams. So, when I was older, I took in many good experiences of playing football and rock climbing with friends. In the moment of doing this, there was no sense in my mind of the old embarrassments, even though part of what motivated me to look for and take in these experiences was knowing I had this lingering issue from childhood.

In contrast, in the fourth step of taking in the good—Link—you hold both positive and negative material in your awareness at the same time. You keep the positive material more prominent and intense, and sense it connecting with and gradually soothing, perhaps even replacing, the negative material. In this step, the flowers of positive experiences crowd out and gradually replace the weeds of negative thoughts, feelings, and desires.

Let me explain first why this method works and then give you some suggestions for how to use it effectively.

Negative Material Has Costs

Unpleasant experiences are a natural part of life. And some of them have benefits. Sorrow can tenderize your heart, hardship can make you stronger, and anger can energize you to deal with mistreatment. Further, if you resist unpleasant experiences, this blocks their flow through your mind and body, and they stick around. If you go negative on the negative, you just have more negative.

But when unpleasant experiences become negative material stored in your brain, that’s not good. Negative material has negative consequences. It darkens your mood, increases anxiety and irritability, and gives you a background sense of falling short, of inadequacy. This material contains painful beliefs like “no one would want me.” The desires and inclinations in it take you to bad places. It can numb you and muzzle you. Or it can make you overreact to others, which can create vicious circles of negativity between you and them. Negative material impacts your body, wears down long-term mental and physical health, and can potentially shorten your life span.

Overall, negative material in your brain is like a strong current continually tugging you toward the reactive mode. Understanding the neural machinery of how this material is activated and then stored suggests ways to actually change it, even to the point of clearing it out entirely.
How Negative Material Works in Your Brain

Sometimes we experience negative thoughts, sensations, emotions, desires, or actions related to explicit recollections. If I’m reminded of the time we were driving with our kids and our car nearly slid off a snowy cliff near Yosemite, I get a sickening feeling of dread and helplessness. But negative material usually emerges from implicit memory stores. Suppose you bought a pair of jeans that were tighter than usual, which reactivated a whole sludgy package of self-criticism about your weight. Or perhaps you were out for a walk, began thinking about money, and it was like taking the lid off of a bucket of anxiety.

Whether the negative material comes from explicit or implicit memory, it’s not usually activated the way you’d open a document on your computer. Unless it’s a “flashbulb memory” of trauma with every painful detail imprinted on your mind, it is not retrieved as a whole but reconstructed from underlying seeds. The brain does this so quickly that it seems like a particular folder of crud is pulled from a filing cabinet somewhere inside your head, but actually there is an active process in which vast numbers of synapses—millions if not billions of them—take several tenths of a second to sync up together into a kind of confederation or coalition that represents the conscious experience of this negative material.

Then when the negative material—such as an anxious preoccupation, an image from a battlefield, a muzzling of self-expression around authority figures, an edgy reactivity with a mate, or a growing feeling as a single person of being unwantable—is no longer active in awareness, it becomes gradually reconsolidated in memory structures. Little molecular machines need at least several minutes and probably several hours to rewire the negative material back into your brain. The fact that this is an active process which takes time gives you two methods for soothing, healing, and potentially replacing negative material.

Two Methods for Changing Negative Material

If something other than negative material is also present in awareness, it is represented by its own coalition of synapses. The two coalitions start linking together, since neurons that fire together wire together. Therefore, you can deliberately be aware of both positive and negative material, so that—especially if what’s positive is vividly present in the foreground of awareness—the positive will connect with the negative. In effect, strongly positive thoughts and feelings will begin weaving their way into the negative material. When the negative material leaves awareness to be reconsolidated in neural structure, it will tend to take some of these positive links with it. When the negative material is next reactivated, it will also tend to bring along some of these positive associations, these positive thoughts and feelings.
Overwrite the Negative

Let’s say you had a minor argument with a friend or your mate. It was awkward and uncomfortable, but you know rationally that you two will be all right. Still, you can’t stop worrying about it. So what you could do is to be aware, at the same time, of both your anxiety and a feeling of being cared about by someone (who could be the other person). Keep making the positive feelings stronger than the negative ones while being aware of both of them at once. After a dozen or more seconds, let the anxiety go and stay with the feeling of being cared about for another dozen seconds or so. If the worry about the relationship returns, it could be a little (or a lot) milder as a result of this brief practice. And as with any mental practice, the more you do it, the greater its impact on your brain. This is the first method for using positive material to reduce negative material.

Still, as beneficial as this infusion of positive into negative is, research indicates that it can sometimes merely “overwrite” the negative material without actually erasing it, like a pretty picture painted on top of a grim older one. When negative material is overwritten, it might return with a vengeance if the right trigger is present. Or it could be easier to reacquire down the road.

Erase the Negative

To deal with these potential weaknesses of overwriting negative material with positive material, new research is pointing to a second method for reducing negative material: certain psychological protocols literally erase negative associations in neural structure, rather than just overwriting them. Here’s how it works. Negative material is often associated with a neutral “trigger.” Suppose that in your childhood you had a male sports coach who was loud, critical, and scary. In this case, male authority—a neutral trigger, since male authority is not inherently negative—became connected in your brain to experiences of fear and humiliation (negative material). If so, these days you might still feel uncomfortable around a male authority figure at work even though you know intellectually that he’s not going to treat you like your coach did when you were young. How can you break the chain that ties the neutral trigger to the negative material?

In your brain, there’s a “window of reconsolidation,” which lasts at least an hour, that you can use to do this. For at least an hour after the negative material has been activated and then left awareness, repeatedly bringing to mind the neutral trigger while feeling only neutral or positive (for roughly a dozen seconds or longer) will disrupt the reconsolidation of the negative associations to the neutral trigger in neural structure, even reducing amygdala activation related to the neutral trigger.

Working with the example here of a male authority figure, you could use both methods for reducing negative material. First, hold in mind a strong sense of self-worth along with a memory in the background of awareness of being embarrassed by the coach when you were young; in doing this, you’re consciously linking positive and
negative material. Second, after letting go of the painful memory, for a few times over
the next hour or so, be aware of only neutral or positive things—such as a feeling of
worth—while also bringing to mind the idea of male authority or a memory or an image
of a male authority figure that you know (the neutral trigger) for a dozen seconds or
longer.

You could use this method in your everyday activities as well. Just before a meeting
with a man who is an authority figure, you could link in awareness both the strong
sense of worth and the painful memory of the sports coach. Then, during the meeting
with the man, re-access the sense of worth several times with no reference to the old
memory of your coach. You could also try this approach in a lower-key way, such as by
simply watching the male authority figure across a room while repeatedly renewing
your sense of worth.

Powerful Possibilities

In sum, during their reconstruction and reconsolidation phases, the neural patterns
underlying negative material can be changed by linking them to positive material in two
ways. First, you can infuse positive influences into negative material. This will frame it
in a larger, more realistic, and more hopeful perspective, plus soothe and ease its
feelings, sensations, and desires. Second, you can disrupt the reconsolidation of
associations between negative material and neutral triggers in neural structure,
gradually erasing them.

These are powerful tools for reducing and clearing negative material. Here’s one of
my favorite examples of using them: I was dog-sitting my daughter’s two Cardigan Welsh
corgis. I know them well, and we like each other. I decided to lie down quietly on the floor to
see what they would do. Within seconds, they came over, put their front paws on my chest,
licked my face and lips, very gently bit at my nose and ears, snuffled at my neck, ran around
me, and then started all over. Needless to say, I was laughing and giggling. It was such a lovely
experience of unconditional love. Then it occurred to me that I could use this experience to
heal a very painful memory from when I was about three or four years old. My grandmother
was nasty and cruel and had locked me outside the house and told me that the cows in the
field next door were going to come eat me and other such crazy stories that terrified me. I
repeatedly held in mind the lovely experience of the corgis jumping all over me and licking my
face with unconditional love, while also remembering that painful time with my grandmother. It
worked! Now, I cannot think of my grandmother without immediately thinking of the corgis.
The old memory fades away, replaced by joy and love.

This is the fourth step of taking in the good: by linking positive and negative, you’re
injecting “medicine” for what ails your mind directly into the neural networks where
pain and distress and dysfunction are rooted.

This linking may seem exotic or risky, but actually it’s natural. I bet you do this
yourself already sometimes, holding positive and negative together in your mind. You
may remember a friend’s support when you’re worried about your kids, talk yourself
down when you get upset about something, go for a walk in nature if you are feeling blue, pray about an illness or loss, or hold chronic pain in a large and peaceful space of awareness.

Linking positive and negative can be done informally in everyday life as well as formally in various psychotherapies. For example, psychoanalysis connects a new interpretation to a person’s neurotic symptoms and Rogerian therapy holds a client’s pain in the therapist’s unconditional positive regard. In particular, coherence therapy, developed by Bruce Ecker and colleagues, systematically links positive and negative material.

Taking the Fourth Step

So let’s get into the details of the fourth step of taking in the good. You begin as usual with the first three steps—Have, Enrich, and Absorb—and then, when you feel solid in the positive experience, you Link it with some negative material. You can hold both positive and negative material in awareness as long as you like. When you are done, let go of the negative and allow yourself to marinate entirely in the positive for another few seconds at least.

If a neutral situation, action, relationship, or desire (i.e., the trigger) has become associated with negative material in your mind, several times over the next hour, with no sense of the negative being present, try to be aware of neutral or positive things along with the neutral trigger for a dozen seconds or longer. Sometimes there is no clear neutral trigger, or at least you can’t think of one. If so, no worries, just skip this part of the fourth step. The holding in awareness of both positive and negative material that you’ve done will still have benefits for you.

Holding Two Things in Mind

It can feel a little odd at first to be aware of two things at once, but you already have many experiences of this, from listening while taking notes to keeping a preschooler happy in the backseat while driving to school. With a little practice, you will get even better at it.

Keep the negative material in the background of awareness, so that it is dim, small, and mild. Meanwhile, hold the positive material in the foreground, so that it is bright, big, and intense. If the negative gets too strong, drop it like a hot potato. Be on your own side. You are for the positive. You want it to win! If it’s useful, imagine allies with you, supporting you, strengthening you, cheering you on.

If the negative is especially intense or compelling, you can simply be aware of the idea of it, nothing more, while immersing yourself in the positive. Or you could have a more detailed sense of the negative material but still keep it far off in the wings of the stage of awareness, with the positive material under the spotlight. Most challenging but
probably most powerful, you could sense the positive making direct contact with the negative. For example, you could imagine the positive material sifting down into the negative like a warm, gentle, and persistent rain; like a golden balm that touches and soothes places inside that feel raw, hurt, or bruised; or like water filling up old hollows.

Making Connections
You could also imagine that the positive material is connecting with younger layers in your psyche, as this person did: My mother abandoned our family on my third birthday. Regularly, I take in the good while walking on a nearby trail along a lagoon. Every day I see things there that nourish me, such as the graceful flight of a large flock of birds or the tender new leaves on a bush. When I notice such things, I stop for maybe thirty seconds to drink them in. I breathe deeply and imagine the goodness of the experience sinking into me—I find the image of filling a treasure chest in my heart effective. I began pairing this beautiful experience with the thought of my mother’s leaving. At first, it was bewildering to think of her. But after doing this practice for a few months, I can now think of my mother without it feeling painful.

You could even get the sense that the child inside you—since there are younger layers inside everyone’s psyche—is finally getting some things that he or she always needed. Perhaps visualize a nurturing adult part of you holding and comforting young parts of you in your lap, as this woman did: Recently a deep childhood hurt appeared out of the rabbit hole of memory. In the past it would have swept me away. But this time I asked myself: What does this very scared and alone small child need? The answer was for someone to hold her with love and bear witness to her sadness. So I just stayed with the sense of a caring, gentle, caressing presence who listened to this little girl and didn’t try to talk her out of her feelings. Many, many years later, that small child was finally heard, felt, and held. This hurt has reappeared several times since, but it keeps getting softer.

As a bonus, if it’s real for you, explore a sense of receiving the positive material into the negative. Like a sense of being soothed. Or a sense of young parts of you receiving and taking in at least a little of what they’ve longed for. This involves a kind of dual perspective in which one part of you experiences offering a positive experience while another part of you experiences receiving it.

Three Requirements
Overall, the fourth step has three requirements. First, you have to be able to hold two things in mind at once. Second, you can’t allow yourself to get hijacked by the negative material. Consequently, I recommend that you don’t use this method yourself for the black hole at the center of trauma (though a trained therapist might use the fourth step with his or her clients). Third, you need to keep the positive material more prominent. Otherwise, it could get infused with negativity.

This may all seem complicated at first, but after you try the fourth step of HEAL a few times, it will feel straightforward and even simple.
The fourth step of taking in the good is a very useful way to match key resource experiences—which we explored in chapter 4—with your own issues and needs. For instance, you could link feeling all right right now with anxiety, ease with irritability, gladness and gratitude with sadness, connection with separation, feeling loved with feeling hurt, worthiness with inadequacy, and motivation with feeling stuck. In effect, you would be using a particular positive experience as a kind of “antidote” for certain negative material. For other examples, see Table 5, “Matching Some Antidote Experiences to Negative Material”; it organizes positive and negative experiences in terms of your three core needs, for safety, satisfaction, and connection. (Of course, the “antidotes” listed are not the only way to address the negative materials.)

This woman used her memories of positive experiences with a loved one to ease the pain of his death: I lost my close friend eight months ago. He was an exceptional person who loved me deeply. I feel the grief, and then focus on one of the wonderful moments we shared. I relive the memory as vividly as I can and allow the happy feelings of those times to soak in. Then the sadness becomes softer, and I bear it with a love that feels like what we used to share.

Perhaps something has been bothering you lately, or you’re dealing with chronic anxiety or guilt, or you’re trying to heal an old pain such as a shocking loss when you were a child. Try to name the issue to yourself, and then ask: What experiences would help with this issue? Once you have some kind of answer—and it doesn’t need to be a perfect one—you can look for opportunities to have these antidote experiences in daily life and use them in the fourth step of the HEAL process. Additionally, see chapter 10 for guided practices you can use to call up and take in these key experiences on your own.

Repeatedly linking antidote experiences to negative material has been deeply helpful to me. It’s been the main way I’ve gradually filled the hole in my heart.

Table 5: Matching Some Antidote Experiences to Negative Material

**Avoiding Harms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Negative Material</th>
<th>Positive Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Weakness</td>
<td>Strength</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helplessness, feeling at effect</td>
<td>Efficacy, feeling at cause</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Negative Material
Alarm

Positive Experience
Protection, safety, calm

Negative Material
Anxiety, fear, worry

Positive Experience
Reassurance, relaxation, seeing strengths, noticing you’re all right right now

Negative Material
Feeling contaminated

Positive Experience
Cleansing, sensing ways the body and mind are healthy

Negative Material
Sensitivity, quick activation of the fight-or-flight sympathetic nervous system

Positive Experience
Soothing of the senses, activation of the calming, rest-and-digest parasympathetic nervous system

Negative Material
Immobilization, freezing

Positive Experience
Physical activity, venting

Approaching Rewards

Negative Material
Disappointment, sadness, loss

Positive Experience
Gratitude, gladness, beauty, pleasure, gain

Negative Material
Frustration

Positive Experience
Accomplishment, seeing goals attained
Negative Material
Failure

Positive Experience
Success

Negative Material
Drivenness

Positive Experience
Satisfaction, fulfillment

Negative Material
Boredom, apathy

Positive Experience
Feeling the rich fullness of this moment

Attaching to Others

Negative Material
Abandoned, neglected

Positive Experience
Feeling loved

Negative Material
Ignored, misunderstood

Positive Experience
Feeling seen, receiving empathy

Negative Material
Left out, excluded

Positive Experience
Belonging, feeling wanted

Negative Material
Inadequacy, shame, worthlessness

Positive Experience
Feeling recognized, appreciated, prized

Negative Material
Loneliness

Positive Experience
Friendship, being kind to others, being caring toward oneself

Negative Material
False front, “imposter syndrome”

Positive Experience
Feeling accepted, accepting oneself, sincerity

Negative Material
Resentment, anger at someone

Positive Experience
Assertiveness, support from others, self-compassion

Starting with the Negative

Most of the time when you do the fourth step, you will begin with positive material, in the sequence I’ve described so far. But you can also use negative material as your starting point.

Let’s say that something negative has gotten reactivated inside you. In terms of the three fundamental ways to engage the mind, you start with the first one: being with what’s there. You step back from the negative material to observe it. After a while, it will feel right to shift into the second one: decreasing the negative. You might relax a little, cry, or try to let go of some harmful thoughts. At some point, you’ll be ready for the third way to engage the mind: increasing the positive. Then you use the HEAL steps, with a particular focus on the key experiences that will provide an “antidote” to the negative material that began this process.

I use this sequence often, usually for mildly negative experiences. Let’s say I’m getting frustrated with writing an e-mail. I’ll start by being with my reactions, trying to sort out what’s bugging me so much. Maybe it’s that I feel pressed to get a lot done in a short amount of time. Next I’ll begin letting go of that sense of stress by exhaling slowly and looking out the window. As my inner stress needle climbs down from orange to yellow and even yellow-green, I’ll shift into letting in some good feelings, such as a sense of accomplishment from the stuff I have gotten done today and an overall feeling that things will be okay even if I don’t finish this e-mail right now. Then, using the fourth step of taking in the good, I’ll help these good feelings connect with the frazzled parts of my mind, sinking into them, reassuring them, making them less alarmed. So the next time my e-mail in-box starts overflowing, I won’t feel so pressured about it.

When they’re stressed, worried, frustrated, or hurt about something, people frequently use the first two ways to engage the mind—letting be and letting go—but skip the third
one: letting in. Unfortunately, in terms of the garden of the mind, then they miss a chance to grow flowers—inner strengths—in the space left by the weeds they pulled. Plus, as any gardener knows, if you don’t replace weeds with flowers, the weeds come back. So when the bad feelings pass, or at least some of them, remember to take in some good ones.

### Linking Positive Material and Negative Situations

A variation on the fourth step is to deliberately encourage a strongly positive experience in settings or with people that are difficult for you. Over time, the positive material you’ve repeatedly taken in will start activating automatically as an inner strength in these previously challenging situations. I’ll use an example here of relaxing and calming your body in increasingly tense situations.

Start with the easiest situations and work your way upward, on a 1 to 10 scale of difficulty. Perhaps you’re waiting in a lunch line at a deli to order your sandwich and you feel a little nervous about getting back to work on time; suppose this is a 1 on the challenge scale. So you use your relaxation methods while in line (e.g., exhaling slowly, remembering happy times) and gradually feel more at ease. Next, pick a slightly harder challenge, a 2 or 3 or 4. Perhaps you’ve got an important meeting today and you’re agonizing more than you need to about what would be the right blouse or tie to wear. Keep calming your body until you feel more settled down. Then raise the bar further. A 6 might be speaking up to disagree with a coworker, while an 8 could be disagreeing with your boss (obviously, don’t do things that wouldn’t be good for you). Keep relaxing your body even in these situations. You don’t have to be perfect; if it’s a 6, let alone an 8 or a 10, it’s natural to still be somewhat nervous or revved up. When you’re ready, you can approach that 10 of telling a significant person how you really feel about something that’s very vulnerable and important to you.

You can also use this method with ongoing, difficult conditions. This woman learned to link positive feelings with chronic pain: I suffer from severe back pain, which is aggravated by the fear I have about it. To counter this, I started focusing on when my back was not in pain. When I’d go to work and afterward my back felt okay, I’d spend minutes acknowledging this and feeling good about it. I imagined a kind of warmth—sometimes a warm light, like sunlight, or sometimes a warm, sparkling, gooey liquid, a bit like melted chocolate—that would seep into every cell in my body, especially my back. It really felt like this warm goodness was soothing my back, like putting oil on a squeaky door joint. Each time I did this I was making a kind of mental video of my back being and feeling all right. Eventually I had hundreds of these good videos, in which I had actually been comfortable and moving easily. Increasingly, these became my expectation instead of a dreaded agony that I was always bracing against. It was as if being more flexible in my mind allowed me to be more flexible in my body.
Practicing the Fourth Step

The practice that follows focuses on key experiences in the approaching rewards system. We will start with a positive experience that is an antidote to the negative feelings people can have when they don’t reach a goal, such as frustration, disappointment, failure, or inadequacy. Antidote experiences that can soothe and replace this negative material include feelings of success, arriving, satisfaction, and being praised or valued.

To do this practice, you need to know both what the negative material is that you are trying to ease and heal, and what its positive antidote is. This clarity alone will be helpful to you because then you’ll know better what positive experiences to look for or create for yourself. I suggest you pick negative material that is mild to moderate in its intensity. See if an inherently neutral situation, action, or desire (the neutral trigger) has become connected with the negative material in your mind; for example, making a to do list, setting goals, or telling others about your hopes and dreams—which are neutral if not positive—may have become connected to experiences of disappointment or failure. If you can’t identify a neutral trigger, that’s all right; you can still do the fourth step. If you get sucked into the negative material, drop it and stay with only positive material. Once you are stable in the positive, if you want, bring the negative back into awareness.

1. **Have** Bring to mind one or more times when you attained a goal. Perhaps it is a major achievement, or a series of tasks done, or a kind of speeded up movie of your life that quickly notes numerous milestones reached. It could be things learned or finished or otherwise succeeded at, both large and small.

   Let knowing these facts become an experience of accomplishing, contributing, and adding value. Let knowing them become an experience of being adequate, being more than adequate, being a success.

2. **Enrich** Open to this experience, and stay with it. Let it become more intense. Sink into it. Help it become big in your mind. Explore different aspects of it, finding things that are new or fresh in it. Consider how this experience of being successful is relevant to you.

3. **Absorb** Intend and sense that this experience is sinking into you. Let feeling successful sink into you as you sink into it. As you feel increasingly accomplished and successful, let any drivenness fall away, along with any inner sense of grasping after or straining toward rewards of any kind.

4. **Link** When you’re ready, try the fourth step. In the background of your awareness, bring to mind some knowing of the negative material. You could just have an idea of it in passing, or a quick survey of it, or a sense of how it feels in your body, or a noting of a negative memory. Meanwhile, keep the positive material prominent in awareness in
addition to this negative material. Hold both at the same time, perhaps like two things on stage at once, the positive material in the front, under the spotlight, with the negative material dim and back in the wings.

You could also get a sense of the positive connecting with the negative, going into it somehow, infusing it, sinking into it like a warm golden salve soothing hurt places inside. Or like golden dust sifting down into difficult places, or light moving into shadows. Perhaps imagine beautiful jewels or anything else you like gradually filling your own hole in the heart.

You may have a sense of younger parts or layers of yourself being given what they’ve longed for. There could be an image or feeling of something nurturing and kind holding a young version of yourself and giving something to it.

If you get too drawn into the negative, turn up the positive, making it more prominent in awareness, big in the front of your mind. If the negative remains too powerful, drop it. Recenter yourself in the positive. After a while, if you want, bring the negative material up into the background of awareness, to be infused again with the more powerful positive material.

If it’s real for you, see if you can get a sense of receiving the positive material—a sense of it sinking into vulnerable, young, bruised, hungry, needy, or longing places inside you.

Then let go of the negative material altogether, and stay with the positive. If this feels difficult or unnatural, try telling yourself that it is okay to be with the positive, that you’re allowed to do this, that it will be good for you and others. And be on your own side, using determination to focus on just the positive experience.

A few times over the next hour, for a dozen or more seconds at a time, be aware of only neutral or positive things, perhaps including a sense of accomplishment or success, while also bringing to mind neutral triggers (e.g., people, situations, ideas) of a sense of failure.

You need some courage to try the fourth step. So be especially kind to yourself, recognizing the moxie it takes to open to the negative. Over time, let it sink in that the actual experience of much if not most negative material is fairly brief and not overwhelming. This fact is itself good news.

**TAKE IT IN**

- Unpleasant experiences are part of life, and sometimes have value. But due to the negativity bias, it's easy for unpleasant experiences to get stored in your brain as negative material, which has negative consequences for you and often others.
- When negative material is activated, typically from implicit memory stores, it is not retrieved as a unit from storage but rather is reconstructed in a dynamic process. Once it comes into consciousness, it starts associating with whatever else is present in awareness. Then, when it’s no longer activated, it gets reconsolidated back into memory, also in a dynamic process.
- The dynamic nature of memory reconstruction and reconsolidation gives you two good methods for changing negative
material. First, when you are aware of prominently positive material alongside the negative, what’s positive can soothe, compensate for, and sometimes eventually overwrite the negative. Second, during the “window of reconsolidation,” if you bring to mind a neutral trigger associated with the negative material while feeling only neutral or positive, this can disrupt the reconsolidation process and gradually erase the association between the neutral trigger and the negative material.

• To do the fourth step of HEAL—Linking positive and negative material—you need to be able to hold both positive and negative in awareness while keeping the positive more prominent and not getting hijacked by the negative.

• Once you have identified key positive experiences for yourself, you can use the fourth step for old pain or other issues. Look for opportunities to have these good experiences, and once they’re activated, help them connect with the negative material as an “antidote.”

• You can also use the fourth step in situations that start with a negative experience. First, be with the difficult experience, witnessing it with self-compassion. Second, when it feels right, try to let it go. Third, call up an appropriate positive experience and link it with the original negative material.

• Connect positive experiences to negative situations, either ones you are in or ones you imagine. Over time, this could help you be more comfortable and capable in these situations.
Good Uses

Now that we have explored the four HEAL steps of taking in the good, let’s consider how you can use this practice in different situations and with different issues.

Letting Good Lessons Land

Everyday life holds many opportunities to learn something important and shift a bit as a result. Recently my wife has been telling me I sometimes make her wait, whether it’s to leave together in the car or to start a TV program we want to see. After getting through my personal “Erk, go away!” at being caught and criticized, I know that I don’t really want to keep her waiting. So I’ve been encouraging a feeling of consideration for her inside myself about this issue, giving myself over to this feeling so it will carry me along to the living room the next time we’re going to watch some show.

More formally, you could be doing a structured activity such as human resources training, prayer, meditation, journaling, yoga, a mindfulness workshop, or psychotherapy. While you’re doing this activity, when something really touches you and seems important, take the time to take it in. When the activity ends, use a few moments to let whatever was especially nourishing settle into you and stick to your mental ribs.

You can apply the steps of taking in the good to learning any new skill, from using a stick shift to staying cool when a teenager gets hot. The stronger the sensations and emotions related to the skill, and the more you replay the sense of it in your mind, the greater its memory trace will generally be, and the faster you will learn it.

Wanting What’s Good for You

One key to a good life is learning to want the things that are good for you that, honestly, you don’t particularly want. For example, I don’t want to slog uphill on my treadmill for half an hour, but it’s good for me. At work, a person may not naturally want to speak in public, but it could further his or her career to do so. Maybe you sort of want to do something—such as practice the piano daily—but you don’t stick with it.

Sure, you could grit your teeth and exercise willpower, but this takes deliberate effort that’s draining and hard to sustain. Plus, some people naturally have a genetic variation that produces less effective dopamine receptors, so they need a greater sense of reward to avoid running out of motivational gas. On the other hand, if you take in rewarding experiences related to the wants you’d like to encourage, this will make your brain lean in that direction, like the proverbial donkey trying to get the carrot. Using the piano as
an example, when you think about playing it, call up a sense of enjoyment and other good feelings about it. While playing, keep refocusing attention on what’s pleasant or fun and help these experiences sink in. Right after playing, take in feelings of satisfaction, congratulation, aesthetic pleasure, worth, and happiness. And if you can, be aware of wanting to play the piano while at the same time being aware of the rewards of playing it; this way, the wanting and the rewards will start associating together.

These methods are also helpful if you’re being caught by a problematic desire such as drugs, alcohol, overeating, or gambling and are trying to take a higher road. The powerful rewards of the low road make it hard to appreciate the often milder but more wholesome rewards of the high road; for example, if you give a young child lots of candy, apples stop tasting sweet. So along with other resources (e.g., being honest about your issue with a close friend, therapy, AA), use taking in the good to intensify the rewards and thus the attraction of the high road. Suppose you are trying to drink moderately or not at all. When out to dinner with friends, notice how you feel just fine with only one glass of wine. See how good it feels to have an unclouded mind. Feel a sense of worth in staying true to your purpose; notice any positive reactions from others and let yourself feel respected. When you wake in the morning, feel glad about stopping at one drink. I’ve heard it said that wisdom is choosing a greater happiness over a lesser one. Over time, repeatedly internalizing rich experiences of the rewards of the greater happiness will gradually help tilt your brain toward it, and away from the lesser one.

If you want, you can remind yourself to take in the good with a simple checklist like the one that follows, “Hardwiring Your Happiness.” Fill in the column headings with whatever experiences you want to take in, such as those that would help you want what’s good for you or any others that are important for you. Examples include strength, relaxation, enthusiasm, feeling cared about, and love. I left the column headings blank so you can make copies of the table and then adapt it to your own needs. Feel free to share or use this table with others (e.g., participants in a training at work, children).

**Hardwiring Your Happiness**

- Fill in the column headings with the experiences you’d like to take in. You could make a copy of this table with blank column headings, print a few, and then add headings as you like.
- In the columns below, mark each day that you did the practice. (You can add marks if you did it more than once.)
A Slice of the Pie

In life, we get preoccupied with conditions, situations, and events—circumstances such as having money, getting to work on time, or being praised—but really, the point of these circumstances is what they help us experience. This fact gives us very useful options when we do not have the circumstances we want.

Let’s say you want to have a romantic partner—a circumstance—but don’t have one. I’m not trying to minimize the importance of this kind of relationship or the pain of not having one. But there could be other ways to have at least some of the experiences you’d get from a romantic relationship, such as fun, affection, security, physical pleasure, and friendship. If a romantic partner would make you feel loved, how else could you have some of this experience? The experience of being loved by a friend, parent, or child has many aspects of the experience of romantic love. It’s not everything you want, but it’s not nothing. It’s a chance to feel loved in some ways. If you can’t have the whole pie, at least eat a slice of it.

Unfortunately, many people turn away from opportunities to have elements of the experience they long for because it isn’t everything they want. They fear that eating a slice will somehow stop them from ever getting the whole pie. But this just isn’t true. Why would taking in respect from someone at work or warmth from friends or love from a parent block a person from getting a romantic partner? In fact, taking in the slices that are available often moves people forward toward eventually getting the whole pie.

People also think that eating a slice will mean letting others off the hook who should have given them the whole pie in the past but didn’t—and maybe gave them no pie at all. Yes, those parents, teachers, siblings, classmates, lovers, or life partners really should have delivered the whole pie. I don’t mean my pie metaphor to trivialize the loss, pain, even abuse, that may have happened. If it was bad, it really was bad. If anything,
in my experience, most people downplay the bad things that have happened in their lives—especially when they were young—and how much it hurt. But turning down slices of the pie that are available reminds me of the saying in Alcoholics Anonymous that resentment is like taking poison and waiting for others to die. What’s more important: feeling aggrieved and reproachful about the past, or feeling loved in the present? Plus you can certainly be clear about how others hurt you while also giving yourself at least some of the experiences that would feed your heart.

Filling the Hole in Your Heart

I weeded a lot of dandelions as a kid and learned that if you didn’t get the tip of the root, the weed grew back. In the same way, it really helps for your key, “antidote” experiences to sink down into and get at the youngest, deepest layers of your issues. Some fortunate people had a very benign childhood, but in my experience many more people had a rocky one. In terms of the avoiding harms system, perhaps you felt unsafe as a child, unprotected, with fears or phobias; perhaps you were picked on or even assaulted. In the approaching rewards system, you could have suffered a loss or not had the resources you needed to succeed in school. In terms of the attaching to others system, you might have been put down a lot by an older brother or sister, felt like an outsider, been betrayed and humiliated by your first boyfriend or girlfriend, or been ostracized because of your appearance, ethnicity, or social class.

Many people are embarrassed about “still carrying the past.” They ask, Why haven’t I gotten over this by now, what’s wrong with me? But the brain is designed to be continually remodeled by experiences in ways that last. If we can be changed for the better by life, we must also be changeable for the worse; in fact, the brain’s negativity bias makes us especially changeable by negative experiences. Your brain is also designed to hyper-learn during childhood, so issues from that time—such as abuse, neglect, humiliation, bullying, discrimination, harsh scolding, poverty or financial hardship, burdensome secrets, creepy experiences, exclusion, family tension, injuries, disabilities, and illnesses—cast a long shadow. Even relatively moderate things add up, like feeling a little awkward socially. Your temperament affects how events land on you, so what may have been unpleasant but tolerable for someone else could have been very hurtful to you. Naturally, we’re impacted by the bad things that happened when we were young and by the good things that didn’t. Your personal history matters, it has consequences. It can leave you with a hole in your heart.

You can’t change the past, but you can use key experiences today to fill that hole. Consider a significant issue from your childhood. In which of the three systems—avoiding, approaching, and attaching—does it mainly belong? Next take a look at the table “Matching Some Antidote Experiences to Negative Material” on this page for a key experience that would help with this issue. It could also be useful to ask yourself these questions: What would have made all the difference when I was young? Deep down, what do I most long for? The answers will suggest one or more key antidote experiences. Then, try
to repeatedly have and take in these experiences.

You are not trying to deny the past or resist painful feelings in the present. You are simply resourcing yourself to deal with what you can and to bear what you can’t. Over time, you can gradually give yourself some and perhaps even most of what you should have been given when you were young. This is what I did for myself, in the story that began this book, as I took in experiences of being included and valued to fill my own hole in the heart.

Lifting a Blue Mood

People in my family as well as many of my clients have been burdened by depression, which is painfully common. Many psychological approaches (e.g., psychotherapy, books) for dysthymic disorder (chronic blues) and for mild to moderate depression include the encouragement of a sense of agency rather than entrapment and helplessness, enjoyable and rewarding activities, good times with friends, self-compassion, and replacing catastrophizing or critical thoughts with realistic and supportive ones. Therefore, using the HEAL steps to heighten the impact of these interventions can be helpful—and more generally, can bring more good into your life and into your brain.

In general, taking in the good should not be used with severe depression, in which it’s very hard if not impossible to create a positive experience. Trying to do this yourself or asking others to do so, such as a client if you are a therapist, would only be frustrating or worse. The potential exception involves experiences of simple physical pleasure, such as eating something sweet or warming up when chilled. Even if someone is severely depressed, there will still likely be some basic capacity for at least brief experiences of pleasure. Applied to physical pleasure, the methods for enriching and absorbing experiences in chapter 7 might help a severely depressed person gradually recover more capacity for enjoyment.

Recovering from Trauma

Whether it was a car accident, mugging, rape, injury, or childhood abuse, any trauma involves an incapacity to stop a terrible thing from happening; of course, this incapacity is not the fault of the person experiencing the trauma. Consequently, one aspect of treating and recovering from trauma is to nurture greater capacities, greater strengths, inside that person. In this general way, while working with a therapist or on your own, taking in the good may be useful. For example, a central aspect of trauma is entrapment, immobilization, and helplessness: The person cannot escape the awfulness. So it might help to take in experiences of agency (this page in chapter 10), of being able if only inside the mind to make something happen. Another common feature of trauma is being intimidated from communicating fully and firmly, so taking in experiences of
assertiveness (this page in chapter 10) could be useful. But be careful: Simply knowing that a positive experience is an intended resource for dealing with the trauma can remind a person of the trauma and then reactivate it. First of all, do no harm.

Trauma is like a black hole that can suck you in if you are not careful, and getting sucked in—reexperiencing the trauma—can be a re-traumatization. Since the fourth step of taking in the good brings negative material into awareness, I recommend not using this step on your own with the central experiences of the trauma itself, though it could be beneficial to use it with a skilled therapist (many therapies for trauma link positive and negative material). But you might be able to use the fourth step by yourself with issues around the edges, as it were, of the trauma. For example, a person could take in self-compassion (this page in chapter 10) linked to the pain of being let down by failed protectors, such as caregivers who did not pick up on the signs of child abuse and stop it.

For more about treating and recovering from trauma, see the work of Judith Herman, Peter Levine, Pat Ogden, and Bessel van der Kolk.

Feeding Relationships

Whether at home or at work or in other settings, a relationship is like a tapestry. The busyness and inevitable aggravations of daily life continually tear at its threads. If both people don’t keep registering good experiences in the relationship, its fabric will fray and may eventually tear apart. I don’t mean ignoring real problems, but rather also paying attention to the good qualities in the other person, to what there is to like, and to the being behind his or her eyes. The seemingly little things are often the most touching, as this woman writes: Each morning I take a moment to feel grateful for my husband. I remember things I appreciate about him, like how he decorates a salad with little pepper rings and carrot curls. He isn’t a cook, but he so wants to do something to please me. I smile and take in the feeling of a husband who loves me. When my mind goes to the annoyances—like how he doesn’t put his dirty clothes in the hamper but has to put them on the floor next to it—I soon come back to how it feels when he does want to please. This little practice of appreciating my husband has truly changed my life and my marriage.

Appreciating the good aspects of a relationship will feed your heart, help you feel good, and put hassles and irritations in perspective. Plus the other person will probably treat you better, since he or she will feel more seen and appreciated.

If you do need to mend a relationship, it’s especially important to take in positive experiences that happen in it. Otherwise, staying fixated on the bad parts of a relationship and overlooking or minimizing the good ones feels bad for you, plus it is disheartening to the other person and doesn’t encourage continued efforts in a positive direction. And if you like, you could ask the other person to be more aware of positive experiences with you and more open to letting them in.
Helping Others

Sometimes it might be useful to help others to take in the good, especially if you are a health care professional, manager, human resources trainer, yoga instructor, fitness trainer, mindfulness teacher, executive coach, or psychotherapist. At www.RickHanson.net, you can get many freely offered resources for doing this (see the section on this page for using the HEAL steps with children, as a parent or teacher).

You can use taking in the good with others in one or more of the four ways it’s possible to offer a method to anyone. First, you could do it implicitly without drawing attention to it, such as by bringing someone’s attention back to a well-earned acknowledgment if he or she deflects it. Second, you could describe it but leave it up to the other person whether he or she uses it. Third, you could explicitly take the other person through the steps of taking in the good (leaving off the last step if appropriate). Fourth, you could encourage the person to do it on his or her own, and follow up to see what happened.

I’ve known many people who responded very well to taking in the good, both in general and for a particular issue. Suppose you’re a manager who wants to encourage more creativity in an employee. What strengths inside would promote creativity? One might be feeling valued by others rather than anxious about making mistakes. So you could ask the person to look for times when he or she is in fact appreciated, and then to take in this experience. Or suppose you’re a therapist working with someone raised by emotionally distant parents. What feeling inside would make a big difference for this person? Let’s say that it’s feeling special. You could suggest that the person look for times these days or in the past when someone cherished, prized, or wanted him or her, and then take in these experiences.

Taking in the good can improve the results of formal programs such as mindfulness training and psychotherapy as well as informal efforts to help others become healthier and happier. The “return on investment” in positive mental states grows much higher as more of these passing experiences become turned into enduring neural structures.

HEALing Children

I’ve used taking in the good with young people in therapy and also spoken with parents and teachers who have used it with their own children or students. As with an adult, there are four ways to offer the HEAL steps to a child, while naturally adapting them to the child’s age and situation.

First, you can guide a child through the steps of taking in the good without drawing explicit attention to them. You either encourage a positive experience in the first place or if one is already happening, you try to keep it going, sometimes with encouragement to let it sink in. Suppose you’re helping a toddler or preschooler build up a stronger sense inside of being soothed, so that he or she feels better and fusses less. When the child does feel soothed, you can take ten or more seconds to murmur things like “Yes,
you’re feeling better … it’s nice to feel good … Susie feels better … you’re feeling good inside.” Or, suppose your sixth grader has been thinking he or she is unpopular. Hearing that your child enjoyed sitting with some other kids at lunch, you could draw him or her out about what felt good about it, not playing therapist or getting into your anxieties about your child’s social issues but being simply an interested listener. As appropriate, offer words for the experiences or mirror back to your child what he or she is saying to help keep attention with the good feelings, and not rush on from them to something else. If it feels right, you might mention that feeling liked could go down into any places inside that have felt bad (drawing your child into the fourth step of HEAL). You can also use this approach with character qualities you’re encouraging. Suppose you’re trying to help an older child become less possessive about toys with a younger sibling; when a younger brother or sister returns a toy and it’s unbroken, you could help the relief sink in as well as your appreciation of your older child’s generosity.

Second, you could name the four steps but leave it up to the child whether he or she uses them. I find this approach especially helpful with teenagers or other children who place a premium on being independent. Since taking in the good is quick and usually feels good, children like it. It’s straightforward to teach; give examples, and share your own experience with it. You could talk with the child about possible times that he or she could take in the good, such as when another child is nice or when the child succeeds at a task. With children roughly six and older, I find it helpful to say a few words about the brain being like Velcro for the bad but Teflon for the good; the child immediately gets that this is true, and doesn’t want that bad stuff getting stuck to his or her brain. As appropriate, I’ll say that the brain is controlling the child and pushing him or her around—which no child likes—but that the child can take charge of it if he or she wants to.

Third, you could draw children through the steps in an explicit way. Much as we teach children to read, we can teach inner skills of emotional intelligence, including taking in the good. If we value inner skills—which have great benefit over the life span—then we can ask children to learn them much as we can ask them to learn the multiplication table. For example, putting a child to bed, you could take a minute or more to review the day or think about good things in order for the child to have a good experience. Perhaps your son or daughter learned something new or played well in soccer, or perhaps your child knows that a grandmother loves him or her. Once the positive experience is activated, you could suggest that your child enrich it by letting it become big and strong, and absorb it like putting a jewel in the treasure chest of the heart. You might also suggest that your child link this good experience with any sadness or hurt inside, so that the good feelings gradually replace any bad ones, like flowers pushing out weeds. In a classroom, you could use a minute at the beginning of the day to go through the first three steps of taking in the good in order to encourage children to find some excitement about learning new things and then to take this in, or use another minute at the end of the day to feel and take in a sense of accomplishment.

Fourth, you could ask children to use the HEAL steps on their own, perhaps in certain situations, such as when other kids are nice or when a task is done successfully. Then
follow up as appropriate. After a recess in school or at the end of the day at home, you could ask a child if he or she has taken in the good. If the child has, you could ask how it felt; if the child hasn’t, you could explore why not. Of course, kids don’t like being interrogated any more than adults do, and a little gentle inquiry goes a long way.

Overall, an easygoing and matter-of-fact approach works best. Children often do the HEAL steps faster than adults, so five or ten seconds at a time could be plenty. Young people feel things keenly but often don’t have words for their experiences, so asking a child to describe them could put the child on the spot and turn him or her off to taking in the good. It’s fine to gently offer words yourself for what the child may be feeling. If you have an idea about the key experiences that a child needs—such as feeling successful at something, anything, to overcome a sense of failure and inadequacy in school—then you can look for natural opportunities for the child to take in these experiences. Take a look at Table 5 in the previous chapter for potential “antidote experiences” that might help your child the most.

While all young people gain from taking in the good, for some it is particularly helpful. Children who are anxious or rigid tend to overlook the good news of life plus need to build up inner strengths such as feeling safe and determined. Children who are spirited or considered to have attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) (e.g., highly distractible, impulsive, or stimulation-seeking) tend to move on so quickly that even good experiences don’t have time to sink in, plus they need to build up more self-control. Additionally, many of these spirited or ADHD children have a genetic variation that produces less effective dopamine receptors, so they need more repeated experiences of rewards to stay focused on tasks. Kids who are grappling with problems or challenges such as a learning disability or a death in the family benefit from taking in key experiences aimed at their needs, such as feeling loved by others even though a beloved grandparent has passed away. Most teenagers are interested in themselves and (unfortunately) have many negative experiences, so I’ve found that they can be pretty motivated to take in the good, especially related to key experiences of feeling attractive and liked.

Ask yourself what experiences might have made a difference for you as a child. Let this knowledge plus your intuition guide you in helping the children in your life to have and take in the experiences that will make a difference for them.

Handling Blocks

When you try to take in the good, sometimes you bump into a block, such as distracting thoughts. Blocks are common. They’re not bad or wrong—but they do get in the way. What works is to explore them with self-acceptance, and see what you can learn about yourself. One valuable aspect of taking in the good is that it often reveals other issues, such as an underlying reluctance to let yourself feel good. Then you can address these issues with the suggestions below. With practice and time, blocks usually fade away.
Blocks to Any Inner Practice

- **Distractibility**—Focus on the stimulating aspects of positive experiences, which will keep your attention engaged with them.

- **Just not in touch with your body or your feelings**—Explore and get used to simple pleasant sensations, such as the taste of pancakes with syrup, the feeling of warm water on your hands, or the ease in exhaling.

- **Uncomfortable tuning into your own experience**—Put yourself in a safe setting, and remind yourself that you don’t have to be externally vigilant. Look around for objects or people that give you comfort and a sense of protection. Bring to mind what it feels like to be with someone who cares about you. Remember that you can shift your attention away from your experience at any time you want. Be aware of something pleasant in your experience, such as a pretty sight or enjoyable sound, and notice again and again that continuing to be aware of it is all right for you, that nothing bad is happening to you.

- **Overanalyzing, pulling out of the experience**—Bring attention back into your body and emotions. For example, follow one breath from beginning to end, or gently name what you’re feeling to yourself (e.g., revved up … exasperated … calming … feeling better).

Blocks Specific to Taking In the Good

- **It’s hard to receive, including a good experience**—Inhale and sense that it’s okay to let something in. Pick a simple positive emotion such as relief or gladness, open to it and let it come into your mind, and recognize that you’re still fine.

- **Concern that you’ll lose your edge in business or life if you no longer feel “hungry”**—Realize that building up inner resources such as confidence and happiness can only aid your success. On a foundation of well-being, you can still be very determined and ambitious. Additionally, taking in the good trains your mind to see the whole picture, which could help you spot more opportunities.

- **Fear that you’ll lower your guard if you feel better, and that’s when people get whacked**—Remind yourself that you can still be watchful while also feeling good. Focus on building up inner strengths such as determination, resilience, confidence, and feeling cared about so you can become less worried about lowering your guard.

- **Belief that seeking to feel good is selfish, vain, or sinful, or that it’s disloyal or unfair to those who suffer, or that you don’t deserve it**—It’s moral to seek the welfare of all beings, and “all beings” includes the one wearing your name tag. You matter, too. Increasing your happiness will not increase the suffering of others, nor will increasing your suffering make them happier. In fact, developing your inner strengths, including peace, contentment, and love, will provide you with more to offer others. Taking in praise or a sense of accomplishment won’t make you conceited; as people feel fuller inside, they’re less likely to get puffed up or arrogant.

- **Fear that if you let yourself feel good, you’ll want more but be disappointed**—Recognize that if you feel good today, there’s a good chance you will also feel good tomorrow, and thus not get disappointed. Even if you do become disappointed, know that this will be unpleasant but not overwhelming. Put the risks of disappointment in perspective: What’s greater, the cost of occasional disappointment or the benefit of feeling good and building up strengths inside?

- **As a woman, you’ve been socialized to make others happy, not yourself**—Your needs and wants have the same standing as theirs. And if you want to care for others, you have to nurture yourself.
• As a man, you've been socialized to be stoic and not care about your experience—You need to refuel or you’ll run out of gas. Also, building up your inner “muscles” makes you stronger, not weaker.

• Positive experiences activate negative ones—This is counterintuitive, but it’s actually common. For example, feeling cared about could stir up feelings of not being loved by the right person. If something like this happens for you, know that whatever is negative does not change the truth of what is positive. Then refocus on the positive experience, particularly its enjoyable aspects (which will help keep your attention in it).

• There are payoffs in not feeling good—Sometimes, let’s face it, there can be a certain gratification in being outraged, aggrieved, hurt, resentful, righteously indignant, or even blue. But, at the end of the day, what’s better for you: these payoffs … or actually feeling good?

• You’ve been punished for being energized or happy—Really recognize that you spend time with different people today than those in your childhood. Notice the people who are fine with you feeling good. Wouldn’t you have liked it if someone had stood up for you when you were young and lively and joyful? Well, you can be that person for yourself today.

• Belief that there is nothing good inside you—The good that others see in you is not a delusion of theirs. It is real, as real as your hands. Hold on to the knowing of the reality of your helpful actions, good intentions, and caring feelings. If people put you down or shamed you in the past, recognizing the realness of your goodness is a way to be fair and kind toward yourself today. (For more, see the section on recognizing the good in yourself in chapter 6, and the practice “Feeling Like a Good Person” on this page.)

• Belief that there’s no point in feeling good since some things are still bad—Know that the bad things that exist do not remove the good ones; the hole does not get rid of the donut. Plus, one way to deal with the bad is to grow the good. I love this proverb: Better to light a single candle than to curse the darkness.

Dealing with Challenges in a Responsive Way

Life has many challenges, from aggravating relatives to serious illnesses. One way to think about these is in terms of your core needs for safety, satisfaction, and connection. To handle a problem in a responsive rather than a reactive way, try to call upon the inner strengths and related experiences that can best take care of the core need that is being challenged.

Suppose that you are dealing with a person who is being aggressive or threatening toward you, even in subtle ways; this would be someone who is activating the avoiding harms system in your brain, someone around whom you don’t feel completely safe. A reactive approach to this person would involve feelings of anxiety (from unease to stark fear), anger (from exasperation to outrage), or numbing; and involve actions such as fighting (e.g., quarreling), fleeing (e.g., withdrawal), or freezing (e.g., getting immobilized). As understandable and common as “going red” is, it also has costs for you and others.

Alternately, imagine a responsive approach to this person. You could start by getting on your own side, having compassion for yourself, and buying yourself time to understand what’s going on and to form a plan to handle it. Then you could draw on inner strengths and related experiences in the avoiding harms system. Remind yourself
of protections and resources in your life, and call up previous experiences of feeling strong and determined. Double-check your assumptions and thinking, and make sure you are not under- or overestimating the threat; put the threat, whatever it is, in perspective. Exhale and do other relaxing things to feel less tense, and to feel cooler, calmer, and more collected. Build up your resources, such as the support of other people; try to have a sense of allies who are with you. When you do take action, be appropriately cautious but not cowed or intimidated. Be considered, serious, and sustained rather than impulsive, self-deprecating, or quick to give up. Imagine the likely results of “going green.” While this approach is no guarantee of a good outcome, it’s usually your best-odds strategy for one.

You can take a similar approach with conditions that challenge your needs for satisfaction or connection. Take a look at the table “Matching Some Antidote Experiences to Negative Material,” in the previous chapter (this page), and see what key experiences and inner strengths could help you stay responsive with any difficult conditions in your life these days. As you activate and draw on these experiences and strengths, you will have an opportunity to take them in again and again, installing them in your brain ever more deeply.

Besides drawing on the key experiences that are matched to difficult conditions in the thick of the moment, you can also imagine yourself coping in a responsive way in the future. This is called **mental rehearsal**, which has been shown to improve performance on various tasks. Try the practice below, adapting it as you like. It includes inner strengths for all three of your core needs, and you can focus on the ones that will be most useful for a particular challenge; the next chapter offers guided practices that explore many of these inner strengths in detail. Here we go:

Settle into yourself, taking a few breaths, getting centered. Pick a challenge and observe it as if from a bird’s-eye view. Consider some of the reactions it has stirred up in you, and how you would like to approach it in the future.

To begin with, call up a sense of being on your own side, of caring for yourself, of having compassion for whatever is hard or painful for you. Find a sense of strength and determination. Let it sink in that you are basically all right right now.

Regarding the challenge, be aware of ways you are protected and supported. Exhale slowly and relax some. Imagine dealing with the challenge while staying in control of yourself, being reasonably calm even if you need to be firm, not getting tangled up with others, not going to war with anyone or anything. Exhaling and relaxing some more. Seeing if you can find some sense of peace related to the challenge.

Call up a sense of gratitude and gladness for the larger whole of your life. Be aware of the many things still going fine in spite of the challenge. Feel fed by the fullness of this moment. Focus on what is within your power to influence regarding this challenge. Begin to make plans for what is possible for you to do. Notice some of the many other ways in your life you can feel accomplished and successful. Imagine how you could approach this challenge from a place of feeling already contented and fulfilled.

Imagine being grounded in a sense of being cared about by others as you engage this challenge. Feel encouraged by them, receive compassion and sympathy and support from them. Try to get a sense of love from them flowing to you, into you, filling your heart. Also imagine caring and friendliness and love flowing out from you. See if you can feel lifted and carried by warmheartedness, so that you are dealing with difficulties from a place of compassion for yourself and others.
Wish yourself and others well even as you strongly stand up for yourself. Imagine how you could deal with the challenge if you had a strong internal sense of being loved and loving.

Imagine feeling an overall sense of peace, contentment, and love as you deal with this challenge. Hold any negative experiences in a large untroubled space of awareness. Imagine some of the good results of staying fundamentally peaceful, contented, and loving with regard to this challenge. Let the knowing and appreciating of these good results motivate you to bring a responsive approach to this challenge in the days ahead.

**TAKING IT IN**

- In formal and informal settings when you get a good lesson, use the HEAL steps to help it really sink in. Taking in the good could substantially improve a person’s gains from human resources training, psychotherapy, mindfulness training, coaching, or the psychological aspects of health care treatments.

- Take in rewarding experiences related to the behaviors you want to encourage in yourself. For problematic desires such as addictions, you could help yourself increasingly choose a greater happiness over a lesser one.

- When you look for key experiences, be resourceful and kind to yourself. Even if you can’t have the whole pie you long for, take in as much as you can.

- It’s normal to be affected by the past due to painful events or shortfalls of important psychological “supplies.” You can use key experiences to fill this hole in your heart.

- If you are addressing depressed mood or trauma, you can intensify the benefits of standard interventions through taking in the good.

- In relationships, appreciating and internalizing what is actually good in them will usually make each person feel better and strengthen the bond between them.

- In both formal and informal ways, you can use the HEAL steps to help others, including children.

- It’s common for blocks to arise related to taking in the good. These blocks are a chance to learn more about yourself. You can also handle them in effective ways.

- When you’re faced with a challenge, experiences of key strengths will help you meet it in a responsive way. As you experience these strengths again and again, you’ll be able to stay in the green zone with increasingly intense challenges.
Chapter 10

21 Jewels

This chapter is a collection of practices for growing key strengths inside yourself. I think of these as twenty-one jewels for the treasure chest of the heart. They include a sense of protection, relaxation, pleasure, enthusiasm, self-compassion, feeling like a good person—and of course the hallmarks of the responsive brain: peace, contentment, and love. These are the foundational inner strengths that I’ve seen change my own life and the lives of others. Look for opportunities to experience these strengths in everyday life, plus use the guided practices below to weave them into your brain whenever you want.

How to Use This Chapter

The key strengths are organized in terms of your three core needs, for safety, satisfaction, and connection, with seven strengths for each one. Each practice begins with an introduction and then guides you through the four HEAL steps of taking in the good. Because you already know these steps, my suggestions will be brief and direct. Since each practice stands on its own, there will be some unavoidable repetition of suggestions. Feel free to adapt these to your own needs. For instance, you may find that the way I talk about absorbing one strength can be applied to absorbing a different one, too.

Remember, the fourth step in these practices is optional. If you’re going to include this step, before beginning one of the guided practices, see if you can identify a neutral trigger that’s become associated with the negative material. But often there is no clear neutral trigger; if you can’t think of one, it’s all right, and you can still do the other parts of the fourth step.

A Single Issue or Want

If you’re grappling with a particular situation, relationship, or state of mind, such as a draining but necessary slog at work, a teenager with attitude, or a blue mood, then you could find the strength that would give you the specific help you need, and just focus on that one for a while. For instance, the strength of refuge (this page) would help with feeling drained, compassionate assertiveness (this page) with a difficult relationship, and gratitude and gladness (this page) with the blues. For strengths that are well matched to specific challenges, see the table “Matching Some Antidote Experiences to Negative Material” in chapter 8 (this page).
Focusing on One Core Need

Or perhaps you’d like to develop all seven strengths related to one of your core needs. If anxiety or anger are concerns, take in the strengths in the section titled “Safety” on this page. Issues of disappointment, frustration, loss, drivenness, or addiction would be served by having more of the strengths in the “Satisfaction” section that follows. And for loneliness, hurt, shame, envy, low self-worth, or ill will, go to the final section, “Connection.” If you like, focus on a new strength each day of the week and see how you feel at its end. Or you can simply keep all seven strengths in mind and draw on whichever one would help you the most in a particular situation. You can also use the “Hardwiring Your Happiness” checklist in the previous chapter to track the strengths you cultivated each day.

The Top Ten

All of the strengths listed in this chapter are valuable. But if I had to pick just ten, they’d be refuge, feeling all right right now, and peace (for safety); enthusiasm, feeling the fullness of this moment, and contentment (for satisfaction); feeling cared about, feeling like a good person, and love (for connection); and an integrated sense of peace, contentment, and love merging together (see the practice at the end of chapter 7). And you are welcome to create your own top ten.

You can try a different strength daily, over ten days, or you can focus on two or three strengths each day. If you want a deep dive over three days, you can practice the three strengths for safety on day 1, the three for satisfaction on day 2, and the three for connection on day 3; also, in the morning and in the evening of each of these days, do the “One Minute for Good” practice in the box on this page.

21 Days of Good

If you want to really go for it, how about taking just three weeks to really boost your mind, your brain, and your life? Pick a new strength each day, and feel it growing inside you.

You could explore the twenty-one strengths in their sequence here. Or you could engage them in three-day cycles, alternating among the needs (safety, satisfaction, and connection), with one addressed on each of three consecutive days. For fun you could take a popcorn approach and pick one strength at random each day, gradually crossing them off until there is only one left. If you like, you could replace one or more of the strengths below with a different one, such as curiosity or generosity.

To enrich this process, you can journal about it, do it with a friend or in your family, or weave it into your therapy, sobriety process, or spiritual practice. Think of this as a kind of retreat, or if that seems too Spartan, as a vacation in a luxurious spa in which you’re bathing in luscious healing experiences rather than sulfurous mud. At the end of
the three weeks, honor your sincere efforts and celebrate the results.

By setting aside twenty-one days in a row to enjoy and deepen these strengths, you can make sure that your core needs for safety, satisfaction, and connection are being more cared for, and you will rest with increasing stability in the green, responsive setting of your brain. Along the way, you’ll be a good friend to yourself, building up momentum and making a habit of hardwiring happiness.

---

**ONE MINUTE FOR GOOD**

If these options seem too complicated, no problem. Just take a minute to do what I often do on first waking, just before bed, at the start of meditation, or before heading into a challenging situation:

*For a breath or three, be aware of what’s generally happening in your mind and body without trying to change it.*

*Find an intimacy with yourself.*

*Start relaxing, letting your breathing soften and slow. Disengage from any worried thinking. Let go of any tension. Touch on a sense of strength and recognize protections such as friends nearby. Notice that you’re all right right now. Rest in a growing peace.*

*Bring to mind one or more things you are grateful for or glad about. Think of something that makes you feel happy. Sense the fullness already present in this moment. Rest in a growing contentment.*

*Bring to mind one or more people (or a pet) who care about you. Let yourself feel appreciated, liked, or loved. Be aware of your own warmth and caring for others. Rest in a growing love.*

*Then get a sense of peace, contentment, and love woven together in your mind, three aspects of a single whole experience of ease and homecoming. Rest in the responsive mind. If you like, imagine moving through your day in this responsive way.*

*Finish up with another breath or two while you sense that peace, contentment, and love are sinking into you.*

---

**Safety**

When you experience safety, your avoiding harms system goes green, into its responsive mode. You can build up both your capacity to be safe and your sense of feeling safe by regularly taking in protection, strength, relaxation, refuge, seeing threats and resources clearly, feeling all right right now, and peace. (Key experiences in the attaching system can also help you feel safe, and we’ll explore these in “Connection.”) This will help you feel increasingly at ease in life, with less and less need to struggle with or push away unpleasant experiences.

The avoiding system is rooted in ancient circuits in your brain stem and subcortex that are fast (good for survival) but rigid (not good for quality of life or for healing old
pain). Unfortunately, these circuits are slow learners since the brain stem and subcortex generally have less neuroplasticity than the cortex does. In effect, these older parts of your brain need a lot of soothing to be at peace. So try to use lots of occasions to take in the key experiences below.

Besides their general benefits, the practices in this section should strengthen your distress tolerance, the capacity to stay open and centered and grounded in the responsive mode while having uncomfortable experiences. Distress tolerance is like a shock absorber helping you manage the unpleasant bumps of life without getting aversive and thus reactive toward them. They still hurt and they’re surely not your preference, but you don’t get upset about them or make a bad thing worse with overreactions. This is why many studies have shown that distress tolerance is a fundamental source of resilience, happiness, and achievement.

Protection

Protection decreases a person’s sense of alarm. When you feel protected, there’s less need for bracing, guarding, or anxiety. It’s like watching a storm from inside a sturdy shelter: There could still be threats or problems outside, but they’re not penetrating to harm you.

H Notice any feeling of protection already present in the foreground or background of awareness. Perhaps a sense of strong walls around you, doors that are closed and locked, and other people nearby.

Also, you can create a feeling of protection by thinking about resources inside you and in your life that could shield you, such as capabilities, virtues, credentials, friends, and family. You could also imagine protectors for yourself, such as people who care about you, even a whole group of protectors. Perhaps imagine a force field that nothing can penetrate to hurt you.

E Open to the sense of protection. Explore what this experience is like. Let it fill your body and mind and become more intense. Stay with it, help it last. Open to relief or ease inside as you feel protected. You could add to this experience by embodying it; for example, look at pictures of people that you know care about you, or run your fingers over the lock on a door, or lean against a wall while feeling its solidity.

A Sense and intend that this experience of protection is sinking into you as you sink into it. Know that it is becoming part of you, a resource you can take with you wherever you go. As protection sinks in, feel a lessening of any need for resisting or bracing against anything inside you or out in the world. Any sense of alarm or threat is falling away. With protection sifting into you, you can let go of guarding, vigilance, and anxiety.

L Be aware of both the sense of protection and feelings of fear or vulnerability. Keep the positive experience of protection more prominent in awareness, and if you get hijacked by the negative material, drop it. Sense that feeling protected is soothing you and going into scared or vulnerable places inside. Perhaps there’s an image of a nurturing protector successfully shielding fragile or young parts of you from danger. The feeling of protection is sinking into scared parts of you, reassuring them, helping these parts feel better. Then, when you want, let go of any negative material and just stay with this sense of protection. A few times over the next hour, for a dozen or more seconds at a time, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of protection—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger (e.g., people,
Strength

Fear comes from the perceived gap between internal strengths and external challenges. As your sense of genuine strength grows, this gap will shrink, even to nothing. Strength does not mean getting puffed up or aggressive. Determination, tenacity, bending but not breaking, and integrity are forms of strength. So are enduring hard times and surviving terrible ones.

H Notice any sense of strength already present in the foreground or background of awareness, such as an ongoing aliveness in the body, the heart sturdily beating, or a steadfast caring for others. Awareness itself is strong, able to hold every bit of your experience.

Also create a feeling of strength. In recent events or in your past, look for times when you were strong. Perhaps you called on your body to keep standing during a long day at work or to continue running during a workout. Perhaps you stuck up for yourself, or for someone else. Maybe you got something done even though you wanted to quit. Let the ideas of these times become a felt sense of strength.

E Open to the sense of strength. Explore what this experience is like. Let it fill your body and mind and become more intense. Stay with it, help it last, make a sanctuary for it in your mind. Return to this experience if your attention wanders. Become calmer and more confident as you feel stronger. Know that you can deal with what life brings. Find things that are fresh about the experience of strength. See what it’s like to feel strong without any anger. Recall a time you were firm, grave, or assertive without getting aggressive or irritated. You can embody strength in various ways: perhaps tense different muscles to feel their power, or straighten up, or put a determined expression on your face and see what it looks like in a mirror. Be aware of how strength is important to you personally, why it matters; recognize its relevance to you.

A Intend that this experience of strength is sinking into you as you sink into it. Sense strength coming into you like fuel, like invigorating energy. Let yourself be changed a bit, let yourself become stronger. Know that strength is sinking in, weaving itself into you, becoming a resource inside that you can take with you wherever you go—both potent and portable. As strength sinks in, you feel a releasing of any struggle with anything inside you or out in the world. There’s no need to resist anyone or anything.

L Be aware of both the sense of strength and feelings of weakness. Keep the positive experience of strength more prominent in awareness, and if you get hijacked by the negative material, drop it. Strength is supporting and soaking into places inside that have felt pushed around or overwhelmed, perhaps when you were a child. Now you are feeling strong, like a deeply rooted, mighty tree; the winds of life and other people are blowing by, and you are still standing tall after they pass. When you want, let go of any negative material and just stay with the sense of strength. A few times over the next hour, for a dozen or more seconds at a time, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of strength—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of feeling weak or overwhelmed.

Relaxation
As you relax, your parasympathetic nervous system gets more active, which calms down the fight-or-flight sympathetic nervous system. Tension drains out of your body, your heart rate and breathing slow down, and digestion eases—all of which turns down the dial on internal signals of threat, helping you relax even further.

H Notice any sense of relaxation already present in your awareness. For example, in your breathing or in parts of your body that are still, there could be some ease and letting go. Also, you can create a feeling of relaxation. Take several breaths in which the exhalation is about twice as long as the inhalation. Relax key points, such as the jaw muscles, tongue, mouth, and eyes. Breathe into your diaphragm, just beneath your rib cage. Sense the tension draining out of your body. Imagine being in relaxing settings, such as on the beach under a warm sun. You can also progressively relax parts of your body, moving from your feet to your head.

E Open to relaxation, and feel what it’s like. Let it fill you, becoming more intense. Stay with it, help it last. Let go more and more as you relax. Give yourself over to a delicious sense of calm. Notice different aspects of this experience, keeping it fresh for you. Feel a growing tranquility. Embody relaxation by lying down, rocking gently back and forth, or letting your face go completely slack. Think of one way that being more relaxed at home or work could help you.

A Sense that relaxation is sinking into you, becoming a part of you. As you become more relaxed, you can feel any tension or resistance falling away.

L Be aware of both relaxation and tension. Keep relaxation more prominent in awareness; if you get hijacked by the negative material, drop it. Relaxation is sinking into and easing places inside you that have been tight or contracted. Tension is easing as relaxation settles down into it like a gentle rain. When you want, let go of any negative material and just stay with the sense of relaxation. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of relaxation—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of feeling tense.

Refuge
A refuge is anything that gives you a sense of sanctuary, refueling, uplift, or sacredness. You can rest and recharge in a refuge even as pain or difficulty swirls around you.

H Notice any sense of refuge that’s already present in your mind. Perhaps you’re at home in bed, or in the bathtub, or cuddling with your mate. Or you’re standing under trees and stars. Or at peace in meditation or prayer. You can also create a feeling of refuge by remembering being in a place you love, such as a cabin on a lake that your family stayed in each summer. Other potential refuges include teachers, teachings, and communities of the taught. You could find refuge in simply plugging away, in being scrappy and not giving up. Or in your capacity to see what’s true, to tell the difference between the donut and the hole, or between people who treat you well and those who don’t. You could take refuge in reason, in the process of figuring things out. Or in spirituality or religion, or in whatever you experience as God.

E Explore the qualities of particular refuges, such as a place or person. Then open to a general sense of refuge. What’s it like to feel that you’re in a safe haven? That you’re grounded in things that are trustworthy and nurturing? Let this experience fill you, becoming more intense. Stay with it, help it last. You could embody or enact the sense of refuge by going to personal sanctuaries ranging from a familiar cozy chair in your living room to a church or temple; or you could bring something personally meaningful or sacred into your bedroom.
A Sense that the experience of refuge is becoming a part of you. Explore the feeling of refuge as being something you come from rather than being something you go to. As you feel more and more settled in refuge, release any struggle with anything.

Be aware of both the experience of refuge and any sense of being pushed or drained. Stay centered in refuge as these challenges pass by, while you remain sheltered and nurtured. Let the knowing sink in that difficulties and pains can come and go without overwhelming you. Perhaps sense that feelings of refuge are connecting with young feelings of being invaded or unsafe. When you want, let go of any negative material and just stay with the sense of refuge. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of refuge—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of feeling pushed or drained.

Seeing Threats and Resources Clearly

Due to “paper tiger paranoia” (chapter 2), your brain tends to overestimate the threats coming at you while underestimating your resources for dealing with them. When you see through these distortions, you can take in new, more accurate, and more reassuring and useful perspectives.

Notice it when you realize that a worry was overblown or that you overlooked available resources. Notice when others could be building up your fears, perhaps for their own advantage. Also, deliberately consider your beliefs about dangers in the world and weaknesses in yourself, and look for the evidence that these are not true. Perhaps talk about these beliefs and the evidence for and against them with others, or just evaluate them inside your own mind. For example, you could list three or more reasons why a fearful or self-doubting belief is not true.

Open to a more realistic view of threats in your life and your resources for handling them. Let this view, this perspective, expand in your mind and keep coming back to it. Open to related feelings of settling down, confidence, or calm. You could embody this experience by saying out loud or writing down your realistic viewpoint about threats and resources.

A Sense that this realistic view is becoming a part of you. Let the conviction form that it is true. Get a sense of coming from this perspective from now on and how this would feel. As you see threats and resources clearly, without distortion, feelings of unease and anxiety fall away as you know in your heart that you can deal with things. There’s no need for fear.

Be aware of your realistic view as well as any inaccurate beliefs that overestimate threats or underestimate resources. Keep regenerating your sense of conviction in the realistic view, and your knowing that the inaccurate beliefs are wrong. Perhaps imagine a strong, smart person inside who represents the realistic view and is arguing with another person inside (maybe exaggerated and silly) who represents the inaccurate beliefs—and make sure that the realistic view wins. When you want, let go of any negative material and just stay with the realistic view. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of conviction in the realistic view—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of the inaccurate beliefs.

Feeling All Right Right Now
Most of the inputs into your brain come from inside your body rather than from your external environment. This is because your brain needs to know, moment by moment, how your internal organs are doing to make sure you’re okay. Much of this information flows through the hypothalamus, and if there is the least sign of anything wrong, it sounds an alarm that triggers the reactive, red setting of your brain. Even small shifts in your sense of breathing, heart rate, digestion, or facial expression can produce large changes in your thoughts and feelings.

This tight linkage between mind and body gives you a powerful way to rest in a growing sense of calm and ease, since most of the time your body is pretty much doing fine. Its messages up to your brain are usually like the reassuring calls of a night watchman: “All is well, all is well.” You may not have been all right in the past and you may not be all right in the future, but you are basically all right right now.

Unfortunately, this good news is often hard to “hear” due to the negativity bias, which produces an ongoing background murmuring of anxiety to keep us always a little nervous and vigilant in order to survive. Most of the time, these messages of fear are false alarms. When you take advantage of the “all is well” signals coming up into your brain from your body by deliberately focusing on the fact that you are actually all right, almost every single moment of your life offers a wonderful opportunity to step out of fear and anger and into peace. And over time, this practice and related ones, such as taking in relaxation, can quiet the murmuring of needless anxiety.

H Tune into signals from your body that all is well. Notice that there’s plenty of air, that breathing is going just fine. Feel your pulse at your neck and know that your heart is beating okay. Sense your body in its entirety and recognize its fundamental vitality—even if there are also aches and pains and illness. Focus on parts of your body that are doing all right even if other parts aren’t. Scan your immediate environment and know that in this instant you are not being attacked, that you are not about to die. Observe that awareness itself is fine and never hurt by what it holds; know that you can witness discomfort without being overwhelmed by it. Again and again register that you are all right in this moment.

E Open to feeling that you’re all right right now. Keep renewing this feeling, moment after moment, in spite of any anxiety. Also open to related feelings of ease, relief, calm, and relaxation. Give your mind over to feeling all right, entirely all right, now. Notice the constant background sense of the body, and that it keeps going on being with a trustworthy continuity. Know what it’s like to feel all right. You could embody this experience by exhaling with a kind of “Whew, safe at last.” Do little things to feel more comfortable, such as putting on a shawl if you’re chilled, and let in the resulting wave of feeling okay.

A Sense that feeling all right is becoming a part of you. Being fundamentally okay in your core, there’s no need to push anything away, no basis for fear. Any struggle with life, any resisting or craving, falls away.

L Be aware of the experience of being all right alongside any upset or anxiety. Help the sense of being okay in your core seep into upset or anxiety, soothing and easing it, and putting it in perspective. Know that you will still be all right even if you’ve got to deal with hard things. When you want, let go of any negative material and stay with the sense of being all right right now. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as feeling all right right now—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of feeling upset or anxious.
Peace

Peace is a global sense of serenity and ease, with no need to struggle with anything. You may be aware of dangers or challenges, but no fleeing or fighting is present in your mind, no fear or anger. Feeling at peace inside, you are peaceable with others.

Notice any sense of peace already present in your body or mind. Awareness itself is peaceful, as is the rhythm of breathing, the effortless appearance of sights, and the reassuring stability of a chair or table. Also create peacefulness by bringing to mind anything that helps you feel calm, undisturbed, or tranquil. Perhaps an image of a baby sleeping, the sound of waves on a warm beach, the felt remembrance of a time you were completely at peace, or a sense of the untroubled vastness of the universe. You could also activate a sense of peace by drawing on one or more of the key experiences above, such as relaxation or feeling all right right now.

Once you find a sense of peace, open to it, give over to it, and let it fill your heart. Help the feeling of peace be as strong and lasting as possible. Explore the nuances of related feelings such as calm, tranquility, ease, and serenity. Be wholly at peace. If you like, meditate on peace; let it be your object of attention and absorption. Embody peace in how you walk, gaze at others, reach for objects, and speak.

A sense that peace is sinking into you as you sink into it, becoming a part of you. Feel yourself peacefully breathing, breathing peace, being peace. There’s no basis for any kind of resistance toward anything inside you or out in the world.

Be mindful of peace in the foreground of awareness as well as any kind of unease in the background. Sense peace radiating outward in waves, connecting with and soothing and quieting whatever is unsettled. Peace is sinking into young parts of you that felt frightened or angry. Then, when you want, let go of any negative material and just stay with peace. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of peace—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of feeling uneasy.

Satisfaction

When you experience satisfaction, your approaching rewards system enters its responsive setting. You can build up both your capacity to be satisfied and your sense of feeling satisfied by regularly taking in pleasure, gratitude and gladness, positive emotion, accomplishment and agency, enthusiasm, the fullness of this moment, and contentment. If you do this regularly, both in everyday life and in the guided practices below, you’ll feel increasingly thankful, fulfilled, and successful instead of disappointed, sad, frustrated, or driven. You’ll feel already full, with no reason to chase after or grab on to pleasant experiences.

Pleasure

Enjoying the taste of toasted raisin bread or the humor in a cartoon may not seem like much, but simple pleasures like these ease emotional upsets, lift your mood, and enrich your life. They also provide health benefits, by releasing endorphins and natural opioids
that shift you out of stressful, draining reactive states and into happier responsive ones. As a bonus, some pleasures—such as dancing, sex, your team winning a game of pick-up basketball, or laughing with friends—come with energizing feelings of vitality or passion that enhance long-term health. Opportunities for pleasure are all around you, especially if you include things like the rainbow glitter of the tiny grains of sand in a sidewalk, the sound of water falling into a tub, the sense of connection in talking with a friend, or the reassurance that comes from the stove working when you need to make dinner.

Your brain tries to hold on to things that are pleasant, but this actually feels stressful since experiences are inherently fleeting and insubstantial. In this practice, you get the best of both worlds: You enjoy pleasures without holding on to them, which actually heightens the pleasure. Plus, you’ll be learning how to let pleasant experiences flow through your mind without any reactive grasping after them.

**H** Notice any sense of pleasure that’s already present. Scan the senses of sight, sound, taste, touch, and smell for pleasures in the background or foreground of awareness. In your mind, see if there’s anything funny, interesting, or aesthetically pleasing. Also create pleasure by being nice to your body, looking for beauty, joking around, using your hands in a craft, taking beautiful photographs, or doing a favorite activity. Spend a minute or a day looking for things that give you pleasure. Explore your favorite pleasures in depth, slowing down and really focusing on the experience.

**E** Open to a pleasure, and help it last. Keep returning attention to it, and release any thought that you’re not allowed to feel this pleasure. Relish it, much as you might take half a minute to let a bite of chocolate truffle slowly melt in your mouth. Receive the pleasure fully and let it flow through you without trying to hang on to it. Embody this experience by moving toward or into the sources of pleasure, or by murmuring in pleasure. Reflect briefly on how pleasure is relevant to you, how it is important in your life.

**A** Sense and intend that pleasure is sinking into you as you sink into it. Like water seeping into soil, pleasure is becoming part of you, a resource you can take with you wherever you go. Feel how pleasure is settling into you without you trying to hold on to it. Let yourself feel that in this moment there is enough, and no need for wanting more.

**L** Be aware of pleasure and any pain, and keep the positive experience of pleasure more prominent in awareness. Sense that these feelings of pleasure are soothing and going into any pains inside. When you want, let go of any negative material and just stay with the sense of pleasure. A few times over the next hour, a dozen or more seconds at a time, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of pleasure—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger (e.g., people, situations, ideas) of feeling pained.

**Gratitude and Gladness**

Gratitude is a feeling of thankfulness about something you have been given. Gladness is a more general sense of feeling pleased, rewarded, delighted, or happy about something, without it necessarily being a gift. Much of the time these two sweet feelings form a blend, so we’ll explore them together here. Gratitude, gladness, and related feelings like appreciation may seem so homey and Hallmark card–ish that they’re easy to dismiss, but studies in fact show that cultivating them has lasting and important
Notice feelings of gratitude or gladness that are already present in your mind. Perhaps there is a background sense of being glad about where you live, or you’re pleased that your child is in a good mood today. As you go about your day, be particularly attentive to any feelings of gratitude or gladness that naturally arise. Also create an experience of gratitude or gladness by looking for things to feel grateful for or glad about. They could be seemingly small or simple. Perhaps something nice happened recently, or you have enough food, or you have a friend who likes you. You could feel grateful for a pet, flowers blooming, good fortune, helping hands, or the gift of life itself. Reflect in similar ways about your past and future. Find things to feel grateful for or glad about in the lives of others. Help the knowing of these facts become experiences of gratitude and gladness.

Open to gratitude and gladness. Explore what these experiences are like, and keep them going. Gently help them become as rich and intense as possible, filling your whole body. Open to related feelings such as joy, ease, or fulfillment. Embody gratitude and gladness by smiling, bouncing up and down in delight, softening your face, or reaching your arms out to the world.

Let gratitude and gladness sink into you. As you give your mind to gratitude and gladness, let yourself feel content, that there is already plenty for you in this moment, and that you don’t need to chase after or hold on to anything more.

Be aware of gratitude and gladness and feelings of disappointment or loss. Keep making gratitude and gladness more prominent, and if you get carried away by the negative material, drop it from awareness. Sense that gratitude and gladness are connecting with any disappointment or loss. Imagine that some of the many things you feel grateful for or glad about are showering down into and gradually filling any emptiness inside. Perhaps gratitude and gladness are touching young parts of you that felt unhappy. Then, when you want, let go of any negative material and stay with the sense of gratitude and gladness. A few times over the next hour, a dozen or more seconds at a time, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of gratitude and gladness—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of disappointment or loss.

Positive Emotion

Any positive emotion is an opportunity to enjoy living and to feel satisfied here and now. Positive emotions also have many physical health benefits, including boosting your immune system, protecting your cardiovascular system, and increasing the odds of a long life.

It’s wonderful that there are so many good feelings that you can explore and enjoy, as you would the many rides in a vast amusement park. For example, the approaching system includes interest, eagerness, inspiration, success, abundance, cheerfulness, exhilaration, carefreeness, bliss, lightheartedness, awe, joy, and feeling fortunate or blessed. There are other positive feelings in the avoiding and attaching systems, such as peacefulness and love. Because there are so many different positive emotions, in the practice below I’ll just use “good feeling”—you can replace it with any word you like—and my suggestions will be simple and open-ended.
Notice when there’s any good feeling in the foreground or background of your awareness, or create one using the methods in chapter 6. For example, think of something in your life these days or in your past that makes you happy.

Open to the good feeling. Let it fill you and become more intense. Stay with it, help it last, make room for it in your mind. Find ways to embody it, such as letting an appropriate expression come over your face or shifting your posture or body language to match the feeling. Be aware of how this good feeling could be relevant to you.

Help the good feeling sink into you, like the warmth from a mug of hot tea spreading into your hands. Let the good feeling encourage a sense of satisfaction, of fulfillment, so there’s no basis for grasping for anything more.

Be aware of both the good feeling and a related bad feeling. For example, you could be aware of both cheerfulness and glumness, confidence and self-doubt, happiness and sadness, or abundance and scarcity. Focus on the good feeling, with the bad feeling off in the wings of awareness. Imagine or sense that the good feeling is connecting with the bad one, perhaps seeping into it like a soothing balm, gradually easing and replacing it. When you want, let go of the bad feeling and experience only the good one. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a good feeling—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of a bad feeling.

Accomplishment and Agency

Accomplishment is the feeling of attaining a goal, and agency is the sense of being able to make something happen. These experiences usually occur together, so we’ll explore both of them here.

You accomplish many things every day, most of them relatively small and easy to overlook, such as getting the kids off to school, finishing a shift at work, buying groceries, or returning a phone call. You also accomplish things through restraint, such as letting others have their say, and endurance (e.g., getting through a bout of back pain). Each of these accomplishments is a chance to experience gratification and success rather than frustration and failure.

Agency—being able to make things happen—is the opposite of helplessness. You might know what it’s like to feel trapped, immobilized, defeated, or despairing. This experience of futility, that there is nothing you can do, can easily become a learned helplessness that is both hard to change and a major risk for depression. To prevent this attitude or to help undo it, repeatedly take in experiences of agency, of feeling like a hammer instead of a nail.

Notice when you are already feeling good about having attained a goal. Also pay attention when you make choices or initiate actions, especially little ones like deciding what you think about something, shifting into a more comfortable position, or reaching for the saltshaker.

Also create a sense of accomplishment or agency by paying special attention to things you get done over the course of a day. Reflect on a major achievement, including the many little achievements that led up to it. Look back over your life at the things you got through and can put behind you, from learning to walk to finishing high school. Consider how you’ve added value in situations or to other people. Recall ways you’ve influenced others or played a leadership role. Be aware of choices you’ve made. Let knowing these facts become an experience of accomplishment or agency.
When you find an experience of accomplishment or agency, open to it and let it fill you. Help it last and become more intense. Help conviction grow inside that you have made things happen, that you are competent and effective, and that you will continue to be so. See if there are any related feelings, such as dignity, potency, pride, self-respect, or freedom. Notice any resistance to a sense of success or worth and focus instead on making room in your mind for the good feelings. Replay and savor past achievements or awards. Explore the sense that you’ve arrived and can take a breath and look back at the ground you’ve already covered.

A Feel this sense of accomplishment or agency sinking into you, a resource you’ll have inside wherever you go. Imagine what it would be like to feel already accomplished and potent, and see if you can shift into a sense of this. Let it sink in that you can build on a foundation of what you’ve already done. Let ease spread through your body and mind, and release any pressure or drivenness.

L Be aware of accomplishment or agency in the foreground of awareness with also some sense of frustration or failure in the background—perhaps just the idea of frustration or failure known in passing, or a sense of how these feel in your body, or a memory of being thwarted or falling short. Imagine or sense that accomplishment or agency plus related feelings of success and worth are connecting with frustration or failure, soaking into them, like good news reaching and satisfying a longing inside. You could imagine that younger parts or layers of yourself are receiving the truth of the many things you’ve accomplished or caused to come into being. Perhaps there’s an image of a nurturing person who is holding you as a child, reassuring you that you will reach goals and get things done and make a difference. Then let go of any negative material and spend some seconds or more with only the positive experience. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of accomplishment or agency—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of frustration or failure.

Enthusiasm

I think the sweet spot in life is to pursue your dreams and take care of others with your whole heart while not getting fixated on or stressed out about the results. In this place, you live with purpose and passion but without losing your balance and falling into a sense of pressure, strain, or depletion. This sweet spot is very valuable, so take it in whenever you experience it. I’ll refer to its various aspects with the umbrella term “enthusiasm” in the practice below.

H Notice when you are already enthusiastic, energized toward a goal without stressing about it. You could be looking forward to seeing a friend, having a good time with your kids over breakfast, motivated to finish a workout, eager to get to the bottom of what’s been worrying your mate, fiercely committed to protecting your child from a bully, vigorously engaged with getting a project done at work, making music with gusto, or having a lively sense of teamwork with others. Also, you can create enthusiasm by recalling the sense of it in past activities. As you go through your day, look for opportunities to allow and encourage more of a sense of energy or passion in familiar, perhaps seemingly humdrum activities. Notice any inner inhibitions about being vibrant, thrilled, jazzed up, loud, or intense—perhaps a fear of being “too much” for others—and see if you can let these inhibitions go and instead ignite your enthusiasm.

E Open to enthusiasm, explore what it feels like, and keep it going. Help it become intense, and feel it in your body. Enjoy it. See how you can care about a goal without getting driven or upset about it. Explore the sense that you can work hard for something while also being at peace that you’ve done all you could whatever the outcome may be. Embody your
enthusiasm by revealing it to others, letting your face light up, or moving and speaking more quickly.

A Intend and sense that enthusiasm is soaking into you, that you are naturally becoming more enthusiastic as a person. Really register the feeling of the sweet spot, that combination of being energized toward a goal without stressing about the results. Take in the sense of being enthusiastically engaged in the present without clutching at a future result. Let yourself become both contented and lively.

L Be aware of enthusiasm and the blahs (or related feelings of apathy, depression, boredom, or numbness). (At another time, you could be aware of both enthusiasm and drivenness, or related feelings of pressure, worry about reaching a goal, or compulsion.) Keep making enthusiasm a stronger feeling. Sense that enthusiasm is bringing life to the blahs, perhaps connecting with and energizing parts of you that felt numb or suppressed. Feel enthusiasm spreading within you, becoming more and more your way of being. Then, when you want, let go of any blahs and feel only enthusiasm. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of enthusiasm—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of the blahs.

Feeling the Fullness of This Moment

Your brain is continually flooded by stimulation coming from your body and environment, and from within the brain itself. A tiny fraction of this flood enters awareness, but there’s still so much stimulation that attention spotlights only a small portion and we largely ignore the rest. This natural process gives you a great opportunity, available anytime you like, to widen your attention to include all the contents of awareness. When you open to all the sounds, sights, tastes, touches, smells, thoughts, feelings, and desires in your mind at any moment, there’s an almost overwhelming sense of fullness and enoughness. With so much here, who could want for anything more?

For me, doing this practice is like looking down at a glass of soda water. Awareness is like the surface of the water, and all the little bubbles pop-pop-popping away are the various contents of experience emerging into consciousness. If you could watch these bubbles in slow motion, you’d see that some are coming into being while others are passing away, much as sounds and feelings overlap one another in your mind. Then, shifting your perspective to look at the side of the clear glass, you’d see bubbles rising to breach the surface, like coalitions of synapses taking a few tenths of a second to form the neural basis of a sound or feeling coming into awareness. We experience life entirely on the surface of the water, on the surface of this moment of consciousness, and can only imagine the neural activity that underlies it. Still, the incredible richness of these bubbles right now is thrilling and deeply satisfying all by itself.

It helps at first to do this practice in a quiet place, perhaps with your eyes closed, so you don’t feel too bombarded by stimuli. Then you can try it out in everyday life.

H Relax and become more aware of your body. Explore the many sensations of breathing, including how it feels in your stomach and hips, chest, upper lip and nose, throat, shoulders, and neck. Notice how sensations continually pass away as new ones appear in the mind. Let it be okay that sensations keep changing. You can feel comfortable with letting go of your experiences because they are endlessly renewed. Next, instead of attention skipping from one sensation of breathing
to another one, see if you can perceive all the sensations of breathing at the same time, as if you are widening the spotlight of attention to include the whole stage of awareness. This widening is aided by relaxing and softening, and by letting sensations come to you rather than reaching for them. In the beginning it’s normal to get a sense of the whole body breathing for just a second or two before attention refocuses on one sensation or another, but with practice you’ll be able to sustain a sense of the whole for longer periods.

When you like, open attention even wider to include more and more of the stream of consciousness: sounds, sights (the shadings or textures if your eyes are closed), tastes, smells, and touches, as well as thoughts and feelings, images and desires. There’s no need to keep track of all these little bubbles of experience fizzing into awareness, no need to label them or make sense of them or connect them with one another. Just let every bit of experience come and go—as if your awareness were a net through which the river of time flows, the contents of this moment of experience being what’s streaming this instant through the net.

Become increasingly aware of the arriving of this stream, the many little things landing in awareness each moment, filling you, giving to you. Open to feeling almost overwhelmed by everything appearing in awareness. Get a sense of fullness in your mind, a sense of enoughness. See if you can find a sense of being so full you couldn’t possibly want more. Be aware of any feelings of satisfaction or contentment. Open to this experience of fullness, let it fill your mind. Keep giving over to it, helping it last.

Let the sense of fullness sink into you. Imagine approaching life from feeling already full, and help the experience of this become a part of you. When you are fed by fullness, there’s no need to hold on to anything or grasp for anything more.

Be aware of fullness and any sense of shortage or lack. Keep renewing the sense of fullness, keeping it more prominent than shortage or lack. Know or sense that fullness is connecting with shortage or lack, like waves of fullness washing down into hollowed out or hungry places inside, soothing and filling them. Any sense of wanting or needing or insisting is falling away, replaced by fullness. When you like, let go of any sense of shortage or lack and stay with only fullness. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of fullness—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of a sense of shortage or lack.

Contentment

Contentment is a global sense of well-being combined with no wish whatsoever for this moment to be anything other than what it is. Pleasant experiences pass through awareness with no need to hold on to them. You feel fulfilled in your core, with no drivenness, greed, or possessiveness. Feeling full inside, you are generous with others.

Notice any sense of contentment already present in the foreground or background of your awareness. In many ordinary moments—brushing teeth, stepping onto a bus, holding a child, reading a book, looking out a window—there’s already a sense of well-being, with no desire for anything else. Create contentment by thinking of things in the past or present that made you feel happy or fulfilled. Or directly call up the sense that your body has plenty of air and food, and your mind plenty of enjoyments; there’s no need for anything more. You could also create a sense of contentment by drawing on one or more of the key experiences in this section, “Satisfaction,” such as gladness and gratitude, or the fullness of this moment.
Once you find contentment, open to it, giving over to it and letting it fill you. Help the feeling of contentment to be as strong and lasting as possible. Be wholly contented. If you like, meditate on contentment; let it be your object of attention and absorption. See what it’s like to breathe, sit, walk, look, reach, speak, or act with contentment.

A

Intend and sense that contentment is becoming a part of you. Imagine living in contentment, and let the sense of this sink into you. As you become contentment, contentment is becoming you. There’s no basis for any kind of drivenness toward anything inside you or out in the world.

L

Be mindful of contentment in the foreground of awareness as well as discontent (or related feelings such as disappointment, frustration, or loss) in the background. Let contentment connect with and nourish any parts inside you—including young ones—that are hungry or rattled. Then, when you want, let go of any negative material and just stay with contentment. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of contentment—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of feeling discontented.

Connection

When you experience connection, your attaching to others system goes green, into its responsive mode. You can build up both your capacity to be connected and your sense of feeling connected by regularly taking in a sense of feeling cared about, feeling valued, compassion and kindness, self-compassion, compassionate assertiveness, feeling like a good person, and love.

These attaching type experiences will have bonus benefits for your avoiding and approaching systems. First, they will help you feel safe. As our ancestors evolved in dangerous conditions, being physically and emotionally close to others in their group kept them alive; on the Serengeti plains, exile was a death sentence. Today, feeling cared about sends soothing, calming oxytocin into your brain’s alarm bell, the amygdala; it also increases cortisol receptors in your hippocampus, so this part of your brain now more quickly recognizes that there is plenty of cortisol, and it signals your hypothalamus more rapidly to quit calling for stress hormones. Second, feeling connected is satisfying. For example, social contact, play, and loving touch all release rewarding opioids in your brain. Love is a universal medicine.

In some senses, the psyche can be divided into three parts: a core self, an inner nurturer, and an inner critic. (This idea is adapted from transactional analysis and more recent work on trauma.) The inner nurturer is caring, protective, guiding, and encouraging, while the inner critic is judging, belittling, doubting, fault-finding, and shaming. A little bit of the inner critic is helpful, but during both childhood and adulthood, many of us acquire a loud and scathing inner critic and a relatively quiet and feeble inner nurturer. The core self can feel beleaguered, getting yelled at by a big inner critic while the inner nurturer murmurs kindly but helplessly in the corner. We all need a strong inner nurturer both to keep the inner critic in check and to give us the support life demands. You can grow this inner nurturer each time you take in the key experiences below.
Feeling Cared About

By feeling cared about, I mean feeling included, seen, liked, or loved. Even if the form of the caring has problems with it, try to sense the good wishes for you in the other person’s heart. My mother loved me dearly, but she often expressed it by telling me what I could do better, which became pretty irritating. Finally I realized that I could look past her surface personality to the love behind it, like seeing a warm fire through a screen of vines, leaves, and thorns. I did this because it was good for me, but it also nurtured more peace between us.

H Notice any ways you already feel included, seen, liked, or loved. Perhaps there’s a background sense of being part of a couple, a family, or a team at work. Or create a feeling of being cared about. Recall a time you belonged to a group, felt understood, or were loved. Bring to mind one or more beings who care about you. You could think of a person, a group of people, a pet, or a spiritual being or force. The relationship does not need to be perfect, but in at least one slice of the relationship pie, you know you are cared about. If sadness or related feelings about not being cared about come up, be with them some, and then try to return your attention to ways that you have been truly cared about.

E Open to feeling cared about. Let this fill your mind and heart and become as intense as possible. Stay with it, help it last, make a sanctuary for it in your mind. Explore different aspects of this experience, such as how feeling included is different from feeling loved. What’s it like to feel that you matter to someone or that you are cherished? You could embody this experience by placing a hand on your heart or on your cheek; you might imagine that a loving being is touching you gently. Reflect for a moment on how being cared about is important or relevant to you.

A Sense and intend that feeling cared about is sinking into you. Notice any difficulty with letting in a particular aspect of being cared about, such as feeling liked or loved, and then try to become more open to it. As you feel more cared about deep down inside, see if there can be a letting go of any clinging in your relationships.

L Be aware of feeling cared about and feeling not cared about. Keep the positive experience stronger in awareness. Get a sense that feeling cared about is touching places inside that have felt excluded, unseen, disliked, or unloved, and it is soothing them or filling them up. Feeling cared about does not change the facts of whatever has happened, but it can ease the pain of the past. Old feelings of hurt, including any from childhood, are being gradually replaced by a sense that others care about you. When you want, let go of any negative material and just stay with feeling cared about. A few times over the next hour, for a dozen or more seconds at a time, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of feeling cared about—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger (e.g., people, situations, ideas) of feeling not cared about.

Feeling Valued

As social animals, we all have powerful needs to feel valued rather than dismissed, shunned, humiliated, disrespected, scorned, disdained. As a child, you needed to feel cherished by your parents, praised by your teachers, and wanted by your peers. An adult benefits from feeling sought after by potential mates, appreciated by his or her partner, respected by colleagues and managers, and not taken for granted by family. When these normal needs aren’t met, it’s natural to develop feelings of inadequacy mingled with
hurt and anger, and tendencies in relationships toward extremes of clinging or distance. On the other hand, when your needs are met through experiences of feeling valued, you develop a healthy sense of worth, which paradoxically promotes humility and a giving heart.

**H** Notice when there is already a sense of worth or being recognized in your mind, and notice when others stir up these feelings in you, such as with praise or respect. Create experiences of feeling valued by remembering a time you were complimented or acknowledged; a time you knew you were appreciated, perhaps after some contribution or generosity; a time you were wanted, sought after, or chosen. Consider that you value others but don’t always show it; in the same way, others value you but don’t always show it. Consequently, put in a correction factor in which you intuit more of the valuing that others do have for you. Expand your notion of being valued to include a sense of people thinking any one of these things about you: You made a difference; you helped me; I’m glad you’re in my life; you’re good at this; you’re interesting and talented; the team is better with you on it; you contribute; you’re special; I respect you. Look for little ways that others appreciate you.

**E** When you feel valued, open to it. Explore different aspects of this experience. Help it last and become more intense. Perhaps imagine a cheering squad of friends and family rooting for you, clapping and praising you. Imagine talking to yourself in a caring way, as you would speak with a friend who was feeling unwanted or second-rate or a loser; imagine telling yourself firmly how you make a difference for others and what your particularly good qualities are. Embody a sense of worth by sitting as if you respect yourself, or by walking across a room with dignity, like someone who adds value.

A sense of worth sinking into you, spreading through your mind like a golden mist. Let a sense of having value grow inside you. Imagine what it would be like to be at work with this sense of being valuable, or at home, or in an important relationship; let yourself move into this sense of being, and let it move into you. As the sense of worth sinks ever more deeply into you, any need to impress others or to prove yourself falls away.

**L** Be aware of feeling valued as well as any feelings of inadequacy (or related feelings of smallness, worthlessness, or shame). Keep refocusing on feeling valued, wanted, worthy. Sense that feeling valued, appreciated, respected, even treasured, is connecting with feelings of inadequacy, easing any old pain, reassuring you deep down, and gradually replacing inadequacy with feelings of worth. Let feeling valued touch parts of yourself that have felt devalued, dismissed, disdained, unwanted. Then let go of any negative material and focus only on feelings of worth. A few times over the next hour, for a dozen or more seconds at a time, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of worth—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of feeling inadequate.

**Compassion and Kindness**

Compassion is the wish that a living being not suffer, and is usually combined with feelings of sympathetic concern. Kindness is the wish that a being be happy, usually with feelings of warmth. In everyday life, the two often meld together—with related feelings of helpfulness, friendliness, and support—so we’ll consider them together here. While compassion can feel softly sad—which is of course perfectly appropriate and fine—the cultivation of it through a practice like the one just below can also activate reward centers in your brain to give you a greater sense of its sweetness and beauty.
Notice when you already feel compassion or kindness. Also create this experience by calling to mind a person, a group of people, or a pet you care about. Perhaps offer good wishes to them, such as by saying to yourself “May you be at peace.”

Open to compassion and kindness. Let these feelings fill your mind and body, becoming more intense. Give yourself over to them and help them last. Sense into your chest near your heart and imagine warmth spreading there. Bring a friend to mind and send compassion and kindness to him or her, perhaps by saying things to yourself such as “May you be safe, healthy, happy, and live with ease.” Try this with other sorts of people, including those you really appreciate, those you feel neutral about, such as strangers on the street, and perhaps even those who have mistreated you. You can extend your warmth and good wishes to people you will never know, letting your compassion and kindness radiate out to include the whole world. See what it feels like to send your good wishes out to all living beings, including animals and plants. Embody compassion or kindness by murmuring comfort as you might when seeing a friend in pain or, as appropriate, by extending your arms out as if you were cradling or hugging someone.

Let compassion and kindness sink into you, like the sun’s warmth into your skin. Make room in yourself for these feelings. Let yourself shift into becoming kinder and more compassionate, and as this happens, let any anger or ill will toward others fall away.

Be aware of compassion and kindness as well as any indifference or ill will toward others (and related feelings such as jealousy, envy, anger, resentment, or vengeance). Keep renewing your warmheartedness, sensing it connecting with and gradually infusing any indifference or ill will. Let compassion and kindness touch any anger inside you. Feel what it’s like to see another person clearly, while also having compassion and kindness toward him or her. See what it’s like to know that someone has mistreated you and to want justice, while at the same time wishing that he or she not suffer and instead be truly happy. Feel compassion and kindness sinking into any places inside that have felt pinched or cold toward others, loosening and filling and warming them. Then let go of any negative material and feel only compassion and kindness. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of compassion and kindness—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of indifference or ill will.

Self-Compassion
This is simply the application of compassion toward yourself, often with related feelings, such as a sense that many others have difficulties and pains like your own. Studies have shown that self-compassion lowers stress and self-criticism while increasing resilience and self-worth. Self-compassion is not feeling sorry for yourself or wallowing helplessly; if anything, it makes you stronger. Yet many people who find it easy to be compassionate toward others find it hard to be compassionate toward themselves. Before opening to self-compassion, it could help to prime the pump with the practice of feeling cared about found at the beginning of this section, “Connection.”

Notice when you already have feelings of warmth, support, or compassion toward yourself. Also, create a sense of self-compassion by deliberately extending warmth and good wishes to yourself. Recognize some of the ways that you are hurting, burdened, or stressed, including over small matters. How would you feel toward a friend experiencing similar things? You’d probably feel sympathetic and caring, and wish that your friend did not suffer, no matter how subtly. Can you feel this way toward yourself?
Open to self-compassion and let it fill you. Help it last and become more intense. Notice any resistance to self-compassion and try to make room in your heart for it. In your mind or out loud, say compassionate things to yourself, such as “I wish I felt better. May this pain pass.” You can be specific, such as saying to yourself “May I find work soon” or “I will be loved again” or “I hope this chemotherapy goes well.” Keep returning to self-compassion, not letting yourself get hijacked by upsets or pain. Embody this experience by placing a hand on your heart or cheek, or by patting your arm gently as you would that of a friend in need.

Feel self-compassion sinking into you, becoming a part of you, a resource inside wherever you go. Sense inside a growing warmth toward yourself and a sweetness, caring, and strength on your own behalf. As self-compassion sifts down into you, see if you can feel a growing ease and peace in your relationships.

Be aware of self-compassion alongside self-criticism (or other stress or pain, such as a headache, grievance, or loss). Imagine or sense that self-compassion is connecting with self-criticism, gently putting whatever happened in perspective, softening any harsh inner voices. Let knowing that many other people also have your faults ease any shame. Imagine that younger parts of you are receiving compassion, are taking in tender sympathetic concern. Then let go of any negative material and just feel self-compassion. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as self-compassion—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of self-criticism.

Feeling Like a Good Person

Everyone has good qualities, such as patience, determination, fairness, forgiveness, honesty, kindness, and love (see this page in chapter 6). Recognizing these qualities in yourself is simply seeing reality with clear eyes, like recognizing good food in your cupboard or goodness in another person. Even if you, like me, have done things worthy of remorse, they do not wipe out your good qualities; you are still a fundamentally good person. Unfortunately, many people have a hard time feeling this. But if you repeatedly take in the sense of being a good person, you’ll feel more reassured about it inside and more confident when dealing with others.

Notice any underlying sense of being a good person that’s already present, such as a background knowing of your basic decency. Or create this experience. Pick a good character quality that you know you have—it could be persistence, a desire for justice, or a warm heart—and think of one or more examples of it. Be aware of any blocks to recognizing the fact of this good quality, such as remembering exceptions to it; let them go, and then come back to the ways this good quality is actually true about you. Get a sense of any feelings or sensations related to the good quality. Consider how this part of you benefits others. Let yourself feel glad about having this good quality.

Repeat this for a few other good qualities you have. Then as you go through your day, notice some of your good wishes toward others and your good qualities in action. Let this recognition of specific good intentions and actions become a more general sense of the goodness inside you, and a growing conviction that you are indeed a good person.

Open to a sense of the goodness inside you, your true and natural kindness, decency, fairness, responsibility, perseverance, and other honorable qualities. What do these qualities feel like? Stay with the experience of your goodness. Protect it, make a sanctuary for it in your mind. Know that you don’t have to be special to be a good person. Soften inside, with perhaps relief or joy at feeling like a good person. Let a sense of goodness fill you. Embody this experience by
letting goodness show in your face. Sit, stand, walk, and talk while feeling like a good person. Register it when you do good things for others.

A Feel goodness spreading inside you like warmth or light, becoming a part of you. Sense the conviction growing in your mind that you are a good person. Imagine yourself in challenging situations or relationships while having a strong sense of your goodness, and then let this way of being sink in. Feeling and knowing the good that is in you, there’s no need to act from guilt or shame, or to cling to reassurance from others.

L Be aware of both your goodness and any shame (or related feelings of being tainted, damaged goods, unlovable, defective, doomed, or a bad person). Keep reestablishing a strong sense of your goodness, including aspects of it such as caring, decency, and good intentions. Know that whatever is good in you can be obscured but never lost. Sense that the good in you is touching shame and related feelings, bringing light and warmth into them like the rising sun reaching into the darkest shadows. Feel the goodness in you while also being aware of and caring toward any parts inside that feel dirty or bad. When you want, let go of the negative material and simply rest in feelings of goodness, such as wishing others well. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of being a good person—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of shame or related feelings.

Compassionate Assertiveness

It’s natural to have needs and wants in our relationships. If we don’t speak up for them, they’re less likely to be met. But if we push for them without taking the other person into account, they’re also less likely to be met, especially over time. Compassionate assertiveness is where heart and strength come together, the twin pillars of healthy relationships. Then you act with integrity and wish others well while also taking care of yourself. You maintain your boundaries and say what you need to say and if need be say it again. You can communicate with dignity and gravity without getting sucked into pointless quarreling. You are loving, while not waiving your rights or getting exploited. Each time you register the combination of compassion and assertiveness, it deepens your capacity to be direct, revealed, and free with others. And as you feel stronger, more independent and autonomous, you’ll feel even more comfortable in the depths of intimacy.

H Notice any ways you already feel assertive. As you go through your day, be aware of times when you are clear, firm, persuasive, or fully expressed. Notice how this feels, especially when it feels good. Notice that others are usually fine with your assertiveness. In particular, notice when goodwill and strength are both present in your heart, and how this feels, and what the results are in your relationships. Also create the combination of compassion and assertiveness. Recall a time you felt both kind and strong. Or imagine being this way in a relationship and how it would feel. You could think of someone you like and respect who is loving while still being very much his or her own person, and then imagine how it would feel to be a little more like this person.

E Stay with feeling caring and assertive. Let the sense of this fill your arms and chest and face. Breathe deeply. Help this feeling grow inside. In your own mind, stand up for your right to stand up. Know that you have rights of your own, and that whether others are happy or not is primarily in their hands, not yours. Remember or imagine the sense of being both loving with someone and comfortable expressing yourself fully. Embody this experience by letting dignity and authority
come into your face and voice while also being caring and kind.

Let feeling compassionately assertive sink into you. Let yourself reshape around this new way of being. As you feel more relaxed and independent in your relationships, and also more compassionate in them, let yourself feel more at peace with others, more centered and balanced. Let any feelings of neediness or quarreling fall away.

Be aware of both compassionate assertiveness and any sense of being weak in relationships (or related feelings of being squelched, dominated, silenced, or pushed to the margins). Keep the combination of strength and caring in the foreground of your awareness, gradually connecting with any sense of weakness in the background of awareness. Let nurturing strength reach for and touch places inside, including young ones, that have felt weak or overrun. When you want, let go of any negative material and stay with feeling compassionately assertive. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as feeling compassionately assertive—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of feeling weak in relationships.

Love

Love is a deep, powerful, often intense feeling of affection, caring, sweetness, and commitment. It is usually applied to others, though it is possible to feel love for the natural world, humanity as a whole, God (in whatever way you experience or imagine this), and oneself. Whether you feel loved or feel loving, love is love, whether it's coming in or going out. When you're resting in love, any knots of longing or clinging can loosen and fall away.

Find any sense already present in your awareness of being connected to others who like you, who wish you well. There could be a feeling in your mind that someone loves you. Also find the warmth that is already inside you, the good wishes for others in the foreground or background of your awareness. Be aware of any sense, already present, of nurturance, protection, providing, or caring. Perhaps someone is on your mind and there is love in the mix of thoughts and feelings about this person.

Also create a sense of being loved by bringing to mind someone who loves you, or has loved you. Recall or imagine being with this person. See his or her face. Be aware of the love for you in his or her heart. Let yourself experience being loved. Consider other people who have loved you over the years, or who love you in your life today, and let it land again and again that you are loved. (Include pets or spiritual beings, if you like.) Bring to mind a wider range of relationships, soaking in the fact that many people have included, liked, or been grateful to you. Even more broadly, explore the sense of being connected to humanity and nature and the universe, recognizing and feeling both your own place and your belonging within a greater whole.

Try to find a sense of feeling loved enough already. It is fine to wish for more love while also letting yourself feel loved enough. Then you don’t have to chase love, or try to influence what is happening in the minds of others so that they will think you’re great or want to be with you or love you. Any sense of stress or worry about love is falling away, any pain or loss or longing.

Create a sense of being loving by bringing to mind someone you love. Think of those you love, like, or appreciate. Think of people for whom you feel compassion. Think of people you feel happy to see. Nurture the feeling of love itself. Get a sense of love flowing outward from you.

Open to feeling loved, help it last and grow and become fuller in you. Open to feeling loving, with warmth and caring
and good wishes radiating from you. Let feeling loved and feeling loving come together into a single sense of love. Love washing into and out of you. Abiding simply as love. If you like, meditate on love; make it your object of attention and absorption. See what it’s like to breathe, sit, walk, look, reach, speak, or act with love.

A. Feel and know that love is spreading inside you. Let your mind rest on and take the shape of love. Imagine living from love, and let the sense of this sink in. As you become love, and love is becoming you, there’s no basis for any clinging or other disturbance in your relationships.

L. Feel love in the foreground of awareness as well as any hurt (or related feelings, such as anger) in the background. Let love touch and soothe the hurt. Inhaling love, exhaling love, feel your love reaching down into parts of yourself that haven’t felt properly loved. See if you can get a sense of these parts receiving love and softening around it. When you want, let go of any negative material and stay with love. A few times over the next hour, be aware of only neutral or positive material—such as a sense of love—while also bringing to mind a neutral trigger of feeling hurt.

Then, in the days to come, trust in love. Remarkably, more than any other kind of experience, love brings you home. Home to the resting state of your brain, home to inner strength and peace, home to your own good nature. As you love in ways large and small, the effects will ripple outward to touch others both known and unknown, helping to bring both them and you home to happiness.
As I hope you’ve found, taking in the good can be very powerful for a person. Additionally, this practice has implications that move beyond the individual to the wider world.

The reactive mode of the brain has worked very well for survival for most of human history, but today it is stressing our whole planet. For more than 99 percent of the past 60 million years, our human and primate ancestors lived in small hunter-gatherer groups in which staying alive required identifying with “us” and mistrusting and often attacking “them.” Now these reactive tendencies fuel conflicts between political, ethnic, and religious groups, and tension and aggression between nations. It’s no less alarming for becoming a cliché: We’ve armed a Stone Age brain with nuclear weapons. Meanwhile, the fearful, greedy, and self-centered reactive setting of the brain promotes a kind of gorging of the earth’s limited resources that is causing deforestation, mass extinctions, and global warming.

The objective conditions in the lives of our primate and human ancestors routinely forced their brains to go red, into the reactive setting. There was no way they could consistently, reliably meet their basic needs for safety, satisfaction, and connection. But the human species now actually does have the resources and know-how to protect, feed, and care about every single person. We could do this if we chose to do it. This possibility has never happened before, and it is taking a while for this new reality to sink in. How we manage this unprecedented opportunity will be the central story line of the next hundred if not thousand years.

To fulfill this opportunity, we can’t just improve external conditions such as access to clean water or to education, as important as these are. It’s been possible for at least a generation to meet every person’s fundamental needs, yet this hasn’t been done, and much poverty and injustice persists around the world. Even in developed countries such as the United States, much fear, frustration, and heartache persist in daily life. Given the brain’s bias toward going red, we must improve internal conditions as well, inside the mind, through building up inner strengths and the bone-deep ongoing sense that core needs are already met. Then we won’t be so vulnerable to the commercial and political manipulations that work only when we have an underlying sense of deficit or disturbance.

Imagine a world in which a critical mass of human brains—100 million? a billion? more?—spend most if not all of each day in the responsive mode. Eventually there would come a tipping point, a qualitative alteration in the course of human history. People would still lock their doors at night, still reach for a profit, and still disagree and compete with one another. They would still need to be guided by values and virtues. But the ancient internal fires of fear, frustration, and heartache would be banked low or extinguished for lack of fuel. Remember how you feel, yourself, when you are resting in
a basic sense of peace, contentment, and love. Remember what it’s like to be with others who are also rested in this state of being. Imagine what your family would be like, your workplace and your community, too, if most everyone in it were centered in the responsive mode, the green setting, of the brain. Take it a step further and imagine how businesses would treat the people working in them, how governments would operate, and how nations might treat one another.

This is not a utopian vision. The responsive mode of the brain is our home base. For our sake and our children’s children’s sake, I hope we come home soon.
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